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ABSTRACT

Reactivity accidents are important in the safety analysis of a pressurized water
reactor. In this analysis ejected control rod, steam line break, start of in-active loop
and boron dilution accidents are usually dealt with. However, in the analysis is not
included what reactivity excursions might happen when a zone, depleted of boron
passes the reactor core. It is also obvious that this potential problem has been very
sparsely dealt with in the literature.

This thesis investigates during what operation and emergency conditions diluted
zones might exist in a pressurized water reactor and what should be the maximum
volumes for them. The limiting transport means are also established in terms of
reactivity addition, for the depleted zones.

In order to describe the complicated mixing process in the reactor vessel during
such a transportation, a typical 3-loop reactor vessel has been modulated by means
of TRAC-PFl's VESSEL component

Three cases have been analysed, in the first case the reactor is in a cold condition
and the reactor coolant has a boron concentration of 2000 ppm. To the reactor
vessel is injected a clean water volume of 14 m . In the two other cases the reactor
is close to hot shutdown and borated to SSO ppm. To the reactor vessel is added 41
and 13 m3 clean water, respectively.

In the thesis is shown what spatail distribution the depleted zone gets when passing
through the reactor vessel in the three cases.

The boron concentration in the first case did not decrease to values which would
bring the reactor to critical condition. For case two was shown by means of TRAC's
point kinetics model that the reactor reaches prompt criticaiity after 16.03 seconds
after starting of the reactor coolant pump. Another prompt criticaiity occurred two
seconds later. The total energy developed during the two power escalations were
about 55 GJ.

A comparison with the criteria used to evaluate the ejected contrl rod reactivity
transient showed that none of these criteria were exceeded.

In conclusion the likeliness for the analysed cases to occur is discussed and certain
recommendations are given how to avoid these situations by different
administrative actions.

KEYWORDS: BORON, DILUTION, PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR,
REACTIVITY ACCIDENT, POWER EXCURSION, PROMPT CRrnCALJTY
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It is a well-known fact that a pressurized water reactor not can be kept subcritical at
shutdown in the beginning of an operation period, if the boron concentration in the
reactor coolant decreases to low values, as the shutdown margin in the control and
shutdown rods not is sufficient in this situation.

It is also a well-known that there are a number of operating and emergency
conditions where the boron concentration in parts of the reactor coolant system
might deviate from the concentration in other pans of the system.

The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate what boron distribution one might get
when a zone, depleted of boron is transported from some part of the reactor
coolant system into and through the fuel core in connection with start of a reactor
coolant pump.

Further it is shown what nuclear responses the passage of depleted zone through
the fuel might generate.
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resistance for a tube bundle. Function of ai and bi
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bundle. Function of Si, S& and dout
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bundle. Function of Si and dout
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s Non-dimensional constant (At/Ax2)

Sc Source term in the solute equation
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tubes in a bundle, etc., and also between the orifices of a perforated
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52 Horizontal distance between the axes of adjacent bars of a grate,
tubes in a bundle, etc., and also between the orifices of a perforated
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5 INTRODUCTION

'\ nuc'.t ar reactcA intended for power production which cannot be loaded with new
mel (h ing operation, must be loaded with a larger amount of fissile material
during a refuelling outage than needed for creating a critical mass at the intended
pc«vf. "his overloading compensates for the bum-up of the fuel during he
operccn period and enables operation the reactor at the desired power level
during he whoie period of time. To balance the excess reactivity in the reactor, in
the be<innii% of an operation period, boron is used in pressurized water reactors
(PWr i. 3oron is a highly neutron-absorbing material which dissolves in the reactor
water as bone acid. The boron concentration is consequently highest in a newly
lead d /eactor and decreases thereafter to nil concurrently with the burn-up [1].

The rt ictor water is diluted by the operators adding dean water to the reactor
COC^D: system (RCS). Adding clean water to the RCS without the operators
knowing it, or in an uncontrolled manner, causes a boron dilution accident

Ir the saie.y analyses concerning boron dilution accidents in PWR it is presume'!
that the dilution flow is added to a continuously flowing reactor coolant With tl-i;
presumption all reactor water will be affected by the dilution. The decrease in
boron concentration will be comparatively slowly, as the theoretically largest
dilution flaw (10-20 kg/s) is small, compared to the volume of the whole RCS
0 00-300 m3). The coolant flow in RCS is large (5000-15000 kg/s), and therefore
the approximation of an instantaneous incorporation in the whole system is
reasonable. Fig. 1 shows an outline of the flow paths at dilution accident

A scHcmmc 1-1.00* HKCTO» CO<X«MT SYSTEM
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When water free from boron is added to the RCS the boron concentration in the
whole system starts to decrease.

As soon as the amovrt of neutron absorbing material decreases in the core the
neutron flux will increase. The neutron flux is continuously supervised by operators
in the central control room. The operators will therefore observe the reactivity
change in the reactor core via their instrumention, and immediately start locating
the cause for change.

Therefore, at the safety analysis of a PWR for boron dilution accidents, it is just
necessary to show thai there is sufficient time available for the operators to locate
the cause of the dilution and stop it, before the reactor reaches an unwanted
condition.

The condition with a continuously and completely through-flown reactor coolant
system is not always prevailing. Parts of the coolant might be stagnant as the RCS
contains so called stagnant zones [3]. If a dilution takes place in such a zone, the
dilution will occur locally without giving the operator indications via the neutron
detectors of a dilution in the RCS until the dilution has reached the circulated parts
of the system.

If the flow condition suddenly changes in the RCS, for example at the start of a
reactor coolant pump (RCP), the diluted zone will rapidly be transported through
the fuel core and mix with the coolant in other parts of the system.

1.1 BACKGROUND

During the latter part of the 70's rapid and heavy pressure surges were noticed at
the start of RCP, if certain conditions in the RCS had preceded these incidents.

The conditions were the following:

1. RCS had a temperature > 333 K

2. All RCP had been idle for more than 30 minutes.

3. RCS was solid

Solid in this context means, that the whole system (including the pressurizer) is
filled with liquid and does not contain any gas which can absorb rapid expansions of
the reactor coolant.

In a solid system the pressure in the RCS is guided by means of a valve which
controls the cleaning flow continuously discharged from the RCS. A corresponding
flow is returned to the system by means of the charging pumps. The mass content in
the RCS is kept constant and the pressure is guided by the control valve for the
discharge flow on condition that the volume changes are neither faster nor larger
than the response time and capacity of the valve.



The cause for the pressure transients was that water colder, than the RCS
temperature, from the RCP seal water flow collected in the RCP and in the
intermediate legs when all RCP were idle. When an RCP was restarted on these
occasions the accumulated cold water was quickly transported to the reactor core.
When the cold water passed through the core a significant amount of heat was
extracted from the fuel. This made the water expand faster than the letdown
control valve capacity, and consequently it produced a rapid and heavy pressure
increase.

To prevent this, the following rule was introduced: "if all RCP have been idle for
more than 5 minutes, a re start is not allowed until a steam bubble has been
established in the pressurzer [4].

The boron concentration must be adjusted on a number of occasions in a
pressurized water reactor when taken from different power levels or modes of
operation. At power changes the boron concentration must be adjusted to balance
the reactivity feedback from fuel and moderator. PWR have negative temperature
coefficients, which means that negative reactivity is added to the core at a power
increase.

At a power decrease, positive reactivity will be released as soon as fuel and
moderator get colder. This reactivity amount is balanced by the operators by adding i.
boric acid and inserting control rods. When the reactor is shut down in a V
sub-critical condition the boron concentration is increased to certain specified
levels to give acceptable safety margins [5].

On certain occasions, when maintenance work has to be performed on the RCS or
connecting systems the reactor system must be drained to a level so low that the SG
U-tubes will be filled with air. The pressure drop over the reactor vessel, when the
fuel is cooled by the residual heat removal system, is not sufficient to lift a flow
over the SG tubes. In this case the RCP housing, intermediate leg and the water
chambers on SG hot and cold side will be stagnant.

Further, when the RCS has contained stagnant zones and they have had a boron
concentration deviating from other parts of the RCS, it was found to take a
considerable time before the concentration became uniform in the entire system.

Out of these circumstances:

1. Certain parts of RCS are not circulated in all operation conditions,

2. A zone with deviating boron concentration in a non-circulated part of RCS
communicates concentration-wise slowly with the circulated parts,

3. The analysis of the dilution accident assumes that the dilution flow is added to
a circulating reactor coolant,

4. Cold water did not mix well with the hotter water in the reactor vessel at a
t* ansport from the RCP to the core,



the idea was born that there might exist a new type of boron dilution accidents,that
not have been analysed.

The following was postulated:

Presume that all RCP are idle and the reactor is coded by the residual heat
removal system. No flow passes through the RCPs and intermediate legs as there is
air in the SG tubes. In this situation there is a malfunction in the reactor water
purification system and clean water is added to the RCS via the seal water flow to
the RCP. This clean water is collected in the RCP and intermediate legs, but will
not affect the boron concentration in the reactor as boron diffuses very slowly in
water. At a somewhat later stage the fiow condition in the RCS changes, if, for
example one RCP is started. The accumulated clean water will then be transported
very quickly (20-30 seconds) to the reactor core. This is of course too short a time
for the operator to take suitable counter measures.

1.2 PRE-STUDYWTTHPOLCA

To find out what nuclear consequences a transport of a plug with clean water
through the core could have, a study with the core calculation program POLCA was
made.

POLCA is used by the Swedish State Power Board (SSPB) for calculations of fuel
burn-up at updating of the fuel cores for the Ringhals PWR.

As boundary and initial conditions for the analysis the following were given:

1. The reactor should be loaded with a beginning of life core, i.e. contain the
maximum amount of fissionable material.

2. The plug with clean water should have a volume equal to the volume of one
intermediate leg, 2.4 m3.

3. The temperature in the RCS should be 333 K

4. All control and shutdown rods should be inserted in the core.

5. The reactor should have been shutdown for so long that the core was free from
Xenon.

6. Boron concentration: 1200 ppm

7. Residual heat: 17 MW

8. Core data: Initial core for Ringhals 3

Further all RCP should be stopped, the residual heat removal system in operation
and the SG's not dynamically vented.



It is then presumed that one of the RCP is started and the plug is transported to the
core and fed into it. As POLCA is a computer code for analysis of steady state
conditions this transport to and through the core could not be simulated. Instead
were the calculations made with the plug, so to say, already in the core.

The following cases were analysed:

1. The 25 central fuel assemblies were surrounded by boron free water.The
depleted zone comprised the whole core height.

2. 24 fuel assemblies in the outer edge of the core were surrounded by boron
free water. Out of these 24 assemblies 7 are highly enriched. The depleted
zone comprised the whole core height.

3. All fuel assemblies were surrounded by boron free water. The depleted zone
comprised 4/25 of the core height

4. 49 of the fuel assemblies in the centre of the core were surrounded by boron
free water. The depleted zone comprised half of the core height.

5. The 2.4 m3 of clean water was mixed evenly with the whole core water volume.

CHSE i

case 3 CflSE

Fig 2.

Results:

Case 1 -Reactivity addition = 14.9%
Case 2 - Reactivity addition = 16.9%
Case 3 - Reactivity addition » 12.6%



Case 4 - Reactivity addition = 15.2%
Case 5 - Reactivity addition = 2.0% [7]

With the fuel manufactured by Westinghouse, the fraction delayed neutrons in a
beginning of life (BOL) core is about 0.7% The comparatively large fraction
depends on contribution from fast fission which is quite large in this type of
reactors [6].

With a boron concentration of 1200 ppm the shutdown margin for the studied core
is ca 4%. Consequently the core needs an addition of positive reactivity which is
4.7% in order to reach a prompt criticality.

With these presumptions and with this "ideal transport mechanism" there would
consequently occur a prompt criticality for all heterogeneous cases, while the
reactor should not reach criticality in the homogeneous case.

Of course calculations made with these assumptions contain much conservatism,
but the results were still so spectacular that further analysis of the local dilution
cases was considered to be relevant

Discussions with Westinghouse European nuclear division [8-11] have primarely
concerned under what operational conditions this type of dilution accidents might
occur and how they could best be prevented. However Westinghouse would not
state whether this type of accidents could be a real threat to reactor safety or not. It
was only established that the calculations contained a great amount of conservatism
and, therefore, they were probably far from reality.

TV * measures taken are of a simple administrative kind, but for natural reasons one
is always restrictive to introduce new steps in the operation routines of a plant. The
risk for wrong decisions increases correspondingly. In this case components
extremely vital for the operation of the plants, viz. the RCP, are concerned.

The local boron dilution accidents were taken up among SSPB "PWR-safety
questions" and money was allocated from SSPB foundation for "Research,
Development and Demonstration" to investigate whether this type of accident is a
relevant problem.

1.3 HYPOTHESIS

A significant amount of clean water might accumulate in a stagnant zone in the
RCS at certain operations or accident conditions without affecting the deflection of
the neutron detectors significantly. At the start of an RCP the diluted zone is
transported so quickly and with such a limited incorporation with the borated water
in the reactor vessel that prompt criticality occurs when the zone, depleted of
boron, passes through the reactor core.



1.4 AIM AND INTENTION

The aim of this study is:

To determine at what operation and accident conditions a local dilution
might occur in the RCS.

To determine the configuration of the diluted zone when it passes the
reactor core.

To estimate the nuclear response for cases which are considered harmful.

To recommend actions for cases considered hazardous.

1.5 DEFINITION OF A LOCAL BORON DILUTION ACCIDENT

Henceforth the expression "local dilution accident" will be used on a number of
occasions. As this is not an established type of accident the following definition is
suggested:

"An unintentional dilution of the boron contents in the coolant loops of the reactor
which starts in a stagnant flow zone in one or more of these loops, without affecting
the deflection of the neutron detectors until a significant amount of water has been
added to the coolant loops. At a later stage, during the dilution transient, the flow
conditions in the RCS are changed so that the diluted zone is quickly transported to
the reactor core. When passing through the core, the diluted zone causes a prompt
criticality."

1.6 METHOD

The suspicion that a local dilution accident might cause a prompt criticality greatly
limits the possibilities to cany out full scale or even model tests, as bringing a
reactor core into such a status is always unwanted.

The most suitable way to fulfil the objectives in 1.4 is then to use one of the many
"best-estimate" computer codes developed to analyse severe accident conditions in
PWR. These codes normally have the capacity to describe complicated hydraulic
conditions as well as nuclear responses. Such computer programs have normally
been subject to different forms of qualification, which will guarantee a reasonably
correct result.

The choice of method will be described circumstantially in chapter 4.

1.7 REFERENCE PLANT

An investigation like the one in this thesis must be based on specific data, i.e real
conditions in one specific PWR, due to the fact that problems regarding boundary
conditions for the analysis are impossible to generalize. Tnis in turn depends on the
fact that the design differs considerably from one manufacturer to another. Details



might also vary substantially for the same NSSS manufacturer, due to the
customer's specific demands.

Still the different PWR are basically similar and consequently it should be possible
to decide from the results of plant specific analyses if the local boron dilution
accidents form a generic problem or not.

As a reference plant Ringhals 2, a 3-loop Westinghouse PWR, has been chosen.
The reason for choosing this plant is partly that specific data are available tor this
plant and partly that this reactor type is quite frequently represented worldwide.
Totally there are 50-60 reactors very similar to Ringhals 2. Thus, these reactors
represent a significant number of the PWR in the world, at present 242 (april 1988).

1.7.1 RINGHALS 2

The description below, only deals with those parts of the abovementioned plant
relevant for this thesis.

1.7.1.1 GENERAL

Ringhals 2 is a 3-loop Westinghouse PWR. The construction started in 1970. The
reactor was taken into operation in 1974 and the commercial operation started in
1975. The plant is owned and operated by the SSPB.

Ringhals 2 is one of the four reactors which together form Ringhals nuclear power
station. Ringhals is situated in the rural area of Väröbacka, 60 km south of
Gothenburg on the west coast of Sweden.

The thermal power of the plant is 2475 MW. The electric gross power is 825 MWe
and own consumption is 25 MWe.

Ringhals 2 has two 3000 rpm turbines designed by STAL-LAVAL on licence from
Brown-Boveri.

Of special interest for this report, are the design of the reactor vessel, coolant
pumps, and the cooling system with connections as well as the steam generators.
These parts will be described below more in detail.

1.7.1.2 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

The primary function of the reactor coolant system is to transfer the heat produced
in the nuclear fuel via the steam generators to the turbines.

Secondary functions of the RCS are:

Transfer the residual heat from the fuel to the residual heat removal
syst' m when the reactor is shut down.

Act as a second barrier (the fuel cladding is the first barrier) which \
protects the environment against radioactive release.



Improve the neutron economy by functioning as a reflector.

Increase the probability of fission by moderating the energy of the neutrons
to a thermal leveL

The RCS consists of three coolant loops which connect to the reactor vessel
paralielly. Each coolant loop contains a reactor coolant pump and a steam
generator.

To prevent bulk boiling in the RCS the reactor pressure is always kept slightly
higher than the saturation pressure of the existing temperature. This is done by
means of the pressurizer which is connected to one of the coolant loops and
contains steam and saturated liquid. In the pressurizer there can be both an inflow
and an outflow due to expansion or contraction of the reactor coolant The
pressurizer is equipped with a pressure release system which guarantees the
structural integrity of the RCS [12].

Fig. 3 shows schematically the RCS design and where other important systems
connect
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1.7.1.3 REACTOR VESSEL WITH INTERNALS

The reactor vessel (fig. 4) is cylindrical with a welded hemisphere-shaped upper
part which is dismountable. The vessel contains the core, the bearing construction
of the core, control rods and other parts connected to the core. The control rods
are operated by a driving mechanism mounted on the upper part

The vessel has three inlets and torse outlets, placed in the horizontal plane under
the upper flange. The coolant enters the vessel through the inlets and then flows
down into the gap between the vessel and the core, turns at the bottom and passes
through the core to the outlets [12].

The outlets as well as the inlets are placed 120° apart.
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Fig 4

The reactor internals consist of four parts: upper and lower internals, support
components for the core instrumentation and the fuel core. The purpose of the
reactor internals is to support the core, limit the radial and axial movements of the
fuel rods, direct the assemblies in relation to the control rod driving mechanisms,
lead the coolant flow through the fuel assemblies to the reactor vessel head.
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The coolant flows from the reactor vessel inlet down between the reactor vessel
and the core cover (the downcomer) to the vessel bottom, where the coolant from
the three coolant loops mixes. From the vessel bottom the water continues through
the bottom plate, the lower core plate and up through the core.

After having passed the core the water continues through the upper internals and
then flows radialy through the outlet studs of the core cover and the vessel. A
minor part of the flow is deflected to pass between the baffle plate and the core
cover to cool the core barrel Similarly a small part of the flow is deflected through
the upper internals to run out through the outlet studs.

The largest core components are the lower internals, which consist of core cover,
baffle plates, the lower core plate and the bottom plate with support columns.

The reactor core consists of 157 fuel assemblies, with an identical construction, but
containing uranium dioxide of different enrichment Three different degrees of
enrichment are used in the initial core: 2.1,2.6 and 3.1 % Uranium-235.

Each fuel assembly consists of 200 fuel rods arranged in a square grid (15x15).
Between the fuel rods there are also 24 control rod guide tubes and one instrument
guide tube.

1.7.1.4 REACTOR COOLANT PUMP

The reactor coolant pumps (fig. 5) are vertical single stage centrifugal pumps with
shaft seals, designed to pump reactor coolant at high pressure and temperature.

The pump consists of three main parts: the pump, the seal package, and the motor.

The pump part consists of impeller, diffusor, pump housing, thermal barrier, lower
radial bearing, main flange and pump shaft.

The seal package consists of three different seals: Seal 1 with a seal ring (this seal
gives a controlled leakage). Seal 2 and 3 are friction seals located in the seal
housing.

The impeller is attached to the lower part of the pump shaft The reactor coolant is
sucked up through the impeller, led out through the diffusor and then through the
outlet pipe. Above the pump housing there is a thermal barrier, consisting of a heat
exchanger which limits the temperature of the hot reactor coolant if it happens to
flow up along the pump shaft.

Seal water is brought to the pump between the pump bearing and the thermal
barrier. Part of this water is led up along the shaft to the seal package, while the
rest is led down between the shaft and the thermal barrier, where it serves as a
buffer and prevents the reactor coolant from flowing upwards towards the pump
radial bearing and seals. The seal water temperature is normally 313-323 K, while
that of the coolant is 572 K at full power. If the seal water fails, reactor coolant will
flow up along the pump shaft but will then be cooled by the thermal barrier to an
acceptable temperature level [12].
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STEAM GENERATORS

The three steam generators (fig.6) are vertically standing U-tube evaporators,
equipped with moisture separators.

The reactor coolant flows through the U-tubes and comes in resp. leaves the SG via
in- and outlet studs, welded on to the hemispherical bottom. This hemispherical
space is divided in two water chambers by a vertically standing plate.

Steam is produced on the shell side of the steam generators and flows upwards and
through the moisture separators, and proceeds out via the connection to the steam
line.

Each steam generator is designed to produce 1/3 of the total steam flow. The
moisture separators reduce the moisture contents of the steam to 0.25% [12].
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2.0 LITERATURE SURVEY

For this work several literature studies have been made on different occasions.
Four different data bases, belonging to IAEA, INIS, NRC and INPO, have been
searched. The systems of IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) and INIS
(International Nuclear Information System) are scientific registers mainly
containing abstracts from research reports. NRCs (Nuclear Regulatory
Commission) and INPO's (Institute of Nuclear Power Operations) data bases are
commercial registers mainly containing reports from western nuclear power plants
on occurred incidents [13].

By scanning these data bases a good coverage is obtained of research projects
fulfilled or ongoing within the fields of reactor technology and reactor physics, as
well as incidents occurred in the western light water reactors.

When searched the INIS data base contained \ 100 000 references, the
corresponding number for IAEA was 650 000, for NRC 800 000 and for INPO
40000.

The purpose of the literature survey was to find previous research concerning local
dilution accidents and if any incidents had occurred which can show a course of
events that might depend on a local dilution of the RCS preceding the transient.
And, finally, whether any of the different analyses, made for PWR, concerning
reactivity accidents covers the expected response at a local dilution accident.

2.1 SEARCH STRATEGIES

The search conditions vary for the different data bases. The IAEA and INIS data
bases are searched by key words, NRC register can be scanned either by key words
or by any of the words in the report title. In INPO data base for LER (Licensee
Event Report, a report US utilities have to send to the NRC when deviating from
the technical specifications) the stored reports can be searched by key words and by
scanning title and abstract word by word [13]. Due to these differences the
combination of search words differs slightly.

To be able to meet the intentions of the survey, different search strategies were
used.

One way was to base the search profile on the type of transient to which local
dilution accidents would belong if included in die safety analysis for PWR, i.e.
reactivity accidents probably within the subdivision boron dilution accidents.

Another way to base the search profile was on the possible consequences of a local
boron dilution accident. The preliminary study has shown the possibility of large
additions of reactivity and thus the data bases were scanned with regard to fast or
la je power and reactivity excursions.

Further, different search profiles were created, based on the possible causes for a
local dilution accident. The mechanisms used were stagnant flow zones and tube
ruptures.
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*> t RESULT OF THE DATA SCANNING

When scanning the INIS and IAEA data bases the keywords "BORON" together
with "DILUTION" and "ACCIDENT were used. Totally 25 articles responded to
this keyword combination. With the exception of one article the investigations dealt
with traditional boron dilution accidents. Other search profiles used were:

WATER and BORON and COOLANT LOOPS 14 hits
BORON and DILUTION and COOLANT LOOPS 2 hits
WATER and DILUTION and COOLANT LOOPS 0 hit
ROD and EJECTION and ACCIDENT 81hits
PROMPT and CRITICAIJTY and ACCIDENT 2 hits
STEAM and PIPE/LINE and ACCIDENT 23 hits

None of these tannings gave any reference to a publication containing applicable
information.

When scanning the NRC and INPO data bases the following search profiles were
used, with the following result:

BORON and DILUTION 278 hits t
STAGNANT and FLOW 4 hits
TUBE and RUPTURE 365 hits
PROMPT and (CRITICAL or CRITICALITY) 1 hit
POWER and EXCURSION 7 hits
REACTIVITY and EXCURSION 2 hits

All reports which responded to the keyword combination BORON and
DILUTION, proved to deal with traditional boron dilution accidents or incidents
when there bad been a depletion in an other tank than the reactor vessel, which
should contain borated water with a prescribed boron concentration.

All reported incidents must be regarded as completely harmless. This is well in
agreement with the conclusions drawn by E.W. Hagen [14] after his review of
occurred boron dilution accidents up to 1982.

The review of other references did not give any useful information.

2.3 REACTIVITY ACCIDENTS

As reactivity accidents are included in the normal safety analysis for PWR this area
is dealt with, to a great extent, in the literature.

The reactivity accidents normally dealt with in the safety analysis for a PWR are:
ejected control rod, steam line break, start-up of inactive loop and uncontrolled
boron dilution.
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2.3.1 EJECTED CONTROL ROD

At this type of accident it is assumed that a control rod quickly is ejected from the
reactor core due to a break on the cladding that contains the drive shaft of the
control rod [2].

This results in a practically instantaneous local reactivity addition. The difference
between this type of accident and a local boron dilution accident is the amount of
the reactivity added as well as the duration of the transient An ejected control rod
gives almost a "step-change" in the core reactivity in the region of 0.5-1.0%. The
resulting power escalations concern fuel elements in the immediate vicinity of the
ejected control rod. At a local dilution accident the reactivity addition might be
2-17% according to the preliminary study. The reactivity addition will have a time
duration of 5-10 seconds. Part of the core or the whole core will be affected by the
dilution.

We can establish that it is probably not possible to draw any conclusion about the
consequence of a local boron dilution accident from the analyses concerning
ejected control rod.

2.3.2 STEAM LINE BREAK

At the analysis of a steam line break it was presumed that one of the main steam
lines was broken and that the reactor due to this was rapidly cooled down to low
temperature. The positive reactivity additions that result are in the region 2.0-2.5
%. The time for positive reactivity addition is 12 seconds. The whole core will be
affected by the reactivity change [2].

Section 2.2.1 shows that the reactivity additions at a local dilution accident might be
larger, and might only affect part of the core, and subsequently it is impossible to
predict the consequences of a local dilution accident based on the analysis of a
steam line break.

2.3.3 START OF INACTIVE LOOP

At this reactivity transient the reactor was assumed to be in operation at a reduced
power. One of the RCPs was idle and a certain back flow passed through the
inactive loop. Later the idle RCP was started. The increased flow through the core
improved the heat transfer from the fuel. This, in turn, means that the fuel
temperature decreased which gave a positive reactivity addition.

The reactivity addition achieved is 0.5%. The reactivity is added for 15-25 seconds.
This is equal to the time a RCP takes to reach a full rotation speed. The reactivity
change will affect the whole core.

A comparison shows that the reacivity additions at the start of an inactive loop are
less than those at a local dilution accident. Furthermore, the start of an inactive
loop cannot affect only part of the core when it comes to reactivity, and then it is
probably impossible to draw any conclusions based on these analyses of the
consequences of a local dilution accident.
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2.3.4 BORON DILUTION ACCIDENTS

At a boron dilution accident it was presumed that a fault had occurred in the
chemical and volume control system (CVCS), which means that clean water was
added to the RCS, which, in turn, means that the boron concentration decreased
and positive reactivity was added to the core. These transients are very slow and the
safety analyses have shown that it takes about 20-60 minutes to reach different
unwanted conditions, like critical reactor or over-power.

It is obvious that this reactivity transient is completely different from that of a local
dilution accident.

The study of the relevant literature showed that the research on dilution accidents
has mostly dealt with the traditional type.

Worth mentioning are the experiments that B.D. Stitt and J.M. Divine carried out
at LOFT (Loss-of-Fluid Test facility) [15]. At this investigation it was shown that a
dilution flow will mix well in the reactor vessel when the residual heat removal
system (RHRS) is in operation (=least allowable reactor coolant flow). The
experiment established that local depletions can not occur within the reactor vessel
at a traditional dilution accident if the RHRS is operated at the prescribed
minimum flow.

The risk for local depletion is observed at a number of places [4,16] in the
procedures used for operation of PWR. The cases mentioned are that the boron
concentration in the pressurizer is not allowed to deviate more than 50 ppm from
the concentration in the other RCS. For connection of the RHRS to the RCS the
concentration in RHRS must not fall below the concentration in the RCS by more
than 50 ppm to allow connection. This shows that the nuclear industry is well aware
of the fact that there might be a risk to add boron depleted water to the coolant
flow of the reactor core.

The risk for adding clean water volumes was observed at the design of those
Westinghouse PWR which were equipped with isolation valves in the cooling loops
of the RCS. With these reactors operation can be continued with one loop isolated.
It might happen that in connection with maintenance work clean water is added
unintentionally to the isolated loop. If, thereafter, the RCP is staned, large volumes
of clean water can be pressed into the reactor core. This incident is, as shown,
completely in accordance with the scenario postulated to give the reactivity
transient after a local dilution accident

* To eliminate this risk, a system with a bypass valve over the isolation valve has been
designed. The isolation valve is blocked against opening a certain time after the

f start of the RCP. This time is chosen so that all possible clean water in the coolant
loop will be added to the RCS via the bypass valve, before the opening of the

! isolation valve is possible. With this system the clean water is guarante. d to be
added slowly to the reactor,

f
The system described above is comparatively costly to install. Therefore S.Salah,

I C.E.Rosse and J.M.Geets [17] made an investigation which tried to prove that
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there would be no serious consequences if a whole loop with clean water was
pressed into the reactor core in connection with the starting of an RCP.

At this time (1972), there were no computer codes available to describe the
complex flow and mixing conditions at the transport of a clean water plug through a
reactor vessel with borated water to and through the reactor core. It was therefore
presumed that there was no mixing at the transport from loop to core. The clean
water was added to the fuel in a 120° segment and with a velocity corresponding to
the flow with all RCP operating. The reactor was assumed to be critical and at zero
power at the initiation of the transient

It was found that such a large local power surge was achieved that approximately
10% of the fuel cladding would be damaged and 2% of the fuel rods would melt in
the center. The investigation thereby established unambiguously that it is not
possible to remove the equipment that protects against the intake of clean water at
the start of a RCP in an earlier isolated loop.

2.4 STAGNANT FLOW ZONES, TUBE RUPTURES, REACTIVITY
EXCURSIONS ETC.

One of the situations that might cause a locally depleted zone in a reactor coolant
loop is connected with the tube rupture event If the reactor coolant pumps are not
operating at such an incident, stagnant flow conditions might occur in the loop that
contains the damaged steam generator, when the steam generator is isolated on the
secondary side from the environment.

A review of the reports dealing with occurred tube ruptures showed that on all
occasions the RCP had been operating, or had been taken into operation, before
cooldown of the plant had started. Thus the situation with one or more stagnant
loops had not occurred.

Futher, the data scanning did not to find any operation or disturbance report about
fast power surges in connection with starting of the RCP.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS

The literature survey shows that the area local dilution accidents have been dealt
with very sparsely. The investigation has not shown any case where such a study has
been made for PWR reactors without isolation valves in the RCS loops. Certain
analyses have been made for reactors with this type of valves. The analyses do,
however, deal with other operation modes than those concerning this treatise. The
work has not dealt with the mixing of the boron free zone when it comes into
contact with borated water on its transport to the fuel core.

When studying different reported disturbances, not a single case has been found
that could be classified as a local dilution accident. The conclusion is that either
this type of accident is very rare or, the consequences of such an accident are so
negligible that they have not been noted either by the operators or at the following
disturbance analysis.
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3. IDENTIFICATION OF MODES OF OPERATION WHEN A LOCAL
BORON DILUTION MAY OCCUR

A number of presumptions must be fulfilled for a local dilution accident to occur
and to get any harmful consequences. On the basis of the definition given in section
1.6 one finds that the following conditions must prevail:

a. A source of water with a boron concentration lower than some defined
value

b. The pressure of the source must be higher than the pressure in the
RCS.

c. A stagnant flow zone must exist where the source might leak water to the
RCS.

d. A major change in the flow conditions must occur so that the
stagnant flow zone can be transported quickly to and through the fuel core.
The flow change shall occur before the deflection of the neutron detectors is
is affected enough to alert the operators.

e. The depleted zone will cause a prompt criticality when passing through
the core.

3.1 GENERAL FLOW CONDITIONS IN A REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

As soon as fissile material has been added to the reactor some flow will always pass
the core. Possible ways to circulate the reactor coolant are:

1. The flow is maintained by one or more RCP.

2. The core is cooled by the RHRS. Irrespective of residual heat, a minimum
flow = 237 kg/s is prescribed [5], in order to avoid stratifications in the
coolant, which might give a heterogeneous boron concentration.

3. The core is cooled by means of the steam generators and the flow is
maintained by natural circulation in one or more of the reactor coolant loops.

3.1.1 FLOW CONDITIONS WTTH THE REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS
IN OPERATION

*
, Studies of the plant documentation for the reference plant showed that one RCP in

operation is sufficient to give a heavy flow in the entire RCS [2]. Information from
the manufacturer [18] showed that about 20% of the total flow of an RCP will flow
back in those loops with idle RCP. Therfore, if a dilution occurs in a loop with an

f idle RCP the boron concentration in the core will be affected almost immediately,
i if at least on RCP is in operation.
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We can therefore establish that the presumption about continuous and immediate
dilution of the whole RCS made in the analysis of a typical boron dilution accident
is correct if one or more RCP is operating

Fig. 7 shows the flow paths at different operational combinations of RCP.
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3.1.2

Fig 7

FLOW CONDITIONS WITH THE RESIDUAL HEAT
REMOVAL SYSTEM IN OPERATION

When cooling the core by the RHRS there will also be a flow through the whole
system, on the condition that the system is vented. At certain maintenance
situations the RCS must be drained to a level where the SG tube bundle will be
filled with air. This air is removed in connection with the start-up of the plant by
making a dynamic venting. This means that one RCP is started for a short while
about 30 seconds. The accumulated air will then be transported from the SG tube
bundle to the reactor vessel. The air is collected inside the top of this tank where it
can then be removed by venting valves.

To permit start of an RCP, the pressure in the RCS must be 2.9 MPa. During a
start-up from cold and pressureless condition the air in the SG tubes will therefore
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be compressed from atmospheric pressure to 2.9 MPa. It is of interest for this
report to decide whether the differential pressure over the reactor vessel, with
RHRS operating, is sufficient to lift a flow over the tube bundle and back to the
RHRS inlet in hot leg, when parts of tubes contain air.

The design flow for the reference plant is 18.583 m3/s [2]. The least permissible
flow with RHRS operating is 237 kg/s. At design flow through the reactor vessel the
pressure drop is 024 +/-0.036 MPa [2]. If the maximum pressure drop is utilized
the pressure drop at residual heat cooling is (0276'(237/18583))2 = 4.49" 10'5

MPa = 44.9 Pa. It can therefore be establish that no flow goes back via the RCP
when RCS is at atmospheric pressure and the SG are not vented as the lowest tube
height over which the flow has to be lifted is 8.061+0.056=8.117 m. To lift the
water to this height a differential pressure equal to 79.6 kPa would be needed.

When the pressure in the RCS is increased the air in the tubes will be compressed
and collected in the U-bends.

Length of tube with the least bending radius in U-bend - 2*8.061 + w'0.056 =
16.30 m [19]

Length of tube with the largest bending radius in U-bend = 2*8.061 + •»• 1.520 =
20.90 m. [19]

The length of the air plug after pressure increase to 2.9 MPa is 0.58 resp. 0.75 m.
The height of the chords created is for the tubes with the least bending radius 020
m and for those with the largest radius 0.046 m. The differential pressures needed
to lift the water above these heights is 1.962 kPa resp. 451 Pa which both are
considerably larger than 44.9 Pa.
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Fig.8
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Consequently, the stagnant zone consisting of the pipe section between the RHRS
connection to the cold leg, the RCP, the intermediate leg, the SG water chambers
and parts of the tube bundle on the cold leg side will not be circulated as long as
SG are not dynamically vented. Further there are stagnant zones in this operation
condition on the hot leg side. The stagnant zone consists of the pipe sections
between the RHRS outlet and SG, the SG water chambers on the hot leg side and
parts of the SG tube bundle also on the hot leg side. Fig. 8 shows the flow paths in
RCS when RHRS cools the core and the SG's are dynamically vented or not vented.

3.13 FLOW CONDITIONS DURING NATURAL CIRCULATION

If RCP are not. available and the RCS pressure and temperature make it impossible
to the RHRS, the reactor can be cooled by means of natural circulation. The fact
that the heat source in RCS (i.e. the reactor core) is located lower than the heat
sink (SG) in the system is utilized.

At leaks in one or more of the SG tubes you are forced to isolate the SG on the
steam side to prevent activity release to the environment. Actions are taken to
equalize the pressure in the RCS and the pressure in the damaged SG. The
temperature in the damaged SG will then be equal to the satur Hon temperature
for the RCS, which is the highest possible temperature. The presumptions for
natural circulation in a loop with isolated SG do therefore not exist, as observed at
the tube rupture accident at the nuclear plant R.E. Ginna, USA, 1982 [20].

3.2 IDENTIFICATION OF STAGNANT FLOW ZONE LOCATIONS
IN REFERENCE PLANT

The review above shows that stagnant flow zones might exist when the reactor is
cooled by the RHRS and the SG are not dynamically vented or when cooling is
made by natural circulation and the saturation temperature is almost equal in one
or more of the SG and in the RCS. The SG can, at cooling by natural circulation, be
blocked by hot water, steam or non-condensable gases that have collected at the
peak of the tube bundle.

The stagnant flow zones at cooling by the RHRS will comprise: A short distance of
the cold leg, which is a pipe section between RHRS inlet to the cold leg and the
outlet nozzle from RCP, the RCP, the intermediate leg, the primary side in SG
and the hot leg.

Corresponding at cooling by natural circulation: The whole cooling loop, i.e. from
outlet to inlet, in the reactor vessel.

33 POSSIBLE DILUTION PATHS TO THE IDENTIFIED STAGNANT
ZONES

From above can be seen that the stagnant zone may compris • a whole cooling loop.
Therefore a systematic review of all systems connecting to tfte RCS is required.
Before this review is made a criterion must be established whicn determines what
boron concentration that lacks potential to create conditions for a local dilution
accident irrespective of other plant conditions. The concentration used, is the one
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demanded at cold shutdown to keep the reactor subcritical with a margin > 1%.
850 ppm is used in this thesis, which can be considered as a typical shutdown
concentration with a BOL core in the reference plant (see fig.24, chapter 5)

3.3.1 SYSTEMS CONNECTING TO THE RCS

The following systems connect to the RCS:

1. Feedwater System/Main Steam System (FWS/MSS)
2. Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS)
3. Safety Injection System (SIS)
4. Sampling System (SS)
5. Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS)
6. Component Cooling System (CCS)

As the SG contains clean water this can be added to the RCS by leakage or rupture
in or more of the SG tubes on one or more of the SG tubes.

In the RHRS two heat exchangers are used to cool the reactor at shutdown. On the
shell side of these heat exchangers clean water is used as coolant. By leakage in any
of ihese heat exchangers clean water could be added to the RCS. This can occur at
two operation modes, either when the RHRS is connected for cooling of the
reactor or when the system is isolated from the RCS. In the first case the leakage
flow will be added to the cooling flow passing the heat exchanger. The dilution
accident is in this case of the traditional type. In the other case part of the RHRS
could be displaced and partly filled with boron depleted water, which then
relatively quickly could be added to the reactor when the RHRS is connected to
the RCS. RHRS is however subjected to a rule which requires a sampling of the
boron concentration before connection. If the difference is larger than 50 ppm
between the boron concentration in RHRS and that of the RCS connection is not
allowed. RHRS is therefore considered not being able to cause a local dilution
accident.

The SIS is connected to tanks with a boron concentration higher or equal to 2000
ppm. Therefore, leakage from this system cannot cause any dilution of the RCS.

SS is designed to discharge small amounts of water or steam from the RCS and
cannot add any water to the RCS.

The CVCS adds water to the RCS via normal charging and the RCP seal water
} flow. The water that is added has been discharged from the RCS. This water is

purified in the CVCS in ion exchangers. The water also passes through a tank with
hydrogen atmosphere (VCT). In the system adjustment of the RCS boron

f concentration can be made by adding clean water to the discharge flow if a dilution
is wanted. For borating of the RCS water with a boron concentration = 7000 ppm

f is added to the discharge flow. At the traditional dilution accident it is assumed that
t the dilution flow is due to a malfunction in the CVCS.
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The RCP are equipped with a thermal barrier, to protect the pumps against the
upwards flow of hot RCS water if the seal water flow malfunctions. Fig.9 shows
schematically the flow paths with and without seal water.
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Fig 9.

The thermal barrier is cooled by water from the CCS. This system contains clean
water. By a leak in the thermal barrier one might consequently get a dilution which
starts in an RCP.

The pressure of the dilution flow must exceed the RCS pressure. This pressure
might vary from atmospheric pressure to the highest possible pressure in the RCS
which is 17.2 MPa, equal to the set pressure for the safety valves of the system.

Of the above defined systems that might be potential sources for a boron dilution
accident, CVCS can add water to the RCS in all operation modes, as the dead head
pressure of the charging pumps is 18.1 MPa.

The SG pressure is normally lower than the RCS pressure, but at a tube rupture the
pressure in the damaged SG is decreased to equalize the RCS and SG pressure. At
a later stage, when the plant shall be cooled to cold and pressureless condition, one
might choose to use a cooling method called backfill. When cooling in this manner
the pressure in RCS is decreased so that the SG pressure exceeds the pressure in
the RCS and there is a flow of water from the damaged SG to RCS.

The CCS pumps can give a pressure which is max. 0,8 MPa. Water can therefore be
added via a leaking thermal barrier if the pressure in the RCS is lower than this
pressure.

3.4 POSSIBLE TRANSPORT MEANS FOR THE DILUTED ZONE

The only possible flow change obtainable when the dilution has occurred via the
seal water flow or the thermal barrier is by starting an RCP.

I
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In the tube break case there might be three causes for the flow to start in a cooling
loop earlier stagnant These are: Starting of an RCP, connecting the RHRS, and
cooling the isolated SG in such a way that a natural circulation flow starts.

In order for a prompt criticality accident to occur it is necessary that the positive
reactivity is added with great speed, otherwise different reactivity feedbacks in
moderator and fuel will balance the reactivity addition and the process of the
transient will be considerably milder. It is therefore reasonable to presume that the
mechanism which gives the biggest and quickest flow change also is the mechanism
which will give the most serious reactivity transient

When connecting the RHRS a flow will be established which is about 300-400 kg/s,
which gives a flow/loop »100-130 kg/s. 10-15% of this flow will go backwards
through the coolant loop to RHRS inlet This means that with exception for the
volume of clean water that might have collected downstream the RHRS inlet in
RCS the remaining water in the diluted zone will not be added quicker than in the
traditional analysis of dilution accidents (20 kg/s, [2]).

At start of a natural circulation flow in a loop which earlier was stagnant it is more
difficult to state a specific figure value for the flows one might get It should
however not be more than 2- 5% of normal full flow [3]. Further a number of
invesugations have established that the change from stagnant to natural circulation
flow takes place slowly [22].

SPEED VS TIME HT STHRT FIND STOP -3

mir'j»

Fig. 10

At start of an RCP the loop flow increases from 0 to 100% in 20 sec. Fig. 10 shows
flow characteristics which have been taken at starting tests of RCP at Ringhals.
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Note that the test was performed on Ringhals 3's RCP. The RCP in this unit is
however identical to the RCP of Ringhals 2 and the flow characteristic is therfore
very similar

It can thus be stated that the maximum flow change at a local dilution accident is at
the start of an RCP. Starting of an RCP will in the continuation of the analysis be
used as the limiting flow transient.

3.4 CONCLUSIONS

The possible flow paths to the stagnant flow zones are:

a. Counter flow from an SG with a damaged tube to the RCS

b. Via the RCP seal water flow or a leaking thermal barrier.

For a possible local dilution via seal water the charging flow must be isolated. If this
is not the case the dilution will also take place in the circulated part of the RCS.
The operators will then be alerted by their neutron detectors and will take
necessary measures.

In the above defined situations the plants will be in the following conditions:

Dilution via seal water flow:

RCS has earlier been drained to such a low level that the SG tubes have
become filled with air.

The fuel is cooled by the RHRS.

A flow is maintained which is at least 237 kg/s.

The reactor water will in this situation have a boron concentration of
2000 ppm (5).

The reactor pressure might vary from atmospheric pressure to 2.9 Mpa
The higher pressure will normally prevail when starting an RCP.

The temperature in RCS might vary from 295-333 K.

Dilution via thermal barrier:

The conditions are like those prevailing when dilution is made with the seal water,
except that the the dilution will stop at a RCS pressure equal or higher than 0.8
MPa.

Dilution from one SG with tube rupture:

During the beginning of the accident the operators have stabilized the
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plant conditions so that there is about the same pressure in RCS and on
secondary side of the damaged SG.

The fuel is cooled by natural circulation and the undamaged SG.

The damaged SG has been isolated on secondary side.

Before the operators start the cooldown the boron concentration in
the reactor water is increased to the concentration which applies for
cold shutdown of the reactor.

The reactor pressure might vary between 7.6 MPa, which is set pressure
for the 1st SG safety valve, to 2.9 MPa which is the pressure
which is the pressure for connection of the RHRS

The temperature in RCS might vary from 450 K (temperatur when
connecting RHRS) to 564 K. (saturation temp, at 7.6 MPa).
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4 CHOICE OF ANALYSIS METHOD

As seen in the review of the analyses made for "normal" reactivity accidents in
PWR it is not possible to conclude whether a local dilution accident is harmful or
not. Nor is it possible to estimate the consequences of such an accident based on
the investigation made for PWR with isolation valves in the RCS loops. The
analyses for these reactors have been made at critical condition, while the
investigation in chapter 3 showed that local dilution accidents can only occur in
situations when all control rods are inserted in the reactor core. The reactor will
therefore always be subcritical at the initiation of the reactivity transient during a
local dilution accident

This shows that the local dilution accidents must be thoroughly analysed by some
suitable method.

4.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AT CHOISE OF METHOD

The investigation in chapter 3 showed that the reactor will be cooled either by
natural circulation or the RHRS, until the reactivity transient starts. This is done in
connection with the starting of an RCP. This means a comparatively dramatic i
change of the flow conditions in the reactor vessel. From almost symmetrical and \
small (250-300 kg/s) flows the flow gets asymmetrical and increases to 5000-6000
kg/s within 20 seconds. This shows that the flow and the mixing situation during a
local dilution accident is very complex.

To be able to describe the boron distribution in the core region and the mixing
between borated and boron-free water during the transport of the depleted zone
from the stagnant zone to the core, it must be considered that the process is
transient and takes place asymmetrically, and consequently the analysis must be
performed in three space dimensions.

Due to the complex shape of the reactor vessel it is obvious that it is not possible to
find an analytical solution of the boron distribution in the core during a local
dilution accident.

Thus there are three possible ways to study this problem:

1. Test in an existing plant

2. Test in a model

3. Computer analysis

In category 1 experiments in a real plant are included as well as tests in large test
facilities, which have a fuel core of fissile material, for example the LOFT-plant in
the USA. For obvious reasons one should hesitate to carry out an experiment which
might lead to prompt criticality, and therefore this alternative can be dropped
immediately.
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To perform experiments with a model of a reactor vessel of reasonable size, i.e ca
1:10, would put extrem demands on the equipment for the measuring of the boron
concentration.

If the laws of conformity shall be fulfilled, for instance constant Reynold's number,
the flow velocity must be 10 times greater than in the real case. This means that the
extension in time of the transient will only be 1/100 of the real transient which has
an estimated duration of 5-10 seconds. The measurement in the model must
therefore take place within 0.05-0.10 seconds. This means extreme demands on the
response time of the measurement sensors and transmitters. Still such a model can
only describe the boron distribution in the reactor vessel, but can not give any
information about the nuclear response.

The simplest way to get an idea about the consequences of a local dilution accident
is to use a computer program that can describe the complex situation existing
during such a transient.

The computer program must meet the following demands:

a. Be capable of analysing three-dimensional flows in complicated
geometries. This is an important demand as the pre-study show major
differences in the reactivity addition depending on the spatial distribution
of boron in the reactor core.

b. Ha"e a core model which enables studying the nuclear response during the
transient.

c. Have an algorithm describing the mixting between two liquids with the
same hydraulic properties.

d. Describe well the mixing process, favourably with equations to describe
turbulent flow.

e. Be able to describe two-phase flow conditions.

f. Be able to describe the heat-up of the fuel and the temperature distribution
within the fuel rods.

4.2 LITERATURE SURVEY OF SUITABLE ANALYSIS PROGRAMS

NRC database was searched for literature. At the search different combinations of
the following search words were used: COMPUTER, ANALYSIS, PROGRAM,
LOCA, CODE, TRANSIENT, SIMULATION, REAL-TIME.

This gave totally 1225 hits and references to 157 computer programs. Out of these
the following were considered to be of interest: RELAP-5, FOAM2, CESEC-II,
CEFLASH-4B, WFLASH, NOTRUMP, TRAC, COMMIX, SOLA-PTS,
COBRA-II, COBRA-III, COLIBRI, THINC-I (II, IV), SCEPTIC, and COLIX.
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RELAP-5 and other versions of this program: A general analysis/modulation
program for PWR, which has been used for many analyses in safety studies. The
program can, however, not analyse three-dimensional flow conditions and is
therefore not suitable for this application [24].

F0AM2 is a special program used to describe fermentation processes in BWR and
consequently not suitable.

CESEC, CEFLASH, NOTRUMP, WFLASH, THINC-I, -O, -IV, COLIBRI are all
programs developed by NSSS-manufacturers, Westinghouse, Combustion
Engineering and ASEA-ATOM. These programs are not available on the open
market and are no possible alternative.

COBRA-IL -HL SCEPTIC, COLIX are part-channel analysis programs of different
degrees of sophistication which is means if they contain turbulence models and
possibility to describe a two-phase flow. None of the programs incorporate a core
model in the same program package and therefore considered not suitable for the
analysis in this investigation.

TRAC is like RELAP-5 a general reactor simulation program, but can, contrary to
RELAP, describe three-dimensional transient flow conditions. The program has
also an equation describing how boron is mixed. TRAC can not describe a
turbulent flow condition and, consequently not, its impact on the mixing [25].

COMMIX is a general program for thermodynamic and hydraulic analyses. It was
developed for the USA breeder reactor project at Clinch River. The program can
handle transient three-dimensional flows and turbulent flow conditions. The
program lacks a core model and an equation describing the mixing between two
liqiuds with identical hydraulic properties [26].

SOLA-PTS: The program was developed to study in detail the so called
PTS-phenomena(Pressurized Thermal Shock = A heavy cooldown of the inside of
the reactor vessel). The program is, seen from the point of view of this work, very
much like COMMIX with regard to both pros and cons [26].

This survey showed that none of the programs met all the specified demands, but
the one which met most of them was TRAC, which therefore was chosen.

4.3 DESCRIPTION OF TRAC-PF1

In this section only those parts of TRAC, later used in the analysis, are described.
As it is possible to modulate a whole reactor plant with TRAC and describe many
intricate transients in a large number of accident situations, a full description of this
program would be extensive. Such a complete description is, however, not
necessary for understanding the analysis performed in this work [25].

4 3.1 GENERAL ON TRAC-PF1

Los Alamos National Laboratory develops advanced "best estimate" programs, that
can describe different postulated accidents in light water reactors. The program
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used for P'VR is TRAC-PFl. Th«* ? shows that the program is developed for PWRs
(p=pressurised). The F stands for "fast". Corresp* nding programs for boiling water
reactors (BWR) are, consequently, called TRAC-BF1. An early version of TRAC
lacked the possibility to modulate parts of the system in one space dimension. This
early version is called TRAC- PD respectively -BD where the D stands for
"detailed".

TRAC-PFl can describe the reactor vessel and its internals in one as well as three
dimensions. The program can simulate a two-phase flow with non-equilibrium
condition between the phase.:. Further the program contains field equations
describing how non-condensable gases and substances dissolved in the coolant are
transported in the system.

For a model built by means of TRAC a number of basic components available in
TRAC's program library can be utilized. By means of these components the
relevant part of the plant is modulated with the accuracy the user considers
reasonable for describing the problem.

The programs were developed to be used either with Cray-1 or CDC 7600
computers.

4.3.2 BASIC FIELD EQUATIONS

TRAC-PFl uses the same two-phase, two-flow model in both the one and the
three-dimensional components. As non-condensable gases might exist as
components in the steam phase and solved boron in the liquid phase, two extra
transport equations are needed to describe the transport of gas or boron in the
system. It is assumed that there is homogen ity and thermal equilibrium in the
combined gas phase.

Totally, eight differential equations are needed to thoroughly describe the
conditions in this 4-components, 2-fluid model: four transport equations, two
impulse and two energy equations.

Liquid mass equation

- a)p, • On 4
i + 7 . [<i - «)PAvt] - - r . W 4 -— i . + 7 . [<i - «)PAvt

Combined vapour mass equation

(eq.4.2)
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Non-condensable gas mass equation
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Solute concentration equation
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Combined vapour equation of motion

(eq.4.4)
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Liquid equation of motion
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(eq.4.5)
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(eq.4.6)

Combined vapour energy equation

(eq.4.7)
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Total energy equation
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(eq.4.8)

As can be seen in equations 4.1-4.4 consideration is only taken to the convective
pan of the transport equations while the contribution due to diffusion is not
included. The reason for this is that the molecular diffusion is so slow that it is
unimportant for accidents in PWR. Calculation of the diffusion of the impulse or a
solved substance due to turbulence in the coolant, might have an influence on such
studies, but is not included in TRAC at present

TRAC utilizes a finite-difference technique to solve the above equations
numerically. The program uses a so called staggered mesh, which means that the
velocity is defined on the cell surfaces, while scalar quantities such as pressure,
temperature, boron concentration etc, are defined at the cell centre, see fig. 11.

Vrf(r,e+l/2,z)

V«(r.e,z+l/2)

V«(r+ l /2 ,ö , z )

Fig. 11

To solve the resulting finite-difference equations in three space dimensions the
program uses a semi-implicit method.
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For calculations in one space dimension the program uses a numerical two-step
method (SETS) instead, which makes it possible to disregard Courant's stability
criterion. This, in turn, means that the time steps at slow transients can be relatively
long. The basic step in this method is similar to the semi-implicit method used in
three-dimensional calculations, while the other step is used to stabilize the solution.

4.33 COMPONENT MODELS

When a system is modulated, a number of basic components are used as building
stones. The following components are included in TRAC-PFl's program library:

Accumulator, break, core, fill, pipe, plenum, pressurizer, pump, steam generator,
tee, turbine, valve and vessel.

Out of these pipe, fill, break, and vessel have been used to modulate those parts in
a PWR which are concerned by a local dilution accident. These components are
described in the sections below.

4.33.1 PIPE

The PIPE-component is used to describe the flow in a one- dimensional pipe. PIPE
can be used alone or as a link between other components at the modulation of a
complex system. With the PIPE-component follows the possibility, within the same
component, to define area changes and heat transfer through the pipe wall. The
user can choose between a large number of different pipe materials.

8

JUN 2

Fig. 12

Fig. 12 shows a typical node division for a pipe section which contains two
reductions and one abrupt area change.

The numbering inside PIPE means cell or node number, while the numbers outside
are linked to the numbering of the boundary surface. The geometry is specified by
defining the volume and length for each cell, and the flow area and hydraulic
diameter at the boundary surface of the cells. The variables JUNI and JUN2 are
the PIPE-component reference number and used when PIPE is linked to other
components.

The user has an opportunity to define friction coefficients for the pipe walls and
flow resistance at the transition between different cells.
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43.3.2 BREAK AND FILL

The BREAK and FILL components are used to introduce boundary conditions in
the model. These are placed at the connection of the one-dimensional components.
BREAK and FILL are different from other TRAC components as they do not
modulate any system component and do not perform any flow or heat transfer
calculations.

BREAK is used to introduce pressure boundary conditions.

The boundary conditions and the properties of the coolant can be specified in three
different ways by means of FILL.

1. Homogeneous flow velocities and coolant properties.

2. Homogeneous mass flow velocities and coolant properties.

3. Non-homogeneous flow velocities and coolant properties.

FILL and BREAK cannot be directly connected to VESSEL.

4.3.3.3 VESSEL

The thermodynamics and hydraulics in the reactor vessel is described by means of
equations 4.1-4.8, solved in cylindrical coordinates in the VESSEL component. The
nodes in VESSEL are built in a cylindrical mesh with variable node distances. The
user defines his mesh by giving the coordinates for the limiting surfaces for each
cell and by the number of rings, segments and axial levels in the model. Fig. 13 and
14 show how such a mesh might look and the numbering convention of VESSEL.

All flow areas and flow volumes can be dimensioned in VESSEL so that the reactor
vessel internals are modulated in a correct way. The flow areas and the flow
volumes are given in non-dimensional form, based on the cell geometry. By using a
non-dimensional form for areas and volumes it is possible to describe flow
restrictions areawise as well as volumewise within each cell. For instance, the wall
in the downcomer is modulated by setting the flow area radially =0.

Connection of other components to VESSEL is made on the surface of the cells. In
order to describe where in the mesh a component shall be connected, the value of
four parameters must be given, ISRL, ISRC, ISRF and JUNS. ISRL define the
axial level, ISRC the specific cell, ISRF the cell surface, and SRRF, by its sign, the
flow direction. JUNS, finally, defines which one-dimensional component shall be
connected to the cell.

In VESSEL there are two options to describe the power rate in the reactor core.
Either by giving a constant power or by a power table given with the input-data. At
calculations the program determines the power by linear interpolation in the table.
This is made by the subroutine SKIN.
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The other option in TRAC to describe the reactor power is by means of a
point-kinetic model, used when it is of interest to analyse power dependent
reactivity feedbacks. These feedbacks depend on changes in the fuel and coolant
temperatures, void and boron concentration.

RACIAL
SUBDIVISION

AXIAL
SUBDIVISION

Fig. 13 Fig.14
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S CALCULATION OF BORON TRANSIENTS WITH TRAC-PF1/MOD1

To formulate boundary conditions for the analysis with TRAC the volumes and the
boron concentration in the- stagnant zones must be estimated.

5.1 ESTIMATION OF VOLUMES AND BORON CONCENTRATIONS IN
STAGNANT ZONES.

A basic assumption in this treatise is that the borated water in the stagnant flow
zones will be displaced by the clean water flowing into the zone. The assumption is
based on the fact that the flow velocity within the zones will be small and that the
difference in density between the inflowing water and the water inside the zone
might be small.

5.1.1 DILUTION OF STAGNANT ZONE VIA SEAL INJECTION

The RCS is in this case assumed to be in pressureless condition. The level in the
RCS is such that the SG water chambers are completely filled. The reactor coolant
is borated to 2000 ppm and has a temperature of 333 K. The fuel is cooled by the
RHRS. The SG are not dynamically vented, which means that the tube bundle is
filled with air.

Further the charging lines are isolated, for example due to valve repair. In this
situation it is decided to pressurize the RCS to a level which enables the start of the
RCP. In conjunction with the start of the pressurization a malfunction might occur
in the reactor make-up system which will result in clean water being added to the
RCS via the RCP seal water. It should be noted that even if this way of
pressurization is unlikely, as it would take a long time to reach the desired pressure,
there is nothing in the technical specifications [5] forbidding it.

The flow to each RCP will be ca 0.5 kg/s, a quantity for which the seal water flow
normally is adjusted.

In this situation, i.e. when the pressurization and dilution start, half of the seal
water will flow towards the reactor vessel and the other half will flow backwards
towards the SG. Fig. 15 shows the condition in the concerned area at the start of the
pressurization and when the pressure is 2.9 MPa in the RCS.
The following flow velocity will be reached in the different parts of the stagnant
zone:

Re= 207
Re= 746
Re= 828
Re= 9

As shown in these calculations the flow will be substa dally laminar. Consequently
there will be no turbulence promoting the mixing of the clean and the borated
water in the zone.

RCP
Intermediate leg
Cold leg
SG

= 5.792*10 J

• S.198'10"4

= 6.635'IQ"4

- 2.543* 10"4

m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
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The temperature in the RCS will in this situation be ca 333 K, while the seal water
normally has a temperature of 318-323 K. The water in the pump is at the start of
the dilution borated to 2000 ppm. This gives the following density:

Water (323 K,0 ppm boron) = 988.04 kg/m3

Water (333 K, 2000 ppm boron) = 98630 kg/m3

As the density is almost identical the gravity will influence the mixing very little. It
should also be noted that any RCS temperature in the range 295-333 K might exist
in this mode of operation, and therefore it is possible to find a situation when the
density for the boron free seal water and the water in the system are identical.

It is therefore reasonable to assume that the concerned parts of the stagnant zone
will be displaced by the clean water during minimal mixing with the borated water.
At the compression of air in the SG tubes the borated water in the intermediate leg
and in the SG water chambers will be pressed backwards and up in the tube bundle.

By means of the reference plant documentation the following volumes have been
calculated:

Volume tube bundle
Volume RCP housing
Volume cold leg

19.127 mJ

4.390 m3

0.736 m3

In backward direction, when half the volume of the tube bundle is compressed
from 0.1 MPa (atmospheric pressure) to 2.9 Ma - 2.8" 19.127/(2.9*2) = 9.234 m3.
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In forward direction, the corresponding will be - 4.39 4- 0.736 = 5.126 m .

The total volume which can be displaced in the stagnant zone = 14.36 m .

5.1.1.1 ESTIMATE OF THE MIXING DURING DILUTION VIA SEAL
INJECTION.

To increase the confidence in the presumption that there might be boron free
zones, which are equal to the stagnant zones in volume, some simple calculations
have been made.

It has been assumed that all flow takes place in one main direction and the
calculations are therefore in one space dimension. To determine the mixing
process at the border surface between boron free and boratea water a number of
numerical calculations of the transport equation have been made.

The transport equation in one space dimension looks as follows:

ac . ,dc
- + u(x)-

The flow velocity is low as can be seen section 5.1.1. As the dilution flow is assumed
to be constant during the whole process also the velocities are constant.

The diffusion coefficient Dab is calculated as follows [28]:

Dab= 9.96*10"16*T/n'Va
1/3

The equation is based on the assumption that the solved molecules (a) are
shperical and move in the solvent (b). To to be able to calculate the volume for one
mole of H2BO3 molecules the radius for BO3 must be determined (fig. 16). The
radius is used to calculate the volume for on BO3 sphere. This volume times
Avogadro's number gives the mole volume [29].

V a= 0.05315 m3/kmol

FutherT= 333.15 K, and

* = 4.6fJ8* 10"4 Pa's (water at 333 K) [39]

tube bundle and cold leg from the pump housing to the RHRS connection. The
outline of the model is shown in fig. 17.

Cjn + 1 = (s + c/2 + cz)Cj.in + (l-2s-c2)Cjn + (s-c/2 + c2/2)Cj + 1 "

For a stable solution it is necessary that 2s < 1-c2
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The stagnant zone was devided in the following element parts: Pump, intermediate
leg, tube bundle and cold leg from the pump housing to the RHRS connection. The
outline of the model is shown in fig. 17.
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Fig 17.

Each element has been calculated separately and the only connection is that the
"connecting node" is used as a boundary node in the next element.
The chartehstic time used is the time it takes to fill the whole stagnant zone, in the
backward direction, with half the volume flow from the RCP seal water, i.e.
9234/(0.5*0.988) = 37384 seconds. The calculations are made in 2000 time steps,
and therefore t« 0.0005.

The following characteristic lengths were used for the elements:
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RCP
Intermediate leg
Tube bundle
Cold leg
SG water chambers

= 1.000 m
= 6.650 m
= 8.690 m
= 2.000 m
= 1.000 m

The node length chosen within each element was 0.02 m. By chosing this node
length (N > 50) the chosen finit difference method will give satisfactory accuracy
[30]. This gives the following node division in every part of the stagnant zone:

RCP 50 nodes Ax = 0.020
Cold leg 100 nodes Ax = 0.010
Intermediate leg 333 nodes Ax = 0.003
Water chamber 50 nodes Ax = 0.020
Tube bundle 434 nodes AX = 0.002

A check has shown that the stability criterion of the method was fulfilled for all
existing flow velocities with the chosen node division and length of time steps.

These expressions and values have been used in two computer programs,
DILUTE1 and DILUTE2, developed to estimate the mixing in the stagnant zone.

DILUTE 1 is used to calculate the mixing in the forward direction. Le. in the RCP
and cold leg up to the connection of RHRS. DILUTE2 does the corresponding for
the intermediate leg, the water chamber and the SG tube bundle. The only
difference between the programs is that DELUTE2 calculates the mixing in three
elements instead of two for DILUTE1, but otherwise the two programs are
identicai and therefore only DILUTE2 is listed in appendix 2.

The result from the calculations with DILUTE 1 and 2 have been transferred to a
CAD-program which adjusts a line to the concentration gradient calculated by the
programs by means of a third degree spline function [42].

These results show that the mixing between the borated water in the intermediate
leg, the water chamber and the tube bundle and the clean water flowing in at the
RCP shaft is insignificant. At T=37385 seconds the boron gradient, i.e. the area
with a boron concentration 0 and <2000 ppm boron, only comprises 26 nodes i.e.
0.52 m in the tube bundle. The volume completely free from boron is 14.18 m ,
according to the calculations. As can be seen this volume deviates insignificantly
from the total volume of the stagnant zone which is 14.36 m3. To use the total
volume of the stagnant zone as input to the TRAC calculations should therefore
not be an unreasonable conservative assumption. The calculations support the
assumption that the borated water in the stagnant zone is displaced by the clean
water during minimal mixing is a reasonable description of the real situation.

The result from the calculations with DILUTE 1; id 2 are given in fig.18.
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5.1.12 ESTIMATE OF NUCLEAR RESPONSE DURING THE DILUTION
OF THE STAGNANT ZONE VIA SEAL INJECTION

From the calculation above can be seen that the volume the clean water can fill in
backward direction is 9.234 m , while the corresponding in the forward direction is
5.126 m3.

In order to displace the whole vc'ume the difference between these two volumes
(4.108 m3) must be added to the circulated parts of RCS. As clean water is added to
all RCP the total volume that will dilute the circulated parts of RCS will be
3*4.108= 12.324 m3.
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It is therefore of great interest to estimate the response from the neutron detectors
and to see if the operators will observe that a dilution is ongoing.

At the traditional dilution accident one case is analysed where the flow conditions
are equal to those assumed to prevail in the case described here. In the safety
analyses it is presumed that 93 m of the reactor water will be diluted. The
difference between the analysed case and the one studied here is that the RCS in
the safety study is filled to 2/3-loop, which means that the level in the reactor vessel
is such that the loops are filled to 2/3 of their height (=diameter) with reactor
coolant. In our case, the loops will be completely filled. This means that the
circulated volume increases by ca 4 m . This volume, which is affected by the clean
water flowing in from the RCP, will therefore be 97 m .

How much boron free water must be added to the RCS to alert the operators of an
ongoing uncontrolled boron dilution? To answer this question an estimate, based
on typical values applicable after a refueling outage is made.

Boron concentration = 2000 ppm
keff = 0.90
Neutron detector reading = 700 cps (counts/sec.)
Differential boron value = 12.5pcm/ppm

It is assumed that the operators will notice a change in the neutron detector
readings of 100 cps

The change in kcff when the detector reading increases from 700 to 800 cps is
calculated by means of the expression [6]:

keff(t) = (l-detectorreading(0)/detectorreading(t))*(l-keff(0))

which gives keff(t) = 0.9125

Consequently 1250 pcm positive reactivity has been added to the core, which
corresponds to a change in the boron concentration = 1250/12.5 = 100 ppm.

What volume must be added to decrease the boron concentration by 100 ppm?

The volume needed is calculated with the following expression:

= C(0)'e-t/T,where,[2]

C(t) = Boron concentration t second
C(0) = Boron concentration t = 0
T = Time constant for the vessel = V/Q (s'1)
V = Volume diluted (m3)
Q = Dilution flow (nr'/s)
t = Time for dilution (s)

Inserted values show that 4.98 m3 of clean water has to be added to the RCS to
decrease the boron concentration by 100 ppm.
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This is considerably less than what will be added if the whole available volume in
the stagnant zone is displaced.

12.234 m3 of clean water added to the RCS gives the following impact on the RCS
boron concentration and the detector reading:

C(t) = 1763 ppm
Reactivity change = 2962 pern
Detector reading(t) = 995 cps

This change in detector readings is almost three times larger than the level
assumed to be the "alert limit" of the operators.

In futher calculations with TRAC the maximal volume will be used. The estimates
made, demonstrate that this volume is conservatively chosen, as the operators in a
real case will take countermeasures before the whole available volume has been
displaced in the stagnant zones.

5.1.1.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE TRAC ANALYSIS OF
THE CASE DILUTION VIA SEAL INJECTION

According to the manufacturer's information the volume flow with one RCP
operating is 6.016 m3/s [18]. Further it can be seen in fig. 10 in chapter 3 that the
pump rotation increases almost linearily during the start sequence of an RCP and
that the pump reaches full speed after ca 20 sec.

When establishing input-data to the TRAC analysis it is assumed that the rotation
increases linear from 0 to 20 sec.

As the pump rotation is direct proportional to the volume flow the following is
valid:

dQ/dt= 6.016/20= 0.3008 m3/s2

This change in volume flow in connection with the start of an RCP is used in the
futher analysis.

Immediately before the start of the RCP the boron concentration in the RCS is
1763 ppm, according to the calculations in 5.1.1.2. During the whole process, when
the RCP is started the RHRS will be in operation. This means that the RHRS will
add a flow which is at least 79 kg/s and borated to 1763 ppm to the flow in the cold
leg

It has been shown in several experiments that the water flowing in the coolant loop
and that which is injected into this flow from the RHRS will mi? ./ell [31]. When
establishing boundary conditions it is therefore assumed that the rrixing between
the two flows will be perfect.
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According to the assumptions in section 5.1.1,14.36 m3 water from the stagnant
zone will be added to the RCS when the RCP is started. The time required for the
RCP to transport this volume to RCS is:

Flow (m 7s)

0.079
2.939
3.240
6.016
6.016

Boron concentration
(pprn)

1763.0
47.4

1763.0
1763.0
1763.0

(2* 1436/0.3008) = 9.77 sec.

This gives the following initial conditions:

Time (s)

0.00
9.77
10.77
20.00
t > 20

TRAC will linearize flows and boron concentrations within each time interval for
the given values.

As can be seen in the table, it has been necessary for stability reasons to make a i
ramp change of the boron concentration in the time interval 9.77-10.77 seconds. \
This was done because TRAC has difficulties in accepting the step changes what
would follow if the given assumptions would be followed strictly. This however,
means that further conservatism is added to the calculations as the ramping of the
concentration imply a slightly larger dilution volume added to the reactor coolant
than was determined in section 5.1.1.1. This has the same effect as increasing the
volume of the diluted zone by 1.5 m .

5.1.2 DILUTION TO STAGNANT ZONE VIA RUPTURED S/G TUBE

After a tube rupture the operators will initially identify what SG contains the
damaged tube. The next step is to isolate the damaged SG and then decrease the
RCS pressure to a pressure lower than the opening pressure for the safety valves in
the main steam lines. After some rime the pressures in the RCS and the damaged
SG will be equal and consequently the flow from the RCS to the SG via the
damaged tube will stop [32].

This condition attained, the operators start to prepare the cooldown of the plant to
a cold and pressureless condition (T < 366 K).

The emergency procedures for the reference plant give three possible ways to cool
down a damaged SG after suffering a tube rupture. These are:

A. Cooldown by backfill to the RCS [331

B. Cooldown by dumping of steam to the turbine condensor. [35]

C. Cooldown by draining to the blowdown system. [34]
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Which of these methods will be chosen depends on prevailing circumstances at the
accident occasion. The advantage of using backfill is that the damaged SG probably
has been contaminated on its shell side, due to the primary water flowing from the
RCS. By using method B or C, activity spread to normally non-contaminated parts
of the plant can not be avoided. With method B the damaged SG will be cooled by
a steam flow and the cooldown will be comparatively simple. The advantage of this
method is that it enables a quick cooldown of the SG. The disadvantage is that a
certain radioactive release to the environment cannot be avoided.

At cooldown according to methods A and C, the steam lines from the damaged SG
will be isolated and no steam flow through the SG is possible. The cooldown is
achieved by increasing and decreasing the water level in the SG a number of times
to prescribed levels. The level increase is reached by adding water to the SG from
the auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS). The level decrease is achieved by draining
the SG either to the blowdown system (method C) or via the rupture tube back to
RCS and CVCS (method A).

These ways of cooling the SG are relatively slow as great parts of the SG will only
be exposed to non-flowing steam during the cooldown process.

One way to expedite the cooldown more quickly could be to topfill the SG and then
completely erooty it of water.

It is however not recommendable to topfill a SG with water because of the high risk
of a steam line break when the water flows out into the horizontal runs of the main
steam lines, [36]. For obvious reasons it must be avoided to further complicate the
situation due to the tube rupture.

The reason why is not allowed to empty a SG comptetly is that there is a risk that
the tube bundle has got a lower temperature during the cooldown than the
saturation temperature in the damaged SG. If the SG would be drained so much
that the steam gets into contact with the cold tube bundle this would mean that
steam condenses, the SG pressure decreases and that the rupture flow from RCS to
SG restarts. Then the safety injection must be reinitiated and the operators must
start all over in the handling of the accident to establish balance between the RCS
pressure and the pressure in the damaged SG.

Fig. 19 shows the fundamental difference between the three different ways to cool a
damaged SG.

At those tube ruptures which have occurred in Western PWR backfill has been the
most used method. It is likely that this method will be the one most frequently used
also in the future, on condition the ruptures are of sufficient size. At small ruptures,
cooldown by means of blowdown will be quicker and it is therefore likely that this
method is selected, if the SG is not extremely contaminated. Experience from the
tube rupture accidents at Ginna [20] and North Anna [37] shows that at a
double-ended tube rupture it is easy to obtain a flow from the SG to the RCS which
matches the maximum letdown flow.
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Fig 19.

For this thesis it is of interest to decide how the water from the damaged SG to the
RCS will be divided in the stagnant loop Jt is obvious that the dominating pressure
drop, from the break to the letdown from the RCS, is in the tube (fig20). The
division of the cool down flow between cold and hot side will therefore only
depend on the location of the break.

It is not possible to exclude any part of the SG tube length as possible rupture
location. The most probable locations fo tube ruptures are: Tube sheet hot side,
suppo' t plates, U-bends, ABV and tube sheet cold side [38].

At a rupture in a U-bend it is likely that the total cooldown flow will be divided
equally between the hot and cold side. If, on the other hand, a rupture occurs at the
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tube sheet cold side the bulk of the flow will pass the cold side on its way to the
letdown.

Two different rupture locations are studied. One which has occurred in a U-bend
and another which has occurred at the tube sheet on the cold side.

It is assumed that the flow via the rupture during the whole cooldown process is
equal to what is nummim letdown flow for the reference plant, which is 7 kg/s. In
accordance with the discussion above this flow will be divided equally between the
hot and cold side when the rupture is located in the U-bend, while the whole flow
passes the cold side when the rupture has occurred at the tube sheet cold side.
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Fig 20.

To decide if the flow will be laminar or turbulent the water temperature is assumed
to be constant during the cooldown process. The average between the temperatures
when cooldown starts (535 K) and when the RHRS is connected to the RCS (450
K) has been chosen as constant temperature.

This gives the following flow velocities and Re-numbers for each case (T= 490 K):

U-bend-
break

Water chamber
Intermediate leg
RCP
Cold leg
Hot leg

4.l24*10'3m/s
8.468* 10*3m/s

O
1.076'10'2m/s
9.676' 10-3 m/s

Re-number^ 31231
Re-number» 44749
Re-number» 14904
Re-number» 50442
Re-number» 47835
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Tube- Water chamber = 8.248* 10"3m/s Re-number = 62462
sheet Intermediate leg = 1.694» lO"2m/s Re-number = 89498
break RCP = 1.879* 10"3 m/s Re-number = 29808

Cold leg =2.152»10"2m/s Re-number = 100884

As seen above, the flow is turbulent in all parts of the stagnant zones. It must
therefore be considered that the turbulence will promote the mixing between the
borated water in the zone and the clean water flowing into the RCS from the SG.

In contrast to the case where the dilution was made via seal injection, it is not
possible at a tube rupture to take for granted the operators will notice an on-going
dilution and take suitable measures. During a cooldown utilizing backfill to the
RCS the operators expect a certain dilution. They will therefore adjust the boron
concentration in the RCS so that Kcff is kept below 0.99.

With existing sampling equipment it is impossible for the operator to decide if the
reactor coolant is locally depleted of boron. It is thus possible that the operator will
notice certain changes in the boron concentrations in the reactor vessel and take
suitable actions, but large local deviations might not be observed.

When deciding how much the stagnant zone can be depleted it is important to
know the amount of water needed to cool a damaged SG by backfill to the RCS,
that is how much clean water will pass the stagnant zone.

There is no direct information about this in the reports concerning tube ruptures
[20,37]. Questions concering this subject were sent to the plants R.E Ginna and
North Anna via Nuclear Network and they both answered that this is no critical
parameter and therefore they had not checked how much water was used.

An attempt has been made to estimate the amount of water needed to cooldown a
damaged SG by repeated level increases and decreases. This was based on an
incident with a tube leak at Ringhals 3, in October 1981. The damaged SG was
cooled by method C. From log book notations and interviews with staff involved in
this incident, it has been possible to get a general idea about the amount of water,
used during the cooldown process. Further it is possible to estimate roughly what
water amounts are needed by studying the sequence of events for the Ginna and
North Anna accidents. This sequence shows when the letdown was taken into
operation and when the RHRS was connected. By assuming some reasonable
letdown flow for this period the total amount of cooling water can be determined.
A conservative judgement based on the information from these three accidents is
that more than 100 m3 water is needed to cooldown a damaged SG by method A or
C.

The normal letdown flow for the reference plant is 7 kg/s. The time to cooldown a
SG to the temperature which makes connection to the RHRS possible will
therefore be 100000/7 = 14286 seconds. This value will be used as characteristic
time for the calculations in the next section.

A.
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When the tube rupture occurs the RCS has a considerably higher pressure than the
SG. The differential pressure between them will be ca 8-9 MPa. A great deal of
borated reactor water will therefore flow into the damaged SG. At the cooldown
the water that flows back to the RCS will therefore not be completely free from
boron. It is however estimated that it is impossible to decide the boron contents of
this water. The uncertainty depends on a number of circumstances:

1. The boron concentration in the RCS

2. The size of the break, affecting the amount of water
flowing from the RCS to the SG

3. The mass content in the SG.

4. The time needed for the operators to terminate the SI flow

5. The flow distribution on the shell side of the SG during the cooldown.
The cooldown flow will be small compared to the SG dimension and
therefore the boron-free water from the auxiliary feedwater system
might not mix completly i,

K
6. If the SIS has been initiated.

All these uncertain factors lead to the conclusion that the only reasonable approach
when establishing input data to the analysis is to assume that the water added to the
stagnant zone is free from boron. This is probably a conservative assumption, but it
is very difficult to prove that a situation cannot occur where water from the SG to
the RCS is essentially free from boron.

5.1.2.1 ESTIMATE OF MIXING DURING DILUTION OF STAGNANT
ZONE AFTER A TUBE RUPTURE

For the case of dilution to a stagnant flow zone via seal injection certain estimates
are made to ascertain how well the clean water flow will mix with the borated RCS
water.

From section 5.1.2 can be seen that the flow in all parts of the stagnant zone will be
turbulent. Further the stagnant zone comprises system parts different from the seal
injection case. Due to this the computer programs DILUTE1 and 2 must be sligthly
modified. The programs used in this section are called DILUTE3 and 4. DILUTE3
is used for calculations on the hot side and DILUTE4 for the corresponding
calculations on the cold side. DILUTE4 is listed in appendix 2.

The diffusion coefficient in the transport equation is replaced by a mass transfer
coefficient. This is calculated by means of the expression:

kc= Dab/Dh'0.023*Rea83'Pr0-33

This expression is valid for calculations of mass transfer in piping at turbulent flows »
and for Schmidt numbers from 0.6 to 3000 [28]. The temperature interval for which
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the calculations are made, comprises 450-537 K. The higher temperature is decided
by the directions in the emergency instruction for tube rupture [32], while the lower
is the temperature at which it is possible to connect the RHRS to RCS. The
Schmidt number in this temperature range varies between 9 and 23. This shows that
the suggested equation is valid for these calculations.

The diffusion coefficient" in the transport equation is no longer a constant but a
function of pressure, temperature and viscosity of the water in the RCS. In the
calculations it is assumed that the temperature is decreased linearily in the interval
537-450 K. The pressure is also assumed to decrease linearily from 7.0 to 2.9 MPa.

In DILUTE 3 and 4 a mass transfer coefficient is calculated by means of the above
expression. This coefficient L> updated during calculation, Le. as the pressure and
temperature decrease. To be able to do this the programs utilize two subroutines,
SPECV and VISCOS, which calculate density and viscosity for water at the existing
pressure and temperature. These subroutines are based on the polynoms used in
the Spring-Verlag steam tables [39] to calculate density and viscosity for water in
the temperature range 273.16 - 647 JO Kand for pressure from 0 to 22.12 MPa

The model assumes fully developed turbulence in the whole stagnant zone. It is
however very doubtful if this will really be the case, as the distance from the SG to
the reactor vessel is quite short The assumption made is therefore conservative in
the sense that it probably overestimates the mixing between the clean and the
borated water.

Fig.21 shows how the cold and hot side have been modulated at the calculation of
the different cases.
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Fig.21

To meet the stability criterion Oi the aumerical method the node division and time
steps have been changed compared to the calculations in section 5.1.12. The
following node division is used: RCP 50 nodes, SG water chamber 50 nodes, hot leg
100 nodes, intermediate leg 100 nodes and cold leg 100 nodes. The time step has
been changed to 0.000125, consequently 1/4 of the one used in section 5.1.12.
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At the calculations with DILUTE 3 and 4, two cases have been studied. At one of
these it is presumed that the tube rupture has occurred in a U-bend. The backflow
from the SG to the RCS will divide equally between cold and hot side in the
coolant loop, according to the discussion above. The backflow is further presumed
to be equal to maximum letdown flow during the whole cooldown sequence. This
means that a flow = 3.5 kg/second will go through the SG water chamber on the
hot side and hot leg and another similar flow will go via the water chamber on the
cold side, the intermediate leg, then to the RCP and cold leg to the reactor vessel.
In the second case studied, it is presumed that the rupture has occurred at the tube
sheet cold side and that the whole cooling flow (7 kg/s) will go through the coolant
loop cold side.

The results of these calculations are shown in fig.22 and 23. These figures show the
position of the boron gradient in the stagnant flow zone at different stages of the
cooldown process.
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Fig.22 shows that the cold part of the coolant loop apart from the tube bundle will
be free from boron after ca. 1800 sec. In this case ca 15.5 m3 of water has been
brought to the RCS.
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Fig.23 shows that at a rupture in a U-bend both hot as well as cold side of coolant
loop, apart from the tube bundle, will be free from boron after ca. 3600 seconds.
During this time 25200 kg water has been brought to RCS from the damaged SG,
which corresponds to 31 m3 of water.
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Fig.23

These volumes are considerably smaller than those needed to cool the damaged SG
to a pressure and temperature which enable connection of the RHRS.

At the calculations it has been assumed that the tube bundle will not be affected by
the dilution of the coolant loop. There might however, occur situations when clean
water can be added also to this volume. There is for instance a risk that the
pressure in the RCS has been decreased earlier during the transient so far that
steam forming has occurred in the tubes. During the cooldown this steam may
condense and to the volume which is made available this way, is then added clean
water from the SG water chamber. When the tube bundle is completely fi'led with
clean water remaining parts of the coolant loop are displaced in the way as
presumed in the calculations above.

Another risk is that af .er some time of cooldown somebody unsuccessfully attempt
to start an RCP. During the start attempt the clean water that has come into the
coolant loop can be pushed backwards or forewards in the loop to the tube bundle.
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This shows that there might be situations when cooldown by backfill mjght give a
whole coolant loop filled with clean water. In the worst case, only SO nris needed
to reach this condition, Le one tube bundle volume (19 m3) plus the "displacement
volume" for the loop (31 nr).

At the analyses with TRAC two cases are considered. In one is added the volume of
a whole coolant loop at the start of a RCP, in the other case studied the volume
corresponds to the cold side of the coolant loop (excluding the tube bundle)

5.1.22 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE TRAC ANALYSIS OF THE
CASE DILUTION VIA RUPTURED TUBE

When establishing the conditions for these transients it is assumed that the RCP
starting process is equal to the one used in section 5.1.1 J.

Before the plant is allowed to be cooled down after a tube rupture the boron
concentration in RCS must be adjusted to the value prescribed for cold shutdown
conditions. The demanded cold shutdown concentration vary over the period of
operation due to the burn-up of uranium. The prescribed boron concentration may
also differ from one operation period to another depending on how the core was
loaded at the refuelling. Fig24 shows a typical shutdown concentration curve for
the reference plant
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In the analysis the BOL concentration was used, as the dilution will have the largest
impact on the vessel boron concentration in this situation.
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Further all control and shutdown rods were assumed to be inserted in the core.
Consequently, 850 ppm was used in the TRAC analysis of the rube rupture cases
(transient 2 and 3) as initial boron concentration in reactor vessel.

The RCS is assumed to be at a pressure and temperature (2.9 MPa resp. 450 K)
which allows connection of the RHRS.

Conditions for coolant loop 1, when a whole loop volume is added to the reactor
vessel:

iw (m 7s)

0.00
5.012
5312
6.016
6.016

Boron concentration
(ppm)

_
0.00

850.00
850.00
850.00

Time (s)

00.00
16.66
17.66
20.00
t<20

In the two other coolant loops there is a natural circulation flow which is assumed
to be 100 kg/seconds per loop. When the RCP is started a backflow is established in
each loop which is 10% of the flow in loop 1.

When a volume corresponding to a coolant loop cold side (exclusive the tube
bundle) is added to the reactor vessel at an RCP start, will give the following
boundary conditions:

Time (s)

00.000
9.354
10.354
20.000
t< 20

Initial conditions regarding pressure, temperature and natural circulation flow is, of
course, the same as for the case if a whole loop volume is added to the reactor
vessel.

5.2 MODELLING A PWR REACTOR VESSEL WITH TRACS VESSEL
COMPONENT

To determine a suitable number of nodes and the division of these within the tank
model, a number of decisions have been taken.

It is easily understood that it is impossible to have all the nodes needed to describe
exaaly the mixing process in the reactor vessel at a local dilution accident.

Flow (m3/s)

0.000
2.814
3.115
6.016
6.016

Boron concentration
(ppm)

0.00
0.00

850.00
850.00
850.00
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It has earlier been established that diffusion of boron in water is too slow to affect
the transients studied. On the other hand, it can not be excluded that the mixing
between clean and borated water due to turbulent motions has a significant
influence.

If the ambition were to describe in detail the mixing process in the reactor vessel,
the limiting mechanism that would determine the node division, is the size of the
smallest turbulent eddies that might exist These smallest eddies are 1-2 mm in
diameter [45], which indicates that no cell could be bigger than 1-4 mm3.
Consequently, to realistically describe the mixing in a tank with a volume of 100 m ,
25-100 million nodes would be needed. Therefore, it is not possible with today's
computers to carry out a calculation which can properly and in detail describe the
mixing process at a local dilution accident

As earlier mentioned TRAC has no equations describing the turbulence in the
flow. A certain mixing will however take place, as TRAC uses a donor cell method
in the numerical treatment This means that certain volumes of water possibly with
different boron concentration flow over the surfaces of the cells in the model at
each time step. An average value of the concentrations is calculated for each cell.
The size of the incoming volumes will be guided by Courant's stability criterion.
This means that there is a limiting cell length and flow velocity in the model, which
limit the time step.

In turn this means that depending on the flow velocities and node lengths for each
cell, the forming of average concentrations in each time step will give a more or
less good description of the real mixing process. In a large cell with small flows, a
comparatively small volume will flow in or out at the cell surface (fi&25). Through
TRAC's averaging of the concentration the mixing will take place within the whole
cell for each time step, which means that the mixing is overestimated with the
donor-cell method. In other cases the effect might be the opposite.
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Despite these obvious limitations with which the results from an computer analysis
will be burdened, such analysis should give a certain understanding of how the
diluted zone is distributed in the core region. It is especially important to decide
whether the most depleted part of the zone will pass through the outer part of the
core which contains the fuel with the highest enrichment.

One way to find a suitable and reasonable degree of accuracy in node division is to
try to localise some study dealing with a relating problem which has reached
acceptable results with the chosen model. If the calculations also have been verified
with experiments or real cases, this of course will increases the confidence in the
choice.

A search in NRC's database was carried out where different combinations of the
following search words were used: MIXING, LOWER PLENUM, THERMAL,
UPPER PLENUM, EXPERIMENT, PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR,
REACTOR VESSEL, DOWNCOMER, CORE.

The database search localised two studies which met the demands formulated
above. These studies have been made by EPRI [40] and Argonne National
Laboratory [41]. EPRI has in a real Babcock & WJcox pressurized water reactor
(Oconee 1) studied the temperature distribution in the reactor vessel, and
therewith the mixing conditions at an uneven beat load between the coolant loops.
Argonne National Laboratory has carried out a corresponding research by
calculating the temperature distribution by means of the computer program
COMMIX-1A. ANL's results were compared to EPRI's test results and found to be
relatively corresponding.

The temperature distribution in the reactor vessel, at uneven heat loads on the
steam generators, was studied by EPRtyANL.

The greatest difference between these studies and the one in this thesis, is that in
the analysis with COMMIX steady state conditions and almost symmetrical loop
flows (i.e. all RCP in operation) were analysed. Despite this obvious difference
between these conditions and those at a local dilution accident, which will occur at
a transient and asymmetric vessel flow, the node division used by ANL will serve as
the objective of modulation of Ringhals 2's reactor vessel.

As TRAC at the use of VESSEL describes the flow and th^ mixing process in
cylindrical coordinates, the reactor vessel is divided in a number of circular plates,
which are distributed axially. The plates are hereafter called a level. Each plate is
divided into a number of rings and segments.

ANL used 7 levels, 4 rings and 8 segments when modulating Oconee's reactor
vessel. This gives totally 7»4'8 = 224 nodes.

The node division chosen for Ringhals 2 is 7 levels, 4 rings and 6 segments, which
gives 7*4*6= 168 nodes.

The reduction of the number of segments was due to symmetry reasons because
there are four RCP in Oconee 1 while only 3 in Ringhals 2.
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When distributing levels, segments and rings the following factors were taken into
account:

- The division between the elements were governed by the location of flow
resistances. If possible elemeni surfaces were placed at large flow obstructions.

- The segments were placed as close as possible to the real geometrical division
between the coolant loops.

- The number of nodes in the core region, have to be sufficient to give a good
description of a depleted zone's spatial behaviour when passing the core.
- Volumes in the tank which were suspected not to participate in the mixing
process were excluded from the model, in order to carry out a conservative
analysis.

To divide the available nodes optimally over the tank volume the reactor vessel in
Ringhals 2 was studied, and the general directions given above were followed.

As shown in fig.4 there are several flow obstructions axially. In lower plenum there
are two support rings for the instrument pipes which come in through the vessel
bottom. At the transition between the lower plenum and the volume under the fuel
there is the bottom plate which is considerably flow resistant. The lower core
support plate is placed at the inlet to the fuel. At the inlet to each fuel assembly
there is a mixing-vane and after that seven grid assemblies, evenly divided over the
length of the fuel. Finally the upper core support plate is another obstruction in
axial direction. As there are more obstructions than available levels in the model,
one must compromise and heap some of the obstruction.

It is considered that the resistance in the reactor core can be put together to an
extent that meets the demand on a sufficiently good description of the spatial
behaviour of the boron. This standpoint is based on the fact that a number of
reports have shown that the cross flow in a PWR reactor core is insignificant, which
depends on the fuel offering a large flow resistance against tangential as well as
radial flow. When practically all flow occurs in one flow direction it is less
important to get the correct division between the obstructions. On the other hand,
it is important that the total resistance within the area with known flow direction
gets as correct as possible.

The further judgement is that the lowest support ring in lower plenum will not
considerably affect the flow and the flow resistance can therefore be added to the
resistance for the upper support ring.This gives a model which divides the levels
due to flow obstructions in the vessel in axial direction according to the following:

upper support ring in lower plenum
bottom plate (outlet from lower plenum)
lower core support plate (inlet into the fuel)
upper core support plate (outlet from the fuel)
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With this division three levels remain to give a sufficient description of the
condition in the core and in the upper plenum. One ievei must be used to descnbe
the vessel cap at the end of the upper plenum. Otherwise there is no reason to
waste any calculation power on the upper plenum, as this part of the reactor vessel
is located after the fuel and thus it does not directly affect the mixing conditions in
thefueL

LEVEL 7 IN RERCTOR
VESSEL HOOEL

The highest level is located immediately at the upper edge of the inlet stud for the
cold leg. This is because the reactor is designed for a very limited flow upwards in
the reactor vessel inlet plenum to cool the vessel head. For these reasons it was
assumed that the part of the inlet plenum volume which is above the upper edge of
the cold leg studs, does not participate in the mixing process (fig.26).

Remaining levels are divided evenly over the core height, which therewith give
three levels in the axial direction. Combined with the suggested number of
segments and rings, the number of nodes in the core should be sufficient to
describe the boron distribution.
Ringhals 2 has three coolant loops which connect at three inlet and three outlet
nozzles of the reactor vessel. The six nozzles are located 60° apart

Flow obstructions in tangential direction are fuel rods, instrument thimble tubes
and neutron pads. Of these each row of fuel rods is considerably flow resistant

Lumping of the fuel flow resistance should be allowed for the same reason as for
the axial ditto. Instrument thimble tubes are relatively sparsely divided and will
therefore only marginally affect the flow conditions in the lower plenum.
Accordingly it should be allowed even here to lump flow resistances.
In the downcomer there are four neutron pads, which are located 90° apart.

Consequently you must choose between a correct division between the coolant
loops which is a multiple of 3 or correct modulation of the neutron pads which is a
multiple of 2. The judgement was that the most important without increasing the
number of segments, was to describe the division between the coolant loops
correctly. The neutron pads, with a low flow resistance, have a smaller impact on
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the flow distribution. It should then be acceptable to add their flow resistance to
the six element surfaces in tangential direction.

In radial direction the four available rings are divided according to the following:
The outer ring is evident, as its position will be determined by the vessel wall. Also
the second ring, as it shows where the downcomer is limited inwards. The next two
rings are placed within the core region. The one farthest in is made comparatively
small. This to describe the somewhat smaller flow resistance which exists in the
center of the vessel due to more and bigger holes in the bottom plate.

As for axial and tangential direction it is estimated that it is allowed to add the flow
resistance for fuel rods and instrument thimble tubes to some larger individual
resistance.

The location of levels and rings in the reactor vessel model is shown in figJ27.

Ri» e.s*7 n
R2> 1.237 n

R3» 1.7H9 PI

RH« 1.994 M

LEVEL 7« 8.253 PI

LEVEL S« 6.926 PI

- LEVEL 5= 5.582 1

LEVEL <f« 4.238 PI

LEVEL 3« 2.89H PI

LEVEL 2» 2.1S9 PI

LEVEL 1* 1.036 n

LEVEL 3* 9.98a n

Fig.27
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To simulate the flow directions in the RCS coolant loops when one RCP is in
operation 5 FILL and 1 BREAK components were used which were connected to
the VESSEL with 6 PIPE components. These are connected according to the
following:

Cold leg loop 1 FILL
Cold leg loop 2 FILL (negative flow direction)
Cold leg loop 3 FILL (negative flow direction)
Hot leg loop 1 BREAK (pressure boundary condition)
Hot leg loop 2 FILL

Hot leg loop 3 FILL

The flow in loop 2 and 3 are 10% of the flow via FILL in loop 1.

The division and connection of these components are shown in fig. 28.
HOT LEG 1- OUTFLOW
FROM RERCTOR VESSEL
LOCATION FOR PRESSURE
80UNDRRY CONDITION

COLD LEG 2
BflCKFLOU

8RERK COLO LEC 1
INFLOU F30n
STRRTE3 RCP

HOT LEG 2
33CKFLOU HOT LEG 3

PILL

- F I L L

COLO LEG 3
9RCKFL0U

5.2.1

Fig28

54-ELEMENT MODEL

To decide if the 168-element model results coincide with the correct solution a
model with a coarser node division has been selected to enable the comparison.

In this coarser model the first level has been placed at the upper part of the bottom
plate. Other levels are placed on the same height as in the 168-element model.
Further the inmost ring was omitted and in the tangential direction there are only
three segments. This means that the model will consist of 6*3"3 = 54 elements.
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For space reasons, only the 54-element model was chosen to account for the
detailed calculations of volumes, the area fractions, hydraulic diameters and flow
resistance (appendix 1).

5.3 FLOW DISTRIBUTION IN REACTOR VESSEL WITH ONE RCP IN
OPERATION

As no research with flow distribution in a PWR reactor vessel with one RCP in
operation is available, the general flow behaviour in the vessel is accounted for.
The results from the analyses by TRAC showed that all flow vectors exhibit about
the same linear increase in velocity for 5 to 20 seconds after starting the RCP. This
is directly connected to the prescribed flow velocity in loop 1. It is therefore judged
sufficient to account for the velocity distribution in the reactor vessel when
stationary conditions are reached. During the start of the RCP the flow velocity in
most cells in the model will be a fraction of the steady state velocity and direct
proportional to the loop flow. The stationary flow velocity is accounted for in
appendix 3.

53.1 FLOW DISTRIBUTION IN THE REACTOR VESSEL DOWNCOMER

At the inlet (element 163) of the vessel the water will be divided so that 44% goes
straight down in the downcomer. The remaining flow will be divided evenly
between element 164 and 168. Out of the flow in the tangential direction 36%
(Q2*(l- 0.44)) will go as a backflow to cold leg 2 and 3, evenly divided.

As shown in fig.29, eddies will form in the elements located diametrically to loop 1
at level 6 and 7, which extend from the lower side of cold leg 2 and 3 to element
143 and 141 via 142 and 166 back to each cold leg.
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Further, a significant redistribution occurs at level 5 and 6 in the downcomer. At
level 4 the flow goes mainly in an axial direction. At level 3 there is a small increase
of the tangential flow, which depends on decreased flow resistance in this direction
as the neutron pads do not extend to level 3.

The flow goes mainly in an axial direction at the transition from downcomer to
lower plenum. The asymmetry in the flow is significant at the entrance. 73% of the
total mass flow comes into lower plenum from the half of the downcomer
containing the injected loop, i.e. element 67,68,72.

5.32 FLOW DISTRIBUTION IN LOWER PLENUM

At the entrance in lower plenum the flow will distribute in the proportions 43/57
between level 2 and 1. Most of the flow ,81%, that goes from level 2 to 1 in ring 4
will be in the injected half of the tank Le. in elements 19,20 and 24 (figJO). It can
be noted that due to the heavy inflow into one side at level 1, the flow in axial
direction from level 2 to 1 in the other half of •.ing 4 will be insignificant Note that
the flow is directed upwards in element 22. This is also showed by the heavy flows
in radial and tangential direction between the two halves of level 1.

The flow from the high velocity part affects the mixing process up to element 15
and 17 in ring 3 and all the way out to element 22 in ring 4. The flows in positive
z-direction in element 14 and 15 are very small. In element 12 there will even be a
small flow directed downwards from level 2 to 1. This shows that nearly all the
water initially flows in radial and tangential direction from one half to the other
half at level 1. From a mixing point of view this is negative as it shows that this part
of the lower plenum will be displaced by the clean water, and that mixing with
borated water coming in from the other side of the downcomer will be insignificant.

At level 2 there is an inflow to all elements from ring 4 to 3. This flow, which is 43%
of the total flow, is distributed in the proportions 58/42 to the elements 37,38,42
and 39,40, and 41. The flow from level 1 to element 38 and 42 will be small and for
element 37 flow will go from level 2 to 1. The flows, radially and tangentially,
between elements 38,39 and 41,42 are small.

This means that almost the whole flow which will flow up to the core from elements
31,32,36,37,38 and 42 has mixed with only a small part of the water volume in
lower plenum. About 25% (0.43*0.58) of the total flow to lower plenum will take
this flow path to the core.

In ring 1 the flow in radial direction for all elements goes towards ring 2. This
shows that the whole inflow to ring 1 originate from level 1. However, radial flows
as well as flows in tangential direction are small and therefore the flow in ring 1 is
mainly in axial direction.

Element 33,34,35,49,41,41 will be fed with flows that have come down via the
downcomer (element 45,46,47) and water which comes up from level 1. A better
mixing between clean and borated water can therefore be expected in this part of
the lower plenum. The clean water will arrive at the lower plenum at different
points of time, due to the large variations in velocity in the downcomer. As level 1

i.
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gets most of its water flow from the part of the downcomer which has a high flow
velocity, while element 45-47 is fed from a part of the downcomer which has a
relatively low flow, the water from level 1 to element 33-35,39-41 will have a low
concentration during the initial phase of the dilution transient, while the water from
the downcomer at this stage will have a high boron content At the end of the
transient the relations will be the opposite.

As the diluted zone at this stage has different propagation in the downcomer
element 45-46 will bring water with higher boron contents to the lower plenum.
Later in the transient water with higher boron content will be brought to the lower
plenum from the high velocity side. This might possibly occur when the other part
of the downcomer starts to bring water with low boron content to the lower
plenum. The discussion shows that the different transport times of the diluted zone
in the downcomer will have a smoothing effect on the dilution transient in
somewhat less than half the lower plenum.

Element 31,32,36 and especially 37,38,39 are flown-through by water which
mostly displace the water ahead of it The mixing in these parts of lower plenum
will therefore be moderate.

The accentuation of the flow in the centre of the vessel depends on the flow
resistance being less in the axial direction in ring 1 at level 1 and 2, depending on
the instrument pipe tie plates and the large centre hole in the bottom plate.
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5.33 FLOW DISTRIBUTION IN THE INTERMEDIATE AND CORE
REGION

In the region between the bottom plate and the lower core support plate, level 3,
the flow is insignificant in ring 1 (element 49- 54) radially and tangentially. The
highest flow velocity in these directions is about 5% of the flow in Z-direction. The
flow velocities in axial direction are mainly the same within ring 1. The deviation
from the average velocity in Z-direction is < +/- 0.5%.

In ring 2 (element 55-60) there are some moderate flows in the R- and T-direction.
The flow direction shows that these flows mainly depend on the heavy
asymmetrical inflow from the downcomer to the lower plenum. A certain inflow
takes place from ring 3 due to the flow resistance that the core baffle plates exhibit
against the flow in the Z-direction on higher located levels. The flow velocity in
Z-direction is almost the same. The deviation from the average velocity (Z) in ring
2 is < +/-1.4%.

Also in ring 3 (element 61-66) the flow velocity in the Z-direction is almost the
same for the six elements. The deviation from the average velocity is < +/- 2%.
Fig.31 shows the flow directions at level 3.

FigJl

In the core region, which comprises level 4-6, the flows in die R- and T-direction
are very small within level 4. The flow velocity in the Z-direction is almost the same
over the whole core cross section, except element 86 which shows a flow velocity
which is 4% higher than the average velocity. This deviation depends on the
location under the element in level 7 from where the outflow from the vessel comes.

At level 5 the flows in the R- and T-direction increase somewhat They are however
still very moderate, that k. 3-4% of the flow in axial direction. The flow in the R-
and T-direction show that their behaviour depends completely on the displacement
that is due to the increase of the flow velocity (Z) in element 104 and 110. The
division of the flow velocities in Z- direction is continuous except for element 104
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and 110 which show a deviation which is 7% and 14% larger than the average
velocity. This depends on the location of the elements relative to the outlet from
the vessel.

At level 6 the flow behaviour from level 5 is further stressed. The flow velocity in
element 128 and 134 is 14 and 50% higher respectively than the average velocity in
the Z-direction. Fig32 shows the flow directions within level 4-6.
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Fig32

FLOW DISTRIBUTION IN UPPER PLENUM

At level 7 the f ŵ distibution will be dominated by the flows towards the outlet
from the tank in element 157. The backflows from loop 2 and 3 come into element
159 and 161 respectively. The flow directions in level 7 are shown in fig.3L>.



LEVEL f

5.3.5

Fig 33

CONCLUSIONS

As earlier mentioned no research was made for the flow case snu_ed in this thesis.
Consequently there is no material to verify the result However, certain general
conclusions can be drawn whether the TRAC model of the reactor vessel in
Ringhals 2 produces a reasonable result

To decide if the flow resistance calculated for the vessel model is correct, the
model has been tested at design flow (3 RCP in operation). The different internal
differential pressure and the total pressure drop over the reactor vessel have been
compared to information from the manufacturer [2,47]. None of the pressure drops
calculated by TRAC deviates from the manufacturer's values by more than +/-
1%. The total pressure drop deviated marginally from the value given 0.24 MPa
+/- 0.032. The TRAC calculation gave a pressure drop = 0.236 MPa.

When going through the flow distribution in sections 5.3.1-4 above, it is obvious
that the result that TRAC produces is reasonable considering the flow restrictions
for the tank and due to asymmetry in in- and outflow from the tank.

TRAC is a well established computer code in the nuclear industry used at a number
of comparing analyses with different scale tests and can therefore be considered
reasonably reliable.

The conclusion is thai die used model will, regarding the general flow distribution
in the vessel, produce a result from which conclusions can be drawn with some
confidence.

5.4 RESULTS FROM MIXING STUDY OF TRANSIENT 1-3

A number of boron profiles are shown at three representative occasions during the
transients (fig.37-49) to describe the asymmetry in the diluted zone at its transport
through the reactor vessel.
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The occasions selected are: when the lowest average concentration occurs in lower
plenum, at level 5 in the core region in ring 1- 3 and in upper plenum also in ring
1-3.

It is also described how the boron concentration is affected in the downcomer, as
this is not accounted for in the figures.

The effect in the downcomer is only described for transient 2 and 3. It was not
considered necessary to describe this for transient 1 as the flow field is the same for
all three transients and the boron free water volumes are mainly the same for
transient 1 and 3, which gives about the same behaviour for the two transients
except absolute value of the boron concentration will vary due to differences in the
initial concentration.

5.4.1 AVERAGE BORON CONCENTRATION IN CORE REGION FOR
TRANSIENT 1-3

Interesting is how the average concentration varies in the core, as the average
concentration is used by TRAC as input to the reactivity calculation of the point
kinetic model. The average concentration is also used to decide which of the
transients shall be analysed with the core model It is obvious that it is not
meaningful to carry out such an analysis if the boron concentration does not on any
occasion decrease to a value which brings the reactor to a critical condition.

The average boron concentration was calculated by adding weighted boron
concentrations for all 54 elements in the core for each time step of the transients.
The weighting factors are the ratio between coolant volume of each element and
the total volume of coolant in the core region.

The average concentration for the three transients is shown in fig. 34-36.
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The results show that both transient 2 and 3 will decrease the average
concentration to the critical reactor condition (< 660 ppm). The decrease in the
boron concentration for transient 1 is not sufficient for criticality to occur.
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Transient 2 and 3 show, as they should, the same concentration behaviour until
about 17 seconds after the RCP has been started. Thereafter the concentration for
transient 3 levels out, to a somewhat later increase towards the original boron
concentration. The reason is that a smaller amount of boron free water has been
added at transient 3 than at transient 2.

The lowest concentration obtained in the core region during transient 1 was 1094
ppm. As boron concetration at this transient was far from the critical boron
concentration (660 ppm) the transient did not qualify fot futhei analysis with the
point- kinetic model.

5.4.2 MIXING BEHAVIOUR IN DOWNCOMER FOR TRANSIENT 2 AND 3

For transient 2 the following will happen in the lower part of the
downcomen

4.3 seconds after the starting of the RCP the concentration will be affected in the
lowest parts of the downcomer. This will first occur in element 67 located straight
under the inlet to the coolant loop, which contains the non-borated water. 1.5
seconds later the dilution will start in the closest element 68 and 72. Further, 0.5
seconds later the concentration decrease will start in elements 69 and 71 which
adjoin 68 and 72. The element that will be affected the latest, is the one located
diametrically in relation to the injecting coolant loop (element 69). This takes place
8.9 seconds after the RCP has been started.

10.4 seconds after starting the RCP the water in element 67 is mainly free from
boron (boron cone. < 1 ppm). This situation will remain for approximately 7
seconds. After that the boron concentration will start to increase again and back to
original concentration after a further 3.1 seconds. The increase of boron
concentration happens about twice as quickly as the initial decrease as almost the
whole time for influence on element 67 takes place during the start of the RCP.
Consequently the flow velocity will be higher in the downcomer when the boron
concentration increases again, which will affect the boron concentration in the
element faster.

Element 68 and 72 will have a boron free period of 3.7 seconds. This period will
stan 3.7 seconds later than for element 67 but stop only 0.2 seconds later. The
elements will return to original concentration 1.6 seconds later than element 67.

Element 69 and 71 will not reach a boron free condition but low
concentrations (4 ppm), which occur 18.6 seconds after the RCP has been started.
The initial concentration will be reached 7.8 seconds later.

The corresponding for element 70 is 20.6 (minimum concentration 111 ppm) and
53.7 seconds.

As can be seen, it takes longer time to increase the boron concentration in the
elements 69, 70, 71 than for 67, 68,72. The latter elements show an increase in the
flow velocities which is almost linear at the time interval 0-20 seconds. The flow
velocities for element 69 and 71 flatten out earlier than for the earlier mentioned
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elements. This depends on the pressure building up in lower plenum under these
elements. For element 70 the flow direction in lower plenum, under this element,
will even change direction from downward to upward flow. This takes place 15.1
seconds after start of the RCP. This upward flow counteract the flow in the
downcomer in element 70. Therefore the flow velocity in the axial direction
decreases from its peak-value (0.6 m/s) after ca 15 seconds to a steady state value
which is 03 m/s. This will be reached after about 35 seconds. The reduction of the
flow velocity explains why the increase 'vill be comparatively slow in this element.

The initial behaviour of transient 3 is identical to transient 2 in the elements at
level 3 in ring 4.

At the time interval 10.4-11.8 seconds element 67, contains boronfree water,
^env^.t 63 and 72 reach their lowest concentration, 13 ppm, at 12.4 seconds.

jnding for element 69 and 71 is 14.1 seconds and 144 ppm. For element 70
vconds and 355 ppm.

i» le original concentration has taken place according to the
f- low ..g: Element 67 = 16.1 sec, element 68 = element 72 = 17.8 sec, element
6* = element 71 - 21.5 sec and element 70= 39.9 sec.

Reduction of the flow velocity in element 69,70 and 71, due to pressure built in the
lower plenum during the later part of the transient, is noticed also at this transient
by the increase of the time needed for bringing the concentration back to the
normal.

5.43 GENERAL MIXING BEHAVIOUR IN REACTOR VESSEL
EXCEPT DOWNCOMER

Important for this study is to show the spatial distribution of the boron at the
passage of the diluted zone through the core region. This depends on the fact that
the core is loaded with fuel elements with different degree of enrichment. The
elements with the greatest enrichment are located at the outer edge of the core.
Therefore a larger reactivity addition can be expected if the depleted zone passes
the outer edges of the cere. This was also shown by the pre-study with POLCA
(Chapter 1.2).

5.43.1 SHORT DESCRIPTION OF PRESENT AND PRESENT2

To show the distribution of the boron at its passage through the lower plenum, the
core region and the upper plenum two computer programs have been written,
PRESENT and PRESENT2 (listed in appendix 2).

As input the programs use the node concentrations calculated by TRAC at the
selected time steps. The user states at the run with PRESENT in what node plane
and for which constant boron concentration he wishes to carry out the calculation.

From the given boron concentration PRESENT scans all nodes at the
selected level. Each node value is compared with the closest nodes in radial and
tangential direction. In those cases where the node and the nodes with which it is



compared show values where the given boron concentration is in or between nodes
PRESENT calculates the geometrical position for the given concentration by
simple linear interpolation.

To determine the boron concentration at the outer edge of the model (i.e. ring 3)
PRESENT uses linear extrapolation in radial direction from ring 2 and 3.

The calculated positions are stored in a file which is transferred via a word
processing program to the CAD-program PRO- DESIGNII. The CAD-program
fits a curve to the given position by means of a 3rd degree spline function.

PRESENT2 works mainly like PRESENT, with the only difference that
PRESENT2 carries out its calculations in a vertical plane through the whole vessel
height for ring 1-3.

5.43.2 BORON DISTRIBUTION IN REACTOR VESSEL EXCEPT
DOWNCOMER

During the initial phase of the dilution, water with low boron contents will flow
from the side of the vessel which contains the injecting loop towards the centre and
the opposite side. This can be seen clearly from the boron profiles at level 1 in fig.
37,42 and 46. The tongue that points towards the centre depends on the smaller
flow resistance in the centre of the vessel due to the bottom plate and the shape of
the tie plates. In the beginning, a relatively thin zone will pop up along one side of
the core. This part of the depleted zone will contain the lowest boron concentration
in the core region during the whole transient. This appears from the boron profiles
in the axial sections of the vessel (fig 40,45, and 49).

At the stage during the transient with the lowest concentration in the centre of the
core, the concentration in lower plenum has started to increase again towards the
original concentration (level 1 in fig. 38,42, and 47). Tbe upper part of the diluted
zone has moved so it now is at level 5 and 6 (fig.38,42,47). On the opposite side,
those parts of the diluted zone, which contain the lowest concentrations, have
started to affect the lower part of the core (level 3 and 4 in fig. 38,42,47 and in the
axial cut A-A).

During the conclusion of the transient, i.e. when the lowest
concentrations in upper plenum is achieved, the boron content has started to
increase in the greater part of the core. In the part of the core opposite to the
injecting loop, the area with low concentration is transported out of the core. This
appears very clearly from the axial sections of the vessel. i.e. in fig. 39,44 and 48, at
the times 21.436,24.575 resp. 22.526 seconds.

Also noted, at level 7 for transient 1 at t = 21.536 seconds (fig 39) the typical
asymmetry in the boron profiles due to the backflow of water from the coolant
loops with idle RCP. This is demonstarted more or less clearly at the 1ifferent
occasions depending on the concentration of the upward flow from level 6, with
which the backflows will mix.

i.
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5.4.4 CONCLUSIONS

The diluted zone will first affect the outer edge of the core and therewith the fuel
elements with the highest enrichment. This takes place in that part of the core
which is closest to the coolant loop which contains the diluted zone. This first part
of the diluted zone which initially affects the core will also contain the lowest boron
concentrations.

During the stage when the lowest average concentrations exist in the core the areas
with the lowest concentrations will exist as a diagonal band, having its upper part on
the same side as the injecting loop and its lowest point on the opposite side.

Simplified one could say that the diluted zone will behave like a cylinder which has
got its opposite sides in axial direction heavily distorted in relation to each other.
This will give a wedge shaped beginning as well as end of the diluted zone.

The boron concentrations will be somewhat higher in those parts of the core, which
are affected by that part of the diluted zone, which has been transported the longest
way through lower plenum, i.e. comes up at the opposite side relative the coolant
loop with the diluted zone. i
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5.5 SENSnTvTTY STUDY OF THE AVERAGE BORON
CONCENTRATION

As earlier mentioned TRAC lacks a model which describes the impact of the
turbulence on the mixing. At ?. node study it is therefore not possible directly to
determine if the results from models with different node division converge against
correct solution or not The prime task of the node study that has been made is
therefore to show that the node division that has been selected is reasonable and
that an increase with further nodes should not affect the result significantly.

The variables that have been studied are such that are used as indata to TRAC's
point kinetics model and therewith affect the nuclear response when the diluted
zone passes the core. As input to point kimeric model the average boron
concentration in the core as a function of time is given. Of interest is therefore to
study how quickly the concentration is changed and what is the lowest
concentration at the passage of the zone through the fuel.

5.5.1 RESULTS

The results from the calculations with the 54-, and 168-elements model are shown
in fig. 50.

SSI

CONCfNTMTION FO*
MIT1CM.ITY

I t

HVMMI WMON CONefMTMtlOM IN COM tfCIOM
vttML noon.

ftVfMKC tOMN CONCINTMTION IM COM MGIOH

51-fLIWlNT Vf f ML ROOtL

Fig 50.

As seen the differences as regards the concentration gradient and lowest
concentrations are insignificant between the 54- and the 168-elements model. The
min. values only diftcr by 5 ppm (168 resp. 163), which must be considered to be a
good agreement. In the time interval of interest, 16-17 sec. after start of RCP, i.e.
from the time when prompt criticality is achieved until the TRAC calculations
break down the concentration gradient for the two models is identical.
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The 54-elements model gives a timely displacement of when the dilution of the
core region starts resp. stops in relation to the 168-element model. This depends on
the transport paths from downcomer to certain elements are shorter in the
168-elements model, due to the finer node division in lower plenum. In that way
the elements which are located farthest off in lower plenum in relation to the inlet
for the non-borated water, which explains that the boron concentration increases
faster towards 850 ppm for the 54-eIernents model.

As the concentration gradient and the lowest concentration are almost identical
this indicates that TRAC's VESSEL model is not affected significantly by
numerical diffusion. If that was the case the 54-elements model would have shown
a boron profile which was less pronunced, i.e. had a higher min. value and a longer
extension in time. This confirms the statement which Los Alamos National
Laboratory has made concerning numerical diffusion in TRAC. They claimed that
this should not be a problem, except at very slow transients (i.e. in hour-scale) [46].

The conclusion based on the comparison between the two models is therefore that
an increase of the number of nodes in the model would not significantly change the
input to TRAC's point kinetics model and therewith the nuclear response at a local
boron dilution accident, if a model with more nodes than the 168-element model
had been used.
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6 INVESTIGATION OF THE REACTIVITY AND POWER RESPONSE FOR
TRANSIENT 2 WITH TRAC-PF1 POINT KINETIC MODEL

To get some idea of the nuclear response during a local boron dilution accident
TRAC's point kinetic core model was implemented in the 168-element VESSEL
component used in chapter 5. From the previous analysis it is obvious that the
concentration profile of the depleted zone will be asymmetric in shape and it will
therefore be major differences in reactivity addition to different areas of the core.
A point kinetic core model will base its calculation on average core parameters (i.e
concentration, temperatures etc.), which most probably is a very rough estimate of
the real situation.

6.1 POINT KINETICS

The core model in TRAC is based on the point kinetic approach and consequently
simulates the overall core behaviour. Reactivity effects are accounted for and
include control rod movements, feed back from fuel temperature (Doppler),
coolant temperature, coolant void fraction, and boron concentration.

The fundamental two equations of the model express the change of neutron density
with time and the change of precursor concentration with time. Since the thermal
power is proportional to neutron density these equqtions can also be expressed in
terms of change in in thermal power.

The thermal core power can be written as

i

dP/dt- (R-b)/L + £ liG + S/(L(1-R))
i-i

and the change in precursor power contribution

dCi/dt= -liCi + biP/L i= 1,2 1

The thermal power due to decay heat is expressed as

dHj/dt= -ljHj + EjP j= 1,2 J

(eq.6.1)

(eq.6.2)

(eq.6.3)

After solving at time t each j:th equation 6.3, TRAC calculates the total power
generated in the fuel from prompt fission, precursor decay, delayed fission and
external sources.

+ S (eq.6.4)
j - i

By specifying a prompt fission power history for t > 0 TRAC evaluates Ci(0) and
Hj(O) from eq 6.2 and 6.3. The power history is specified as a table where linear
power is used between data pairs.
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In the current analysis default values of I and J have been used. This implies that six
delayed neutron groups (I) and eleven decay heat groups (J) have been used. The
power decay closely approximates the standard American Nuclear Society
decay-heat curve.

6.2 REACTIVITY FEEDBACK

The reactivity feedback model is based on the assumption that only changes in core
average fuel temperature, coolant temperature, vapor fraction and boron
concentration affect the reactivity. From perturbation theory it can be found that
an adequate approximation of the overall reactivity changes at aspecified time is
obtained by spatial weight changes in reaction rate cross sections (absorbtion,
fission etc.). TRAC approximates this weighting function approach by the following
averaging process:

£xicJiicPicPowexpVic
„_ j£ (eq.6.5)

I.
If x is fuel or coolant temperature mic is the mass of the fuel or the coolant in core ^
cell ic. If x is void fraction or boron concentration mic is set to 1 for all core cells ic.
Powexp was set to 2 (as recommended in the TRAC manual) for the present
analysis meaning that the radial neutron flux shape was not incorporated into the
reactivity coefficients. This is a minor concern as a uniform core radial and axial
power profile was specified.

As no control rod movements are occurring the reactivity R is a function of fuel
temperature, coolant temperature, void fraction, and boron concentration:

R=R(Tf,T f t«3) (eq.6.6)

A change in reactivity can be expressed as:

aR _ aP dTf + aRdTc + aRda + aRdB
at ' dit aTc dt <Jadt aBdt (eq. 6.7)

aP aR aR aR
Where aTf, aTc, ao, and aB are the reactivity feedback coefficients. Each of these is
in general dependent on Tf.Tc, a,B i.e

aR/aTf= ff(Tf,Tc.a,B) (eq.6.8)

TRAC requires the input of each .^activity coefficient as a function of the four
independent variables Tf,Tc,o,B. As 'he pertinent functional dependences were not
readily available at the the low temperatures (450 K) involved in the analysis, some
CASMO-runs (48) had to be performed to provide proper data.
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6.3 NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

TRAC solves the point kinetics equation 6.1 through 63 by assuming that the core
power for each timestep can be approximated by a second order polynomial time
function, while the reactivity being linear in time i.e

(eq.6.9)

(eq.6.10)= Ro+Rit

By assuming that all remaining parameters are constant during a time step it is
possible to analytically integrate eq. 6.1 through 63 under condition 6.9 and 6.10
over the time step. TRAC then evaluates the resulting functions for integration
tirce steps during the fluid dynamics time step.

The reactivity feedback is evaluated in terms of its change in multiplication
constant over the last time step At =tn-tni-i

ak/ad0 +
. n .n-1
a -n ) (eq.6.11)

I.

where:xi corresponds to Tf

X2 corresponds to Tc

X3 corresponds to a

X4 corresponds to B

n beginning of the current time step

n-1 beginning of previous time step

* n -* n + 1 - t n theTo determine the reactivity feedback during the current time step t = t"
value of Tf, Tea, and B at t n + 1 have to be known. In order to determine these
values the core power generation during the time step tn has to be known which in
turn requires knowledge about the contribution of reactivity feedback. TRAC
handles this difficulty of needing to know the reactivity feedback in order to
evaluate it by assuming that the change of feedback reactivity during the current
time step is zero. If no control rod movements are occuring the estimated value of
the multiplication constant at the current time step can be expressed as

kest^-kVAkfdbk0-1

6.4

n-1. eq. 6.12

RESULTS

Transient 2 was selected for the study with the point kinetics model, as it obviously
will give the largest power and reactivity excursions.
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The results from the analysis are shown in fig 51-62. Note that time = 0 seconds in
these graphs relates to the start of the simulation, which occurs 5 seconds before
starting the RCP.

Sequence of events:

t = 0-15 seconds. Boron concentration in the core region = 850 ppm (fig 52) and
Keff = 0.97 (fig 51). Reactor power = 6 MW

t = 20.6 seconds. The reactor reached criticality (fig 61). Boron concentration =
660 ppm

t=21.1 seconds. The reactor became prompt critical. Boron concentration = 600
ppm, fuel temperature = 450 K, moderator temperature = 450 K, void content =
0%, cold leg pressure = 3.0 MPa, hot leg pressure = 2.9 MPa.

t = 21.7 seconds. The reactor power reached the first extreme 23 GW (fig. 61).

t = 22.3 seconds. The reactor became subcritical. Average fuel temperature = 1065
K (fig. 54), Boron concentration=475 (fig. 52), moderator temperature = 490 K,
void content = 20%, cold leg pressure = 5.4 MPa, hot leg pressure = 2.0 MPa

t = 23.0 seconds. The reactor critical again (fig. 51)., boron concentration = 390
ppm, fuel temperature = 1035 K, moderator temperaure = 510, void content =

29%

t = 23.3 seconds. Reactor reached for the second time a prompt critcal condition

t = 23.7 seconds. Maximum power was reached = 40.5 GW.
t = 24.0 seconds. Maximum pressure was reached. Cold leg pressure =11.1 MPa,
hot leg pressure = 8.6 MPa.

t = 24.3 seconds. The reactor became subcritical. Boron concentration = 275 ppm.
Average fuel temperature = 1640 K, moderator temperature = 548 K, void
content = 50%

t = 25.9 seconds. Minimum boron concentration in core region = 163 ppm

t = 50 seconds. Stable conditions, but still 12% void in the system. Fuel
temperature = 650 K, moderator temperature = 458 K, cold leg pressure = 3.0
MPa, hot leg pressure = 2.9 MPa, residual heat = 30 MW.

The maximum center line temperature in the fuel rods was obtained at t = 26.01
seconds and was 2252 K. The corresponding for the cladding was t = 26.01 seconds
and 1040 K.
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6.5 DISCUSSION

From the results it is obvious that TRAC and the model used did not have the
capability to truly describe the system response during the power escalation.

The first power extreme was due to the length of time step when the reactor
became prompt critical. In TRAC this length is governed by Courant's stability
criterion, which applies to the equation used to calculate the flow and mixing
condition in the vessel (eq. 4.1-4.8). At the first prompt criticality the time step was
C.91 second. It should be compared to the reactor period which then was about 100
times shorter. The result was an unrealistic power over-shot (maximum 383 GW),
which consequently was due to numerical insufficiency.

Figur 60 shows that the differential pressure over the vessel quickly reached a value
higher than the dead head pressure of the RCP (0.8 MPa). If the model had used a
pump component, which had taken into account the impact of the system pressure
on the pump flow, the behaviour of the reactor had probabaly been quite different.
Futher, as we believe that the prompt criticality will occur locally, the development
of the void will also be local. This in turn will affect the local pressure drop in the
core, and consequently the flow and distribution of boron.

As input to the core model was used a constant void coefficent - -80 pcm/% void.
In a real situation the reactivity value of the void will not be a constant but a
function of the boron concentration and void content. According to the
manufacture [6] the value of the void coefficient will vary from -50 pcm/% void at
BOL to -250 pcm/% void at EOL Futher, as the reactor is undermoderated, the
void coefficent will become more negative by the increasing void. We therefore
believe that the negative reactivity feedback from the void was underestimated at
the calculation.

At the calculation the pressure in the vessel was governed by the prescribed
pressure boundary condition on hot leg 1. In a real situation this pressure will not
be constant but a function of the void content and reactor coolant temperature,
which will affect the steam bubble in the pressurizer and the overall system
pressure. As the saturation temperature changes, the pressure will the development
of the void, and consequently the nuclear and power response.

Due to the duration of the transient a considerable amount of the void will pass
through SG 1 and condense at least partly. This will also affect the system pressure
and the void content

Therefore, there are a number of circumstances which make it hard to draw
conclusions from the TRAC results about the real behaviour of the reactor during a
local boron dilution accident.

To decide if the TRAC result was unreasonable or not some calculations [49] wif h
Fuchs' model for a prompt criticality were compared with it
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In Fuchs' approach to describe the reactor behaviour at a prompt critical condition
it is asssumed, that the delayed neutrons can be ignored and that the generated
heat remains in the fueL As can be seen, this is similar to the situation during the
simulation of transient 2.

Fuchs' equation:

L(*/4>) = at - b / * dt (eq. 6.13)

To give a reactivity input to Fuchs'equation, which simulates the boron reactivity
behaviour at transient 2, the following expression was used (fig.63):

p -». '/».••>

(Tint >

Fig.63

The results of the calculation with Fuchs' equation after 50 iterations are showu in
fig.64.
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The comparison shows that the power and nuclear response as described by the
point kinetic model can be correct to some extent, i.e concerning the general
behaviour but not in terms of absolute values.
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7 CONCLUSIONS

• A comparison between the criteria used for evaluating the reactivity accident
ejected control rod, which are:

a. Average fuel pellet enthalpy ai the hot spot below 940 J/g UO2 for unirradiated
fuel and 836 J/g UO2 for irradiated fuel.

b. Average clad temperature at the hot spot below the temperature at which clad
embrittleruent may be expected (1755 K)

c. Peak reactor coolant pressure less than that which would cause stresses to exceed
the faulted condition stress limit

d. Fuel melting will be limited to less than 10% of the fuel volume at the hot spot
even if the average fuel pellet enthalpy is below the limits of criterion (a) above.

this comparison shows, according to TRAC results of transient 2, that none of these
criteria would be exceeded. The energy released was about 550 J/g UO2, the
highest fuel temperature 22521C and the corresponding for the cladding 1040 K.
The highest pressure in the system was considerably lower than the design pressure
of the RCS (17.1 MPa). However, as the results give a very rough description of the
behaviour of the reactor during a local dilution accident, it is impossible to
conclude if a real transient will have larger or smaller impact on the reactor. The
possibility of this being at least as severe a reactivity transient as an ejected control
rod can not be excluded.

- The boundary conditions for the analysis were in some respect over-conservative,
due to the ramping of the boron concentration at the end of the diluted zone.
Father, it is obvious that some mixing between borated and clean water will occcur
at the end of the depleted zone during the transportation through the loop at the
start of the RCP. The contribution from seal injection was not taken into account in
the above analysis. If the seal injection Qow is included in the depleting process of
the loop, it would probabably give a boron concentration in the RCP and the cold
leg = 60-120 ppm. This will obviously result in a less severe reactivity transient.

- The analysis with VESSEL shows that the asymmetry of the diluted zone is
considerable when it passes the core region. The lowest concentrations will appear
along that side of the core which is closest to the coolant loop which earlier has
contained the diluted zone. This is the most unfavourable situation as the pan of
the zone which has the lowest concentration will pass through those fuel elements
which have the highest enrichment.

- The result from the mixing study with TRAC and the prestudy with POLCA
shows that a real local boron dilution accident will most probably cause a local
prompt criticality. This demonstrates at t' e same time that TRAC or other similar
computer programs using point kinetics or one-dimensional core models are
insufficient to describe the nuclear behaviour when the diluted zone passes the
core. To be able to do this, a three-dimensionsal model must be used which also
must be able to handle very fast reactivity transients.
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- A computer program which in one calculation sequence can manage to describe h
the mixing process as well as the nuclear response during a local boron dilution
accident is probably not available at present

- In the case when boron free water is accumulated in the RCP, intermediate leg
and in parts of the SG the TRAC analysis shows that the boron concentrations are
far from those which might cause problems. The analysis also contains considerable
conservatism. In the analysis a volume of clean water which is 15.8 m has been
used, where 1.5 m come from the ramping of the boundary condition at the
transition from boron-free water to water borated to 1763 ppm. If it is taken for
granted that the operators will notice a reactivity change which is 100 cpm the max.
volume is futher reduced to 11.9 m3. This best-estimate volume is only 75% of the
one injected in the reactor vessel during the analysis of transient 1. In a real case
some borated and non-borated water will mix in the end of the stagnant zone
during its transport towards the reactor vessel. This applies during the whole
transportation through the ioop and especially when this part of the zone passes the
RCP, where significant mixing can be expected. Considering the conservatism in
the initial and boundary conditions, and that the boron concentrations in the core
region are still far from those which will cause prompt criticality, it is very unlikely
that this case could lead to any harmful consequences, as TRAC calculates for
considerably larger boron free volumes.

- Taking into consideration that two possible charging lines have to be taken out of
operation at the same time as a malfunction occurs in the reactor make-up system,
and that a pressure increase of the RCS is just about to start, we can establish that
the probability for the event of dilution via seal injection is extremely small.

- The boron-free water volume that is needed to bring the reactor to prompt critical
condition when the reactor coolant is borated to the concentration for cold
shutdown and the core is xenon-free is according to the analysis with TRAC 10-15
m3.

-The circumstances that must prevail for a local dilution accident to happen is that
a tube rupture has occurred, that the grid is not available during part of the
cooldown sequence, and that backfill has been selected as method of cooldown.The
probability for a tube rupture is 9.7*10 per reactor year in the reference plant
[52]. For harmful consequences of the occurence it must happen during the first
part of the operating period, when the boron concentration still is relatively high.
The risk for tube rupture will increase somewhat during the operating period, due
to crack propagation etc. The risk is therefore less in the beginning of an operation
period i.e when a local dilution accident can happen. It is thus considered
reasonable to reduce the probability for tube rupture during these conditions by a
factor 2-3.

The volume that might lead to problems, according to the analysis with TRAC is in
the range 10-15 m . This means that it takes, with maximum letdown flow, abc it
one hour to fill up this volume with clean water. The probability of a loss of ott-site
power for one hour is in Sweden considered to occur about once in 10 years [53).

i
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Further the operators shall choose backfill as method of cooldownL The
experience of tube ruptures shows that backfill probably is the method which will
be used in most cases. Tne judgement was made that of half the tube ruptures
backfill will be used as cooidown method. In the analysis with the point kinetics
model it has also been assumed that the reactor is free from xenon, which means
that either the circumstances shall have been such that the cooidown has been
hindered for about three days after the tube rupture occurred, alternatively the
plant is in hot standby or in initial power operation.

The most probable is that the other conditions and no xenon, occur in conjunction
with start-up after some time of shutdown. Start-up of the plant after such a long
time that the reactor has become free from xenon occurs 2-3 times/year, which
consequently has the probability 10"2/year.

The probability to establish the initial conditions for a local bcron dilution accident
during a tube rupture event is 1.94* 10"6.

In order for a clean water volume to be able to develop in a stagnant zone it is
probably also necessary that other situation specific conditions are prevailing. The
probability for these to be present is however difficult to quantify as they will
depend on factors like the operators' way of handling the situation, break size etc.
The likelihood for the situation to really occur should however be considerably less
than the likelihood for the initial conditions to be present Still the risk for a local
boron dilution accident does not seem to be so small that the problem can be
ignored.
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8 RECOMMENDATION

The problem area local dilution accidents must be studied by more sophisticated
means than in this thesis. As there is no simulation program available which can be
used directly, one possibility can be to run a computer code like TRAC parallell
with a core program, which can describe the transient nuclear behaviour of the
reactor in three dimensions.

To prevent this type of accident it is suggested that the following rules are added to
the emergency procedures are used for handling tube ruptures and the cooldown
after such an accident.

"If all RCP have been idle for more than X minutes after the pressure in RCS and
damaged SG have become equal, the RCP in that coolant loop which contains the
damaged SG shall be electrically disconnected. This RCP is not allowed to be
restarted before an RCP in another coolant loop has been started and in operation
for Y minutes. The start of the first RCP is not allowed before the boron
concentration in the circulated parts of RCS has been increased enough for the
system to handle an addition of boron-free water corresponding to one coolant
loop volume."

By electrically disconnecting the RCP in the coolant loop with a damaged SG, the
possibility to quickly transport the diluted zone to and through the core is removed.
If an RCP in another coolant loop is started the diluted zone will be mixed with
other parts of the RCS due to the backflow which occurs through the coolant loop
with the damaged SG. Good mixing between the backflow and other flows to upper
plenum can be expected [40,41]. The risk for local dilutions will therefore be
eliminated with this method of taking RCP into operation. In order not to risk chat
the global concentration in the RCS is decreased to a level which gives criticality,
the boron concentration in the circulated parts of the RCS shall be increased so
much that the boron concentration cannot decrease under the level which is
required for cold shutdown even if a boron free water volume corresponding to a
whole coolant loop would be added to the RCS.
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APPENDIX 1

Modulation of PWR reactor vessel, 54 element model

The distribution and location of elements within the reference plants reactor vessel
are shown in fig. A-1
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Element 1-3

Main measurement for elements 1-3:

Radius = 1.237 m
Height = 2.159 m

In the calculations below the expression "element volume" is used. With this is
meant the volume the element gets if calculated by means of given levels, ring
radius and segment angles. The real volume that can be taken up by the reactor
coolant, is given as a fraction of the element volume. The name of the variable for
this fraction is VOL(I) where I indicates the element number. A real volume
smaller than the element volume is obtained when the element geometrically
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deviates from the form of a cylindrical segment and/or when parts of the element
volume are taken up by construction materials.

Element volume - n«12372'2.159 = 10379 m3

Geometrical volume: Elements 1-3 "consist" of a cylinder with the radius 1.237 m
and the height 2.159-0.429 = 1.730 m and a spheric segment with the height 0.429
m and the radius 1.994 m

Volume - *• 1.2372* 1.730+*'0.4292*(3'1.994-0.429)/3 - 9.387 m3

This volume is partly taken up by instrument pipes, tie plates and the core support
plate. The instrument pipes have an average length from the tank bottom to the
lower side of the core support plate = 1.460 m (estimation from drawing). In the
lower plenum there are totally 52 instrument pipes and supports for the core barrel.
These are assumed to be evenly divided between elements 1-6, and to have an
average diameter = 3" = 0.0762 m (estimation from drawing).

Volume instrument pipe/support columns = 26'«*0.07622" 1.460/4 = 0.173 m3

Within elements 1-3 the upper tie plate for the instrument pipes is partly located.
This plate has a very irregular form and has, therefore, by estimation from drawing
been approximated with a ring which has the male radius - 1.610 m, and the inner
radius = 0.970 m. The plate thickness = 3" - 0.0762 m.

Volume of the upper tie plate within elements 1-3 =
0.0762'1r«(1.2372-0.9702) = 0.141 m3.

The core support plate contains 72 holes with the diameter 9 7/16" = 0.2397 m, one
hole with diameter 16 9/16" = 0.4207 m and four holes with the diameter 6 5/16" =
0.160 m.

Total hole area = (72*ir*0.23972+ir*0.42072+4«ir*0.1602)/4 = 3.468 m2

The hole area is assumed to be evenly divided between the elements 1-6.
Consequently the solid volume of the core support plate -
0 .406V 1.2372-3.468/2) = 1.248 m3.

The volume that can be ocuppied up by reactor coolant within elements 1-3, is:

9.387-0.173-0.141-0.106-1.247= 7.720 m3

VOL(l-3)= 7.720/10.379= 0.744

The expression "element area", which will be used below, is the area calculated
based on given heights, radius and segment angles in the flow directions
considered. The real flow area within the element is given as a fraction in the
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input-data to TRAG The variable name vertically (z) is FA-Z(I), radialiy(R)
FA-R(I) and azimuthally(T) FA-T(I). T is the element number.

Restrictions in the flow area are achieved when the element
geometrically deviates from ideal form or when there is a construction material
which extends over the whole element in the flow direction considered. At a flow
restriction extending only ovcrparts of the element these are added only as flow
resistances at the element surfaces.

Vertically there are only instrument pipes and supports extending over the element
height. The cross section area for these are:
26"1r«0.07622= 0.1186 m2

Element area(Z)= ir«12372= 4.807 m2

FA-Z(l-3) = (4.807-0.1186)/4.8O7= 0.975

In the R-direction there are geometrical differences between the element area and
the real area and a flow restriction due to the extension of the core support plate.

The element area(R) = 2.159'2«ir* 1.237/3 = 5.593 m .

Realarea(R)= 2V1237«(2.159-0.406-0.429)/3= 3.430 m2

FA-R(l-3)= 3.430/5.593= 0.613

In azimuthal direction the element area is = 1.237*2.159= 2.671 m2

The flow area in this direction forms a quadrant and a semicirclee. The opening
angle for the circle sector is 2838.3 = 76.6°

Real area = (76.6/360'ir«1.9942-1.730'1.237)/2 +1.237*(1.730-0.406) =
1.897 m2.

FA-T(l-3)= 1.897/2.671= 0.710

i.

,2 V

The hydraulic diameters are calculated by means of the expression HD = 4* A/U
where A » the flow area (m ) and U = the wetted perimeter (m). The variable
names in TRAC for the hydraulic diameters are HD-Z(I), HD-R(I) and HD-T(I).
Vertically the following applies:

The flow area is according to the above = 4.807-0.1186=4.688 m2

The wetted perimeter = the circumference of the instrument tubes and the support
columns = 26'*• 0.0762 = 6.244 m

HD-Z(l-3)« 4-4.688/6.224= 3.013 m
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Radially the following applies:

According to the above the flow area is = 3.430 m2.

The wetted perimeter = 4 • •»•1237/3 = 5.181 m.

HD-R(l-3) = 4*3.430/5.181= 2.648 m.

Azimuthally the following applies:

The flow area is according to the above = 1.897 m2.

The wetted perimeter = (383/360)m2'vm 1.994 +1237 = 1510 m

The calculated flow resistances or the k-values are stored in the matrix FRIC when
feeding the input-data to TRAC. The following relation exists between k- and
FRIC-value [25]:

Ap = k * p *v2/2 where p = density v = flow velocity Ap = diff. pressure over the
element.

dp=(Axj- Axj-i)'FRIC* p *v*/2 where (AXJ - AXJ-I) = the distance between the
element centra in the direction considered, x is the distance from the element
centre and the O-level in the direction considered.

The following relation exists between k- and FRIC-values: FRIC = k/( Axj- AXJ-I)

Vertically the following applies:

In this co-ordinate direction there are three flow restrictions within the elements
1-3 core support plate and the upper and lower tie plates.

First the relation L/DH must be determined, to decide whether the formula for
"thick orifice plate" shall be used (L= the thickness of the restriction DH = the
hydraulic diameter before the restriction.).

The thickness of the bottom plate is 0.406 m and therefore L/DH = 0.406/3.013 =
0.1347 0.015 and therefore the formula for thick orifice plate applies (43)
k = (0.5 + y*(SQR(l-f))*(l-f) + (1-f)2+t'L/DHyf2 (eq. Al). The thickness of the
tie plates are 0.0762 and therefore L/DH = 0.0762/3.013 = 0.0240.015. The relation
valid for thick orifice plate shall therefore be used. The k-value for this is
calculated by the equation Al:

t= friction coefficient

y = is determined by means of table in ref. 43 and is a function of L/DH.

For the core support plate the following applies:
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y(0.1347) = U5-0.1347/O2*(US-1.22)» 126

A general estimation of Reynold's number in lower plenum gives that the area for
flow in positive Z-direction (i.e. ring 1 and 2) are ir'1.749 = 9.61 m . The volume
flows, for which the calculations will be made, will be within the range 1-18 m3/s.
Furthermore the water temperature will vary between 333 and 573 K, which means
that the kinematic viscosity of the water will vary from 4.6*10 to 126* 10 [39].
Reynold's number may therefore vary within the range 7.9*10^ to 4.04* 10 . Table
2-2 in ref.43 gives that t = 0.012 for Re = 8'KT and 0.007 for Re « 4'107

According to the volume calculations above the hole area for the core support plate
within elements 1-3 is • 3.468/2 • 1.734 m2. Total area vertically is = •*• 1.237 =
4.807 m2, which gives f -1.734/4.807=03607

These values in equation Al gives for Re = 8* 10̂

k = (0.5 + 1.26<SQR(1-Q3607)'(1-03607) + (1-03607)2

+ 0.0l2'0.1347)/036072= 11.947

For Re = 4.04'107:

k = (0.5 + 1.26*(SQR(l-0.3607))»(l-03607) + (1-0.3607)2

+0.007'0.1347)/0.36472= 11.942. The k-value is obviously almost insensitive to
variation in Reynold's number.

The k-value for the core support plate is set to 11.945.

Upper and lower tie plates are assumed to be subjected to the same flow velocities
as the core support plate, and therefore the discussion about possible Re-numbers
applies also for them. The k-value for the upper tie plate is established by means of
equation Al. Area upper tie plate = w»(1.2372-0.9702) = 1.851 m2

-0.615)2+1.35*(l-0.615) + 0.0l*0.024)/0.6l52= 3.036

f- (4.807-1.851)/4.807= 0.615

k -

For the lower tie plate:

Area = *«(0.8622-0.5472) = 1.394 m2

f= (4.807-1.394)/4.807= 0.710

k= (0.5 + (1-0.710)2+1.35*(1-0.710) + 0.10*0.024)/0.7102= 1.910

Totally k-values within elements 1-3 in Z-direction =
11.945 + 2.997 +1.884 -15.713.

This value is divided by the distance between the node centre in Z-direction
between elements 1-3 and 10-12.

i.
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Distance between the nodes: (2.159+0.735)/2 =» 1.447 m

FRIC(1-3(Z)) = 15.713/1.447= 10.859

In radial and azimuthal direction the following applies:

The reactor coolant medium will in these directions flow across instrument pipes
and support columns. These are placed comparatively irregularly within elements
1-6 and therefore some approximations must be made. The pipes are assumed to
be evenly divided between elements 1-6 and arranged in a square "pitch". The
division between the pipes seems to be 0.45 m in the drawings.

The k-value for a "pipe bundle" is calculated with the following expression [43].

k = <p »A*Rem*z+df (eq. A2)

<p = A factor which takes into account the flow angle of the medium. In this case
this angle is =» 90 and therefore = 1.0

A= ai'bi

ai=f((Si-dout)/(S2-dout))

Si = the division between the pipes in the flow direction

S2= the division between the pipes perpendicular to the flow direction

dOut= the pipe diameter (m)

By assuming that the division between the pipes is in a square pitch
(Si-dOut)/(S2-dout) - 1.0. Table in ref. 43 gives ai= f(1.0)= 1.52 bi =
l/SQR(Si/dout-l);bi- l/SQR(0.45/0.0762-l)= 0.4515 A = 1.52*0.4515= 0.686

z is the number of tubes. In radial direction the flow is supposed to come in from
the element surface and into the element centre. Thereby the number of tubes
exposed to the flow will be in average 1.237/0.45 = 2.75

Azimuthally the average element length is used, which gives 2*1.237/6:

Average number of tubes is 1.295/0.45 = 2.88.
1.295 m.

df takes into account if there is a heat exchange between pipe and coolant. No such
exchange takes place in this case, therefore df = 0.0.

Rem is a function of (Si-dOut/S2-dout) and Reynold's number. In
radial direction Re will be of the same magnitude as earlier determined for the
flow in vertical direction. The table gives Rem = 0.10. In azimuthal direction the
situation is more complicated, as the flow depends on the degree of asymmetry in
the loop flow. If the flow in the loops is equal the flow in azimuthal direction will be
= 0. At flow in only one loop (one reactor coolant pump in operation) the flow, on
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the contrary, might be considerable for the different cases. According to table ref.
43 Re™ can vary between 0.10 to 020.

k(R)= 1.0«0.686'0.1*2.75 = 0.189

k(T)= 1.0*0.696*0.1'2.88 = 0.198
k(T) = 1.0'0.686'0.2'2.88 = 0395

The average of the k(T)-values is used k(T) = (0.198+0395)/2 = 0297

The two calculated k-values are transformed to FRIC-values.

In radial direction the k-value is adjusted by the distance between the nodes in
elements 1-3 to the nodes in elements 4-6.

Ax= 1231/2 + (1.749-1237)/2= 0.875 m

FRIC(1-3(R))= 0.198/0.875= 0.226

In azimuthal direction the k-value is adjusted by the distance between the nodes in
elements 1-3.

x= 2'TT«(1.237)/2*3« 1.295 m

FRIC(1-3(T))= 0.297/1.295= 0.229

Elements 4-6

Main measurements for element 4-6
Male radius = 1.749 m
Inside radius = 1.237 m
Height = 2.159 m

Element volume» 1t«(1.7492-12372)'2.159/3= 3.457 m3

Geometrically elements 4-6 are limited upwards by the upper side of the core
support plate and downwards by the bottom of the vessel. The element can
therefore be said to form a hollow cylinder with extension to the top side of the
core support plate and a spheric hole segment

Volume for the cylinder which comprises elements 4-6 = ir'(1.7492

-1.2372)'1.123= 5394 m3.

Volume of the segment: 1t«(1.036)2'(3'1.994-1.036)/3ir*1.237
•(1.036-0.429)2-1r'0.4292<(3«1.994-0.429)/3 = 1.571 m3.

Total volume/element = (5.394 +• 1.571)/3 = 2.322 m3
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As vertical the area is the same for elements 1-6 and the number of holes in the
bottom plate and support legs/instrument tubes shall be evenly divided over the six
elements there will follow, in accordance with the calculations for elements 1-3.

Volume taken up by the bottom plate = 1247 m3.

Volume taken up by instrument pipes/support legs = 0.173 m

Upper tie plate is partly within elements 4-6. The volume of this is:
1r'(1.612-12372)«0.0762 = 0254 m3.

Real volume elements 4-6= 5.394 +1.571-1.247-0.173-0.254= 5291

Volume/element = 5291/3= 1.764 m3

VOL(4-6)= 1.764/3.457=0.510

In Z-direction the flow area is the same as for elements 1-3, as instrument pipes
and support legs will be evenly divided between elements 1-6.

FA-Z(4-6)= 0.975

In radial direction the real flow area is equal to the opening one gets towards the
elements 7-9. The relation between elememt area and real flow area is achieved as
the ratio between real height and element height as the extension angularly is the
same.

FA-R(4-6) = (1.123-O.4O6)/2.159= 0.332

In azimuthaJ direction the flow area forms a square and a circle segment.

Element area = 2.159'(1.749-1.237) = 1.105 m2

Real area = (1.123-0.406)'(1.749-1237) + ((122.6/360)'ir'(1.9942

-1.749'1.123-2'1.237'(2.159-1.123-0.429M(76.6/360)'*«(1.9942-
1.237«(2.l59-0.429)))/2= 0.5022 m2

FA-T(4-6)= 0.5022/1.105= 0.455

The hydraulic diameter in Z-direction is the same as for elements 1-3 due to the
assumption about equal division of instrument pipes and support columns.

HD-Z(4-6)= 3.013 m
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In radial direction:

Wetted perimeter» 4'ir» 1.749/3 = 7326 m

Flow area = (1.123-0.406)'2***1.749/3 = 2.626 m2

HD-R(4-6) = 4*2.626/7326 = 1.434 m

In azimuthal direction:

Wetted perimeter (1.749-1.237) + ((61.6-38 3)/360'2'ir« 1.994 = 1312 m

Flow area = 0.5022 m2

HD-T(4-6) = 4»0J022/1.427= 1.531m

The k-value for the core support plate will be equal within elements 1-6 due to the
assumptions (even division of the holes). Within elements 4-6 there is partly the
upper tie plate, which has an outer diameter = 1.613 m. The area of the tie plate
within elements 4-6= *'(13872-12372) = L237m.L/DH» 0.0762/1.749= 0.043
0.015; consequently the relation for thick orifice plate will be used (eq. Al).

f= (ir«(1.7492-1.2372)-l237)/(ir»(1.7492-12372)= 0.742

k= (0.5 + (l-0.742)2+135*(l-0.742)+0.01'0.0762/1.749)/0.7422= 1.662

Total k-value = 11.945 + 1.662= 13.607

This value is transformed to FRIC-value:

FRIC(4-6(Z))= 13.607/1.447= 9.404

In R and T direction only the number of tubes exposed to the flow
is different compared to element 1-3.

Radially: (1.7849-1.237)0.45 = 1.14 tubes on the average

Azimuthally: 2-<**(1.749 +1.237)/6'0.45 = 6.95 tubes on the average.

k(R) - (1.14/2.75) '0.189 = 0.078

k(T)« (6.95/2.88)*0.289 = 0.697

Distance between the nodes between elements 4-6 and 7-9 in
R-direction ,

\
Ax = (1.749-1.237)/2 + (1.994-1.749)/2 = 0.379 m
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Distance between the nodes in T-direction within elements 4-6

Ax= 2^*(1.749 + 1237)/2'3= 3.127 m.

Transformation to FRIC-values:

FRIC(4-6(R)) = 0.078/0379= 0.206

FRIC(4-6(T))= 0.679/3.127= C.217

Elements 7-9

Main measurements for element 7-9:

Male radius ~ 1.994 m
Inner radius = 1.749 m
Height = 2.159 m

Element volume = 2.159'1r'(1.9942-1.7492)/3= 2.073 m3

The real elements are geometrically composed of a spheric disc with holes and a
chopper disc.

Volume= ((ir»1.123)'(3'1.7492 + 3'1.9942+1.1232)/6-1.123'1.7492)/31.749 + 31.994+
+ (2.159-1.994)«ir*(1.9942-1.7492) = 0.945 m3.

The volume is not taken up by any construction material and therefore:

VOL(7-9)= 0.945/3*2.073= 0.152

No flow restrictions or geometrical differences exist within elements 7-9 in
Z-direction, and therefore FA-Z(7-9) • 1.0.

Radially no flow can take place in positive R-direction as the elements outwards
are limited by the vessel wall, FA-R(7-9) = 0.0

Element area in T-direction = (1.994-1.749)"2.159 = 0.5390 m2

Real area» (1r*l.9942/2-2'l.749'l.l23-((l22.6/360)*1r'l.994
-1.749' 1.123))/2 + (2.159-1.994)'(1.994-1.749)= 0.078 m2

FA-T(7-9) = 0.078/0.5390= 0.145
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In Z-direction the wetted perimeter is » (2*ir*1.994+2*ir*1.749)/3 =
7.839 m

Area in Z-direction = ir%(1.9942-l,7492)/3 = 0.960 m2

HD-Z(7-9)= 4*0.960/7.839= 0.490 m

In T-direction wetted perimeter is = (90-61.3)/360'2*
u* 1.994+ 0.406= 1.405 m

According to earlier calculations the area azimuthal is = 0.078 m2

HD-T(7-9)= 4*0.078/1.405= 0.222 m

No flow is going in positive R-direction and therefore HD-R(7-9) is arbitrarily set
to 1.0

One flow resistance must be added in Z-direction between elements 7-9 and 16-18.
This due to the sudden expansion in the flow area when going from downcomer to
lower plenum.

The relation for "sudden expansion at flow with uniform velocity division" [43] is
used.

k= O.6'(l-Fi/Fo)

Fi = area before expansion (m2)

Fo = area after expansion (m )

F i = 1r«(1.9942-1.7492)= 2.881m2

Fo= ir«1.9942= 12.491m2

k= 0.6*(l-2.881/12.491) =0.335

Transformation to FRIC value:

FRIC(7-9))= 0.335/(2.159/2 + (2.894-2.159)/2)= 0.232

Elements 10-12

Main measurements for element 10-12:
Radius» 1.237 m
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Height = 2.894-2.159= 0.735 m

Element volume = 1r«1^372*0.753/3 - 1.178 m3

Within elements 10-15 there are 62 support columns with the diameter 0.08 m, 50
instrument pipes with the diameter 0.045 m and the lower core plate which has the
thickness 1.75" = 0.044 m. In the lower core plate there are 628 0.070 m holes (four
for each fuel element).

Core area (in Z-direction) = ir*1.7492-2.3426 (= the baffle plate area, information
from drawing) = 7.268 m .

Elements 10-12 are totally within the core area and thereby occupy
ir«1.2372/7.268= 66.1 % of this area.

Support columns and instrument pipes are assumed to be evenly divided over the
core area. Consequently 0.661*62 = 41 support columns and 0.661*50 = 33
instrument pipes are ̂ vithin elements 10-12.

When calculating the k-values radially and azimuthally it is assumed that the core
has a cylindrical shape. Its outer diameter is therewith « SQR(7.268/ir) = 1.521 m.
The holes in the core support plate are divided in the same way as the instrument
pipes and the support columns between elements 10-12 and elements 13-15
respectively.

0.661*628 = 415 holes.

Solid volume for the lower core plate within elements 10-12:

ir*1.2372*0.044-0.044*415*TT*0.072/4 = 0.141 m3

Volume support column » 41*ir*0.082*(0.735-0.044)/4= 0.142 m3

Volume instrument pipe = 33*ir*0.0452*(0.735-0.044)/4= 0.036 m3

Real volume elements 10-15:1.178-(0.141 +0.142+0.036)/3 = 1.071 m3

VOL(10-12) = 1.071/1.178= 0.909

In Z-direction instrument pipes and support columns extend over the whole
element height. Real flow area is therefore:

(ir*1.2372-(41»w*0.082 + 33'»*0.0452)/3« 1.516 m2

FA-Z(10-12) = 1.516/(ir*1.2372)= 0.946
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No flow restrictions exist which extend over the whole element length in R or T
direction. Nor do elements 10-12 deviate from a cylindrical segment form and
therefore:

FA-R(10-12)= 1.0

FA-T(10-12)= 1.0

Wetted perimeter vertically is: (41*-»«0.08+33*ir*0.045)/3 = 4.990 m

Flow area = TT*1.2372/3= 1.602 m2

HD-Z( 10-12)= 4*1.602/4.990 = 1.285 m

Wetted perimeter radially is - 4*ir*1.237/3 = 5.181 m

Flow area radially = 2*ir*1.237«(0.735-0.044)/3 = :.790m2

HD-R(10-12)= 4*1.790/5.181= 1382 m

Wetted perimeter azimuthally is = 2*1.237 = 2.474 m

Flow area azimuthally is = 1.237*(0.735-0.044) = 0.855 m2

HD-T( 10-12)= 4*0.855/2.474= 1.382 m

In Ringhals 2 safety analysis [2] is mentioned which pressure drop one gets at the
fuel inlet (this includes lower core plate and lower nozzle assembly). In the lower
part of each fuel element there is furthermore a non-mixing vane grid. The
pressure drop for this is also given in ref. 2. From these two given pressure drops
k-values are calculated which are added to the element surface between elements
10-12 and 19-21.

k-value for lower core plate and lower nozzle assembly:

Pressure drop = 2.631 psi= 2.631/145.03= 0.01814 MPa
Flow velocity = 14.57 feet/s » 4.441 wjs
Density = 43.83 pounds/cubic feet = 702.07 kg/m3

k= 18140*2/(702.07*4.4412)= 2.620

k-value for non-mixing vane grid:

Pressure drop = 0.908 psi = 0.908/145.03 = 0.063 MPa. Density and flow velocity as
above.
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k = 9080*2/(702.07»4.44r)= 0.910

These values are added and converted into FRIC-values,

FRIC(1O-12(Z))= (2.620+0.910)/(0.735/2 + (4.238-2.894)/2)= 3.396

Calculation of k- and FRIC-values radially:

The division between instrument npes and support columns is 0.22
(estimation from drawing). Pipes and columns are divided into square pitch.
Average diameter for these is:

(4r0.033"0.045)/(33+41)= 0.064 m

Equation A2 is used:

ai = 1.52 (by assuming square pitch)

b i= ^0.22/0.064-1) = 0.641

A = 1.52*0.641= 0.974

As the radial flow probably might vary considerably depending on the degree of
asymmetry Re m might vary in the range 0.10-020.

Number of tubes(z) = 1.237/0.22= 5.62

k(R)= 1.0*0.1*0.974«5.62= 0.548 (Re 105)
k(R)= 1.0«0.2«0.974«5.62= 1.095 (Re = 2000)

The average value of these results is used = (0.548 +1.095)/2 = 0.822

Transformation to FRIC-value:

FRIC(10-12(R)) = 0.822/(1.237/2+ (1.749-1237)/2)= 0.940

In T-direction the same conditions apply as radially, with the exception of the
number of tubes exposed to the flow. The number of tubes located on the medium
radius of the element is calculated.

z= (2*,T«1.237/2«3)/0 .22= 2.94

k= 1.0*0.1*0.974*2.94= 0.286 (Re 105)
k= 1.0*0.2'0.974'2.94 = 0.573 (Re= 2000)

The average value of these results is used = (0.286 + 0.573)/2 = 0.430

Transformation to FRIC-value:
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FRIC( 10-12(T) = 0.430/(2'ir' 1237/2*3)=0332

Elements 13-15

Main measurements for elememt 13-15:

Male radius = 1.749 m
Inner radius = 1.237 m
Height = 0.735 m

Element volume = ir»(1.7492-1.2372)'0.735/3 = 1.178 m3

Volume support columns - (62-41)*ir*0.082*(0.735-0.044)/4= 0.072 m3

Volume instrument pipes» (50-33)'1r-0.0452*(0.735-0.044)/=* 0.019 m3

Volume lower core plate - *«(1.7492-1.2372)*0.044-(628-415)'0.072

/4= 0.175 m3

Real volume = 1.178-(0.072+0.019+0.175)/3 = 1.089 m3

VOL( 13-15)= 1.089/1.178= 0.925

Element area (Z) = w*(1.7492-1.2372)/3 = 1.601 m2

Real area = 1.601-(21»ir*0.082/4 + 1 1 ' ^ 3.0452/4)/3 = 1J57 m2

FA-Z( 13-15)- 1.557/11601= 0.972

In R- and T-direction the element area= real area, therefore

FA-R(13-15)=0.0

FA-T( 13-15)= 1.0

Wetted perimeter in Z-direction is = (21*ir'0.08 + 17* *0.045)/3= 2.560 m

Flow area (Z) = 1.601 m2

HD-Z(13-15)= 4*1.601/2.560= 2.502 in

Wetted perimeter in R-direction is = 4'ir* 1.749/3 = 7.326 m
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Flow area - 2»ir*1.749"(0.735-0.044) = 0.354 m2

HD-T(13-15) = 4-0354/1.715= 0.825 m

The k-values in Z-direction will be the same for elements 13-15 as for 10-12.

FRIC(13-15(Z))= 3.396

In R-direction only the number of tubes exposed to the flow is different. The
pipes/columns located farthest out are assumed to be on the male radius which
approximately describes the outer edge of the core (R - 1.520 m)

z = (1.520-1.237)/0.22=* 129

For elements 10-12 k was equal to 0.822, z was equal to 5.62

k(R) = (1.29/5.62)«0.822 = 0.189

Transformation to FRIC-value:

FRIC(13-15(R)) = 0.189/((1.749-1.237)/2 +1237/2)= 0.216

The same relation applies between the k-values azimuthally as for those radially
within elements 10-12 resp. 13-15.

k(T, 13-15)= 0.430, z = 2.94

The number of pipes/columns is calculated for the average radius which is between
the assumed outer edge of the cylindrical core and the inner radius of elements
13-15.

1.237)/2)/(3*0.22)« 13.12

k(T, 13-15)= (13.12/2.94)'0.430 = 1.919

Transformation to FRIC-value:

FRIC(13-15(T))- 1.919/(2*ir«((1.749 + 1.237)/2)/3)= 0.614

Element 16-18

Main measurements for element 16-18:

Male radius = 1.994 m
Inner radius = 1.749 m
Height = 0.735 m
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Elements 16-18 do not deviate from the form of a cylindrical segment and are not
taken up by construction material.
Consequently:

VOL(13-15) = 1.0

i ,

From this follows:

FA-Z(16-18) = 1.0

FA-R(16-18)=O.O

FA-T(16-18)= 1.0

Wetted perimeter is in Z-direction= 2***1.994/3 +2"p'1.749/3 = 7.839 m

How area(Z) = 1r*(1.9942-1.7492)/3 = 0.960 m2

HD-Z(16-18) = 4'0.96Qf7.839 = 0.490 m

There is no flow in R-direction, and therefore HD-R( 16-18) is arbitrarily set at 1.0.

Wetted perimeter in T-direction is = 2*0.735 = 1.470 m

Flowarea(T)= 0.735'(1.994-1.749)= 0.180 m2

HD-T(16-18)= 4*0.180/1.470= 0.490 m

At the transition from elements 25-27 to 16-18 the flow area is expanded in
Z-direction as the thermal shield reaches the surface between the elements 16-18
and 25-27 respectively.

Inner diameter for the thermal shield - 3.622 m [44]
Outer diameter for the thermal shield = 3.759 m [44]

k= O.6"(l-Fi/Fo)

Fi= Tr'(1.9942-1.7492)-tr'(3.7592-3.6222)/4= 2.087 m2

Fo= w*(1.9942-1.7492)= 2.881m2

k= 0.6"(l-2.087/2.881) - 0.046
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Transformation to FRIC-value:

FRIC(16-18(Z))= 0.046/(0.735/2 + 1344/2) = 0.044

There are no flow restrictions in R- or T-direction in these elements and therefore:

FRIC(16-18(R))=0.0

FRIC(16-18(T))=0.0

Elements 19-21

Main measurements for element 19-21:

Male radius =• 1.237 m
Height = 1.344 m

According to ref. 2 the flow area in the core =» 3.874 m2. The area taken up by the
core is ir"1.5202 = 7.258 m2.

The relation between the flow area and the core area is = 3.874/7.258 = 0.533

As the element height and the real height for elements 19-21 are equal, the volume
fraction for these elements will be equal to the area fraction.

VOL( 19-21) =0.533

From this follows FA-Z( 19-21) - 0.533

There are no restrictions extending over the whole element length in R- and
T-direction, which gives:

FA-R(19-21) = 1.0

FA-T( 19-21)= 1.0

According to ref. 2 the hydraulic diameter for the fuel is - 0.0125m. Therefore:

HD-Z(19-21)-0.0125 m

Wetted perimeter radially = 2*n* 1.237/3= 2.591 m
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FIowarea(R) = 2*** 1.237/3*1.344 = 3.482 nT

HD-R(19-21)= 4-3.482/2.591= 5376 m

Wetted perimeter azimuthally = 1.237 m

Flowarea(T) = 1.237*1.344= 1.663 m2

HD-T( 19-21)= 4*1.663/1.237 = 5.376 m
In each fuel element there are five mixing vane grids. The pressure drop over these

is according to ref.2,5.538 psi = 0.0382 MPa

k= 2*38200/(706.07*4.4412) = 5.515

k-value/mixing vane grid = 5.515/5 = 1.103
Out of these two are considered to be located within level 3, two within level 4 and
one within level 5.

k-value in Z-direction for elements 19-21 will therefore be = 2* 1.103 = 2206

Transformation to FRIC-value:

FRIC(19-21(Z)) = 2.206/(1.344/2 +1J44/2) = 1.642

For calculation of the k-values in R- and T-direction equation A2 is used.

Outer diameter fuel rods = 0.0095 m

The fuel rods are divided in square pitch with a side = 0.0126 m

From this follows:

ai= 1.52

bi= 1/(SQR(0.0126/0.0095-1) = 1.751

A= 1.52*1.751=2.661

Rem can as before vary from 0.1 to 0.2

z(R)= 1.237/0.0126=98.175

k(R) = 2.661*0.2*98.175 = 52.248 (Re = 2'K)3)

k(R)= 2.661*0.1*98.175= 26.124 (Re=9*104)

The average value is used = 39.186

Transformation to FRIC-value:
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FRIC(19-21(R))= 39.186/(1237/2+ (1.749-1237)/2)« 44.810

In T-direction:

z(T)= 2*u*1.237/6'0.0126= 102.808

k(T)= 2.66r0.2" 102.808 = 54.714
k(T)= 2.661*0.1* 102.808= 27.357

The average value is used =» 41.036

Transformation to FRIC-value:
FRIC(19-21(T))= 41.036/(2*** 1.237/6) = 31.678

Elements 22-24

Main measurements for element 22-24

Male radius = 1.749 m
Inner radius = 1.237 m
Height = 1.344 m

Element volume = **(1.7492-1.2372)*1344/3 - 2.512 m3

Up to and including the radius 1.520 m the elements are taken up by fuel. Within
these parts of the elements the real flow area/volume fraction is according to
earlier calculations = 0.533. This gives that the flow area within elements 22-24 =
0.533*1r*(1.5202-1.2372)/3 = 0.435 m2.

No flow is assumed to pass the baffle plates, which take up the space within the
elements 22-24 from radius 1.520 to 1.749 m. Therefore:

FA-Z(22-24)= 0.435/(n*(1.7492-1.2372)/3) = 0.272

As element height and real height are equal the volume and area fraction in
Z-direction will also be equal.

VOL(22-24)= 0.272.

FA-R(22-24)=0.0

FA-T(22-24)= (1.520-1.237)/(1.749-1.237)= 0.533

HD-Z(22-24)= 0.0125 m

HD-R(22-24)= 1.0000 m
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Wetted perimeter iT-direction= 1.52-1.237+1.344 = 1.627 in

Bow area (T)= O.533'(1.749-1237)«1J44= 0.380 m2

HD-T(22-24)= 4«0.380/1.627 = 0.936 m

The FRIC values are the same as for element 18-21 i Z-direction.

FRIC(22-24(Z))= 1.642

The only difference in flow resistance between element 22-24 and 18-21 depends
on the number of fuel rods exposed to the flow. Therefore the FRIC values for
element 18-21 can be utilized for element 22-24.

z(R)= (1.52-1.237)/0.0125= 22.46

k(R)= (22.460/98.175)*39.l86 = 8.965

FRIC(22-24(R)) = 8.965/((1.749-1.237)/2 +1.237/2) = 10251 '

z(T)= 2'TT«(1.52 + 1 .237) / (6*0 .0125)= 229.137

k(T)= (229.137/102.808)*41.036

FRIC(22-24(T))= 91.460/(2«1r«(1.749 + 1.237)/6)= 29.249

Element 25-27

Main measurements for element 25-27:

Male radius = 1.994 m
Inner radius = 1.749 m
Height = 1.344 m

Element volume = ir«(1.9942-1.7492)*1.344/3= 1.291m3

Element 25-27 contain the thermal shield, which has a volume =
1r'(3.7592-3.6222)«1.344/6= 0.356 m3

VOL(25-27) = (1.291-0.356)/1.291 = 0.724

Because the element and real height are equal there will follow:

FA-Z(25-27) - 0.724

No flow is going in the R-direction, therefore: j
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FA-R(25-27)=0.0

Element area in T-direction = (1.994-1.749)* 1344 = 0329 m2

Area taken up by the thermal shield = (3.759-3.622)'1.344/2 = 0.092 m2

FA-T(25-27) = (0.329-0.092)/0 329=0.724

Wetted perimeter in Z-direction = 2*v*( 1.994 +1.749 + 3.759/2+3.662/2)/3 =
15.567 m

Flow area = 0.724*1r*(1.9942-1.7492)/3= 0.695 m2

HD-Z(25-27)= 4-0.695/15.267= 0.179 m

There is no flow in R-direction and therefore HD-R(25-27) is arbitrarily set = 1.0

Wetted perimeter in T-direction =4* 1344 = 5374 m

Flowarea(T)= 0.724*(1.994-1.749)*1344 = 0283

HD-T(25-27)= 4*0.283/5374 = 0.177 m

No flow resistances are parts of elements 25-27. Therefore:

FRIC(25-27(Z))=0.0

FRIC(25-27(R))=0.0

FRIC(25-27(T))= 0.0

Elements 28-30

Main measurement for element 28-30:

Radius = 1.237 m
Height = 1344 m

Elements 28-30 are identical with elements 19-21 except for the hydraulic
diameters in R- and T-direction as those for elements 28-30 are located in thi. core
and, therefore, do not have contact with any construction material.

VOL(28-30) = 0.533
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FA-Z(28-3C)= 0.553

FA-R(28-30)= 1.0

FA-T(28-30)= 1.0

HDZ(28-30)= 0.0125 m

HD-R(28-30)=0.0m

HD-T(28-3O)=O.0m

FRIC(28-30(Z))= 1.642

FRIC(28-30(R))= 44.810

FRIC(28-30(T))= 31.678

Elements 31-33

Main measurement for element 31-33:

Male radius = 1.749 m
Inner radius = 1.237 m
Height = 1.344 m

Elements 31-33 are identical with elements 22-24 except for the hydrauhc
diameters in T-direction. This gives:

VOL(31-33)= 0.272

FA-Z(31-33)= 0.272

FA-T(31-33) =0.553

FA-R(31-33)= 0.000

HD-Z(31-33)= 0.0125 m

HD-R(31-33) = 1.000 m

Wetted perimeter in T-direction = 1.344 m

Flow area(T) = 0.553'1.344*(1.749-1.237) = 0.380 m2 j

HD-T(31-33)» 4*0.380/1.344= 1.133 m
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FRIC(31-33(Z))= 1.642

FRIC(31-33(R))= 10.251

FRIC(31-33(T))= 29.249

Elements 34-36

Main measurement for clement 34-36

Male radius = 1.994 m
Inner radius = 1.749 m
Height = 1.344 m

Element volume = **(1.9942-1.7492)* 1344/3= 1291m3

Within elements 34-36 there are 4 neutron pads extending over the whole element
height and which are 0.5 m wide and 0.06 m thick.

Total volume neutron pads = 4*1344*0.5*0.06 = 0.161 m3.

This volume is divided evenly between the elements = 0.161/3 = 0.054 m

The volume of the thermal shield is according to earlier calculation = 0356 m .

VOL(34-36) = (1.291-0356-0.054)/1.291 = 0.682

The fractions of the flow areas will be the same as for elements 25-27.

FA-Z(34-36)= 0.724

FA-R(34-36)=0.0

FA-T(34-36)= 0.724

The hydraulic diameters will also be the same as for elements 25-27.

HD-Z(34-36)= 0.179 m

HD-R(34-36) = 1.000 m

HD-T(34-36)= 0.177 m
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There are no flow resistances in Z- and R-direction within elements 34-36,
therewith:

FRIC(34-36(Z))= 0.000

FRIC(34-36(R))= 0.000

To calculate the k-value in T-direction equation A2 is used.

L/DH= 0.5/0.177= 2.825

Fo= 0.724'(1.994-1.749)*1344= 0.238 m2

Fi= 0.283-0.06*1.344= 0.158 m2

f= 0.158/0.238= 0.557

Because there might be a significant asymmetry in the azimuthal flow the friction
coefficient is considered to vary from 0.006 (Re = 8* 10 ) to 0.052 (Re = 2* 103)

The table gives y= 2.25-0.57'1.05= 1.65

k - (0.5 +1.65*SQR(l-0.557)*(l-0.557) +(1-0.557) +0.052«2.825)/0.557 = 3.668
(Re=2*103)

k= (0.5 + 1.65*SQR(l-0.557)*(l-0.557) + (1-0.557) +0.006*2.825)/0.557 = 3.249
(Re=8'107)

The average value is used k = (3.668+3.249)/2 = 3.459

Neutron pads are four flow restrictions in series in the T-direction. The resistances
of these are added, then divided and added to the three element.

k(elem)- 4*3.459/3= 4.612

Transformation to FRIC_value:

FRIC(34-36(T))= 4.612/(2*1r«(1.994+1.749)/2'3)= 1.177.

Elements 37-39

Main measurement for element 37-39:

Radius = 1.237 m
Height » 1.344 m

Element volume - *• 1.2372* 1.344/3 = 2.154 m3
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Upper core plate is located within elements 37-39. This has the same measurement
and number of holes as the lower core plate.

Solid volume upper core plate = 0.141/3 = 0.047 m

Fuel volume within elements 37-39= (l-0.533)'ir'1.2372'(1.344-0.044)/3 = 0.973
m .

VOL(37-39)= (2.154-0.973-0.047)/2.154= 0.526

FA-Z(37-39)= 0.533

FA-R(37-39)= (i344-0.044)/1.344= 0.967

FA-T(37-39)= (1.344-0.044)/1.344 = 0.967

HD-Z(37-39)= 0.0125 m

Wetted perimeter in R-direction = 2'v' 1.237/3 = 2.591 m

Flowarea(R) = 2"*'1.237*(1.344-0.044)/3 = 3.368 m2

HD-R(37-39)= 4*3.368/2.591= 5.200 m

Wetted perimeter in T-direction = 1.237 m

Flow area(T) = 1.237'(1.344-0.044) = 1.608 m2

HD-T(37-39)= 4*1.608/1.237= 5.200 m

Within elements 37-39 there is one upper nozzle assembly, one
non-mixing vane grid and one mixing vane grid. The pressure drop over these is

according to ref. 2:

Upper nozzle assembly = 5.46 kPa

Non-mixing vane grid = 6.25 kPa

Mixing vane grid = 7.64 kPa

Total pressure drop = 19.35 kPa

k= 2'19350/(702.07«4.4412) = 2.795
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Transformation to FRIC-value:

FRIC(37-39(Z))= 2.795/(1.344/2 + 1327/2)= 2.093

The FRIC-values in R- and T-direction will be the same as for elements 28-30.

FRIC(37-39(R)) = 44.810

FRIC(37-39(T)) = 31.678

Elements 40-42

Main measurement for element 40-42:

Inner radius = 1.237 m
Male radius = 1.749 m
Height = 1.344 m

Element volume» *'(1.7492-1.2372)»1344/3 = 2.152 m3.

Solid volume of upper core plate = 0.058 m3

Fuel volume - (l-0.533)"1r'(1.5202-1.2372)'(1344-0.044)/3 = 0.496 m3

Volume baffle plates = ir*(1.7492-1.5202)*(1.344-0.044)/3 = 1.019 m3

VOL(40-42)= (2.152-0.058-0.496-1.019)/2.154= 0.270

FA-Z(40-42)= 0.272

FA-R(40-42) = 0.000

Element area in T-direction = (1.749-1.237)* 1344= 0.688 m2

Real area = (1.52-1.237)*(1344-0.044)= 0.368 m2

FA-T(40-42) = 0368/0.688= 0.535

HD-Z(40-42) = 0.0125 m

HD-R(40-42) = 1.000

Wetted perimeter in T-direction = 1.520-1.237+ (1344-0.044)= 1.583 m
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Flowarea(T) = (1.520-1237)'(1344-0.044) = 0.368 m2

HD-T(40-42 4'0368/li83= 0.930 m

FRIC-value in Z-direction will be same as for elements 37-39:

FRlC(40-42(Z)) = 2.093

In R- and T-direction the FRIC-values will be the same as for elements 31-33:

FRIC(40-42(R))= 10251

FRIC(40-42(T))= 29.249

Elements 43-45

Main measurement for element 43-45:

Male radius = 1.994 m
Inner radius =* 1.749 m
Height « 1.344 m

Elements 43-45 are identical with 34-36, with the exception that one flow resistance
must be added in Z-direction due to the contraction in the flow area, at the
transition from elements 52- 54 to 43-45.

VOL(43-45)= 0.682

FA-Z(43-45) = 0.724

FA-R(43-45)= 0.000

FA-T(43-45)= 0.724

HD-Z(43-45)= 0.179

HD-R(43-45) = 1.000

HD-T(43-45)= 0.177

k -- O.5*(l-Fi/Fo) [43] is used to calculate the flow resistance at the transition from
elements 52-54 to elements 43-45.

Fi = flow area after area reduction

i.
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Fo= flow area before area reduction

F i = (1r'(1.9942-1.7492)-ir'(3.7592.3.6622)/4)/3= 0.792 m2

Fo= Tr*(1.9942-1.7492)/3= 0.960 m2

k = 0.5*(l-0.792/0.960)= 0.088

Transformation to FRIC-value:

FRIC(43-45(Z))= 0.088/(1.344/2+1.327/2)= 0.066

FRIC(43-45(R))= 0.000

FRIC(43-45(T))= 1.177

Elements 46-48

Main measurement for element 46-48
Radius = 1.237 m
Height = 1.327 m

Elements 46-51 contain drive shafts for the control rods and the guide tubes
belonging to them. The total number of rods and tubes is S3. In all cases during the
analysis with TRAC the control rods will be completely inserted into the fuel and
therewith also the drive shafts will be completely inserted into their guide tubes.
The outer diameter of the guide tubes is 0.070 m while the corresponding for the
driveshafts is 0.043 m (44). Due to this guide tubes + lifting bars will be consider
as solid rods with outer diameter 0.070 m in this model.

These rods are all located within the core area and are, as well as the holes in the
support plates, supposed to be divided with 66.1% of their area in elements 46-48
and the rest in elements 49-51.

Element volume = •»• 1.2372* 1.327 = 2.126 m3

Real volume = 2.126-0.661*53'ir'0.0702*1327/4= 1.992 m3.

VOL(46-48)= 1.992/2.126= 0.937

There is no flow up and out through elements 46-38, therefore:

FA-Z(46-48) = 0.000

There is no construction material within the elements extending over the whole
element lengths in R- or T-direction. The form of the elements does not deviate
from that of a cylindrical segment.
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This gives:

FA-R(46-48)= 1.000

FA-T(46-48)= 1.000

According to the assumptions there will be no flow in Z- direction, and therefore
HD-Z is arbitrarily set = 1.000

Wetted perimeter in R-direction= 2*v* 1237/3 = 2.591 m

Flow area(R) = 2'ir«1.237'1.327/3 = 3.438 m2

HD-R(46-48) = 4-3.438/2.591 = 5.308 m

Wetted perimeter in T-direction = 1.237 m

Flow area(T) = 1.237* 1.327 = 1.641 m2 *>

HD-T(46-48) = 4-1.641/1.237= 5.308 m

There are no flow resistances in Z-direction:

FRIC(46-48(Z)0= 0.000

The division between the guide tubes is 0.40 m (estimation from drawing). They are
assumed to be divided in square pitch.

Equation A2 is used for calculating the k-values due to the guide tubes in R- as well
as in T-direction.

S1=S2= 0.40 m

dOut= 0.070 m

ai= 1.52

bi= 1/SQR(0.40/0.07-1)= 0.4606

A= 1.52*0.4606=0.7001

Rem is, as earlier, assumed to vary wituin its whole range (0.1-0.2) and the average
value is used.
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Number of tubes(R),z = 1237/0.4= 3.09

k(R)= 0.7001*0.15"3.09= 0325

Number of tubes(T\z= 2«ir'1237/2'3«0.4= 324

k(T) = 0.7001*0.15*324 = 0340

Transformation to FRIC-value:

FRIC(46-48(R))= 0325/((1.749-1.237)/2 +1.237/2)= 0372

FRIC(46-48(T))=- 0340/(2-p'1237/2'3) = 0262

Elements 49-51

Main measurement for element 49-51:

Male radius = 1.749 m
Inner radius = 1237 m
Height = 1327 m

Element volume = 1.327"ir'(1.7492-12372) =2.126 m3

Real volume = 2.126-(l-0.661)«53»ir«0.0702/4 = 2.057 m3

VOL(49-51)= 2.057/2.126= 0.967

FA-Z(49-51)= 0.000

FA-R(49-51)= 0.000

FA-T(49-51)= 1.000

No flow in Z-direction,

HD-Z(49-51)= 1.000

Wetted perimeter in R-direction= 2*n* 1.749/3 = 3.663 m

Flow area(R) = 2*»-1.749* 1.327/3 = 4.861 m2

HD-R(49-51)= 4*4.861/3.663= 5.308 m

Wetted perimeter in T-direaion = (1.749-1.237)+ 1.327= 1.839 m
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Flowarea(T) = (1.749-1237)«1.327 = 0.679

HD-T(49-51)= 4*0.679/1.839 = 1.478 m

FRIC(49-51(Z)) = 0.000

Only the number of bars differs between elements 46-48 resp. 49- 51.

Number of bars(R) = (1.749-1.237)/0.4= 1.28

k(R) = (128/3.09)*0.325= 0.135

Transformation to FRIC-value:

FRIC(49-51(R))= 0.135/((1.994-1.749)/2 + (1.749-1.237)/2)= 0.357

Number of rods(T) = 2V(1.749 + 1.237)/6*0.4= 7.820

k(T)= (7.82/3.24)'0.340= 0.820

Transformation to FRIC-value:

FRIC(49-51(T))= 0.820(2*ir*(1.749 + 1.237)/2'3)= 0.262

Elements 52-54

Main measurement for element 52-54:

Male radius = 1.994 in
Inner radius = 1.749 m
Height = 1.327 m

The elements do not deviate from the form of a cylindrical segment and are not
taken up by construction material:

VOL(52-54)= 1.000

FA-Z(52-54) = 0.000

FA-R(52-54) = 0.000

FA-T(52-54) = 1.000

HD-Z(52-54)= 1.000
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HD-R(52-54)= 1.000

Wetted perimeter in T-direction* 2*1327 = 2.654 m

Flowarea(T)= (1.994-1.749)*1327 = 0325 m2

HD-T(49-51)= 4*0325/2.654= 0.490 m.

There are no flow resistances in elements 52-54:

FRIC(52-54(Z))= 0.000

FRIC(52-54(R))= 0.000

FRIC(52-54(T))= 0.000

t
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APPENDIX 2

Listing o-f computer programs developed -for this report.

PROGRAM DILLJTE2
DIMENSION Cl(7),C2(7),C3(42),C4(42>
DIMENSION C5C937),C6(200>,C7(200>,C8(200)
OPEN(UNIT=13,FILE='B0R0N3',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
OPEN(UNIT=52.FILE='B0R0N2',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
WRITE(&,999)

999 FORMAT(IX,'HOW MANY TIMESTEPS?',//)
READ(6,*)K
Cl (1)=0.3
C2(l)=0.0
DO 12 J=2,7
C2(J)=2000
Cl (J)=2000

12 CONTINUE
DO 13 J=l,937
C5(J)=2000

13 CONTINUE
Dl=4.22E-9
D2=4.22E-9
D3=4.22E-9
D4=4.22E-9
Ul=5.765E-5
U2=6.589E-4
U3=5.356E-4
U4=2.455E-4
0X1=0.02439
DX2=0.00106745
DX3=0.005
0X4=0.005
DTI=0.3014684
DT2=1.128193E-5
Ll=1.0
L2=2.0
L3=6.65
L4=8.69
T0=28720
CONST1=T0/L1
CONST2=T0/(Ll»*2)
CONST3=T0/L2
CONST4=T0/(L2*»2)
CA=CONST1»U1»DT1/DX1
CB=C0NST3»U2*DT2/DX2
CC=C0NST3*U3*DT/DX3
CD=C0NST4*U4*DT/DX4
SA=C0NST2*Dl*DTl/((DXl>-*2)
SB=C0NST4*D2»DT2/«(0X2)**2)
SC=C0NST4*D3*DT/((DX3)**2)
SD=C0NST4*D4*DT/((DX4)**2)
DO 30 J=1,K
K 1=2

DO 20 I=K1,7
IF(I.LE.7)THEN
IF(CUI-l) .LT.2000)GOTO 1111
IF(C1(I).EQ.2000)GOTO 20

1111 C2(I)= Cl(I-l)*(SA+CA/2+(CA**2)/2)
1+C1(I)*(1-2*SA-CA»*2)+C1(1+1)*(SA-CA/2+(CA**2)/2)
IF(C2(I),LE.0.0)K1=K1+1

I.
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0.0)C2(I)=0.0
2000.0)C2(I)=2000
0.0)C6(I)=0.0
2000.0>C6(I>=2000

ELSEIF(I.BT.67)THEN
C2(I)= Cl(1-1)*(SB+CB/2+(CB**2)/2)

2+C1<I)*(1-2*SB-CB**2)+C1(1+1)•(SB-CB/2+(CB**2)/2)
ELSE
END IF
IF(I.BT.87)THEN
C6 <I> = C5(1-15 *(SC+CC/2+(CC**2>/2)

3+C5 (I) * (1-2*5C-CC**2) +C5 (1 + 1 > * (SC-CC/2+ (CO*2) /2)
ELSEIF(I.BT.87)THEN
C6(I)= C5(1-1)*(SD+CD/2+ <CD**2)/2)

4+C5(I)*(1-2*SD-CD**2>+C5(1+1)*(SD-CD/2+<CD**2)/2)
ELSE
END IF
IF(C2(I).LT
IF(C2<I).GT
IF(C6(I).LT
IF<C6(I).GT

20 CONTINUE
DO 21 1=2,7
Cl<1)=C2(I>
C5(I)=C6(I)

21 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

J=0.0
DO 888 1=1,7
IF(C2(I).ED.0.0)BOTO
IF<C2(I).GT.1999>G0T0
J=J + 1
C3(J)=0.i*C2(I)+93.1907
C4(J)=496+0.6128*1
WRITE(18,390)C4(J),C3(J)

8SS CONTINUE
WRITE(6,*)J
J=0.0
DO 8S9 1=1,7
IF(C6(I).EQ.0.0)GOTO 889
IF(C6(I).GT.1999)GOTO 389
J=J + 1
C7tJ)=0.l*C6<I)+93.1907
C8(J)= 496-1.9175*1
WRITE(52,890)C8(J),C7(J)

889 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,#)J

390 FORMAT(1X,F8.3,2X,F8.3)
WRITE<6,*)C2
END

883

PROGRAM DILUTE4
DIMENSION Cl(301),C2(300),C3(300),C4(300)
DIMENSION U(4),DH(4),RE(4),TC(4)
OPEN(UNIT=13,FILE='B0R0N3

B0R0N2
'B0R0N4
'BORONS

,ACCESS=
,ACCESS=
,ACCESS=
,ACCESS=

SEQUENT IAL'
SEQUENTIAL'
SEQUENTIAL
SEQUENTIAL'

0PEN(UNIT=52,FILE=
OPEN(UNIT=54,FILE=
OPEN(UNIT=56,FILE=
WRITE(6,999)

999 FORMAT(IX,'HOW MANY TIMESTEPS?',//)
READ < 6 , *) K.

C INITIAL CONDITIONS ARE ESTABLISHED AT TIME ZERO
DC 12 J=l,300
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C2(J)=850
Cl(J)=850

12 CONTINUE
ci d)=a.a
DHU) = 1.595769

0.7374
2.364217
0.6985

DH(2)=
DHC3)=
DH(4)=
T=265

0

COLD LEG, RCP AND S/G

P=75.
PI=3.141592654
VA=0.05313
K1=0.0
CF=7.0

C FLOW VELOCITIES IN INTERMEDIATE LEG,
C WATER CHAMBER AT MASS FLOW= 3.5 KG/S

CALL SPECV<T,P,C10)
CALL VISCOS(T,P,VI)
DAB=(9.96E-16)»(T+273.15) / <VI*VA»-* (1/3))
PR=VI*C10/DAB
A3=PR»*0.33
DO 2 1=1,4
U(I)=(CF*C10*4)/(PI»DH(I)**2)
RE(I)=DH(I)*U(I)/(C10*VI>
A1=DAB/DH(I)
A2=RE(I)**0.83
TC(I)=0.023*A1*A2*A3

2 CONTINUE
C CHARACTERISTIC LENGTHS FOR INTERMEDIATE LEG, COLD LEG, RCP
C AND S/G WATER CHAMBER

Ll=1.00
L2=6.65
L3=1.20
L4=8.50

C MODE LENGHTS AS
C FOR

PORTION OF THE
LEB, S/G TUBE

NORMALIZED CHARACTERISTIC: LENGTHS
BUNDLE, AND S/G WATER CHAMBERINTERMEDIATE

DX1=0.02
DX2=0.01
DX3=0.I32
DX4=0.01

NORMALIZED TIME STEP

C TIME CONSTANT WHICH CORRESPONDS TO THE TOTAL TIME OF DILUTION
T0=14286
CONST1=T0/L1
CONST2=T0/(Ll»*2)
COMST3=T0/L2
CONST4=T0/(L2**2)
CONST5=T0/L3
CONST6=T0/(L3*«2)
CONST7=T0/L4
CONST3=T0/<L4**2>

C CA,CB,CC AND CD ARE CONSTANTS CONNECTED TO THE CONVECTIVE PART
C OF THE TRANSPORT EQUATION. SA, SB, SC ARE CONNECTED TO THE
C DIFFUSIONAL PART F THE EQUATION.

CA=CONST1*U(1)*DT1/DX1
CB=CCNST3*U(2)*JT1/DX2
CC=CONST5*U(3)*DT1/DX3
CD=CONST7*U(4)*DT1/DX4
SA=C0NST2*TC(1)*DT1/((DX1)**2)
SB=CONST4*TC(2)*DTl/((DX2)*#2)
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SC=CONST6*TC(3)*DT1/((DX3)»»2)
SD=C0NST8»TC(4)*DTl/<CDX4)*»2)

C THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL TRANSPORT EQUATION IS SOLVED WITH THE
C "OPTIMAL EXPLICIT" FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD IN FOUR ELEMENTS,
C INTERMEDIATE LEG, WATER CHAMBER, AND TUBE BUNDLE. THE RESULTS
C ARE STORED IN A VECTOR COMMON FOR FOUR ELEMENTS. TO SPEED UP THE
C CALCULATIONS THE PROGRAM CHECKS IF THE THE BORON CONCENTRATION
C GRADIENT IN THE NODE FOR CALCULATION IS =8.0 . IF THE GRADIENT
C IS EQUAL TO 0.3 THE PROGRAM SKIPS THE CALCULATIONS AND MOVE TO
C TD THE NEXT TIME STEP.

DO 30 J=1,K
K1=K1+1
IF<K1.EQ.90)THEN
T=2å5-3.011*J
P=75.3-0.305875*J
K:I=0.3
CALL SPECV(T,P,C13)
CALL VISCOS(T,P,VI)
DAB=(9.96E-16)*(T+273.15)/(VI»VA*»(1/3) )
PR=VI*C10/DAB
DO 3 1=1,4
U(I)=(CF»C10»4)/(PI»DH(I)*»2)
RE(I)=DH(I)»U <I)/(C10»VI)
TC(I)=(DAB/DH(I))»0.023»(RE(I)**Q.S3)•<PR»*0.33)

3 CONTINUE
CA=CONST1*U(1)»DTI/DX1
CB=CCNST3*U(2)*DTl/DX2
CC=C0NST5»U(3)*DT1/DX3
CD=CONST7»U(4)»DT1/DX4
SA=C0NST2*TC(l>*DTl/(<DX1)»*2>
SB=C0NST4*TC(2)*DTl/((DX2)»*2)
SC=C0NST6*TC(3)*DTi/{(DX3>#»2)
SD=C0NST8»TC(4)*DTl/((DX4)»*2>
ELSE
CONTINUE

=2,50
) .LT. 350) GOTO 1111
EQ.850)GOTO 2111
I-l)*(SA+CA/2+(CA»»2) /2)
-2*SA-CA**2)+C1(1+1)•(SA-CA/2+(CA*»2)/2)
LT.0.5)C2(I)=0.0
GT.849.5)C2(I)=850

DO 1112 1
IFCC1 '. 1-1
IF(C1(I).

till C2(I)=C1(
1+C1(I)*(1
IF(C2(I).
IF(C2(I).

1112 CONTINUE
2111 CONTINUE

DO 1114 1
IF(CKI-l
IF<C1 < I).

1113 C2(I)=C1(
2+C1(I)*(1
IF(C2(I).
IF(C2(I).

1114 CONTINUE
2112 CONTINUE

DO 1116 1
IF(C1(1-1
IF(C1(I).

1115 C2(I)= Cl
3+C1 «[)*(1
IF(C2(I) .
IF(C2(I),

=51,150
) .LT.850)GOTO 1113
EG!. S50) GOTO 2112
I-l)*(SB+CB/2+(CB#*2)/2)
-2*SB-CB**2> +C1(1 + 1)*(SB-CB/
LT.0.5)C2(I)=0.0
GT.S49.5)C2(I)=850

+(CB**2)/2)

=151,200
).LT.S50)GOTO 1115
EO.850)GOTO 2113
(I-l)*(BC+CC/2+(CC**2)/2)
-2*SC-CC»*2)+C1(1 + 1)* <SC-CC/2+(CC**2)/2)
LT.0.5)C2('l)=0.0
GT.849.5)C2(I)=850
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lllö CONTINUE
2113 CONTINUE

DO 1118 1=201,300
IF(C1(1-1).LT.8S0)GOTO 1117
IF(Cl(I).EQ.850)GOTO 2114

1117 C2(I)= Cl<I-l)*(SD+CD/2+<CD**2) /2>
3+C1<I)*(1-2*SD-CD**2)+C1(1 + 1)»(SD-CD/2+(CD**2>/2)
IF(C2(D .LT.0.5)C2(I)=0.0
IF(C2(I).GT.849.5)C2(I)=350

1118 CONTINUE
2114 CONTINUE

Cl(301)=C2(300)
DO 21 1=2,300
Cl (I)=C2(I)

21 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

J=0.0
C DILUTE2 CALCULATES APPROPRIATE COORDINATES TO THE CAD-PROGRAM
C "PRO-DESIGN11" AND WRITES THE NUMBER OF NODES WHICH HAVE
C BORON CONCENTRATION NOT EQUAL TO 0 OR 2000 PPM ON SCREEN.

J=0.0
DO 891 1=1,50
IF(C2(I).EQ.0.0)GOTO 891
IF(C2U> .EQ.850)GOTO 891
J=J-*-l
C3(J)=433.1907-2*1
C4(J)=339+C2(I)*0. 1176
WRITE<1B,890)C4(J),C3(J)

391 CONTINUE
WRITE<6,*>J
J=0.0
DO 691 1=51,150
IF(C2'I).EQ.0.0)GOTO 691
IF<C2(I>. E(2.S50)SOTO 691
J=J+1
C3(J>=37.1907+C2<I)»0.1176
C4(J)=247+(1-50)*1.33
WRTTE(54,390)C4(J),C3(J)

691 CONTINUE
WRITEC6,*)J
J=0.0
DO 689 1=151,200
IF(C2«I).EQ.0.0)GOTO 689
IF(C2(I).EQ.850)GOTO 689
J=J+1
C3(J)=433.1907-2*(1-150)
C4(J)=487+C2(I)*0.1176
WRITE(52,390)C4(J),C3(J)

689 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,*)J
J=0.0
DO 396 1=201,300
IF(C2(I).EQ.0.0)GOTO 396
IF(C2(I).EQ.350)GOTO 896
J-J+i
C4(J)=439+1.7*(1-200)
C3(J)'=37. 1907+C2(I)*0.1176
WR.[TE(56,890)C4(J) ,C3(J)

896 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,*)J

901 CONTINUE
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890 FQRMAT(1X,FB.3,2X,F8.3)
END

668

912

914
915

666
667

669

670

671

PROGRAM PRESENT
DIMENSION A(6),C(24>,X(24),Y(24),X1(100),Y1(130)
DIMENSION Bl (100) ,B2(100) ,B3(100) ,B4a00) ,C1 (126)
DIMENSION 85(100),B6(100),37(100),B8(100)
INTEGER D1,D2,D3,D4,D5
OPEN(UNIT=52,FILE='B0R0N3',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
OPEN(UNIT=18,FILE='B0R0N2',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
DO 668 1=1,126
READ(52,667)Cl(I)
CONTINUE
K=0
M1=0
K2=l
WRITE(6,914)
READ(6,*)A7
IF(A7.ED.0)THEN
GOTO 999
ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
WRITE(6,913)A8
READ(6,*)A8
FORMAT(2X,'CONTINUE? (NO=0, YES>0)',/)
FORMAT(2X,'ODD OR EVEN? (Ml=',F4.0,')',/)
WRITE<6,666)
READ(6,*)L1
FORMAT(2X,'WHICH LEVEL^',/)
FORMAT(F7.2)
DO 669 1=1,18

10

C(I)=C1(Kl)
CONTINUE
CMAX=C<1)
CMIN=C(1)
DO 670 1=2,13
IF(C(I).GT.CMAX)CMAX=C(I)
IF(C(I).LT.CMIN)CMIN=C(I>
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,671)CMAX,CMIN
F0RMAT(2X,'CMAX=',F7.2,4X,'CMIN=',F7.2)
XC=310
YC=236.1907
F1 = U4.351
Rl=0.547»Fl/2
R2=(0.547+(1.237-0.547!/25*F1
R3=(1.237+(1.749-1.237)/2)*F1
P'4=200
Al=3.1416
A(l)=Al/6
DO 10 1=1,5
A(I+l)=I*Al/3+A(t)
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,300)
READ(6,*)BC
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300 FORMAT<2X,'ISOBOR?',/)
DO 70 1=19,24
DC=(C(1-6)-C(1-12))/(R3-R2)
C (I) = D O (R4-R3) +C (1-6)

70 CONTINUE
F2=3. 141 S/3
DO 201 1=1,5
IF(BC.LT.Cd) )GOTO 202
IF(BC.6T.C(I))GOTO 203

204 DC=(C(I+i:-C(I))/(R1*F2)
A2=(BC-Cd>)/(Rl*DC)
K=K + 1
XI (K.)=XC+R1»COS<A(I)+A2)
Yl(K)=YC+R1»SIN(A(I)+A2)
60T0 201

202 IF(BC.GT.C(I+1))GOTO 204
GOTO 201

203 IF<BC.LT.C(I+1))GOTO 204
201 CONTINUE

IF(BC.LT.C(6))S0T0 212
IF(BC.GT.C(6))G0T0 213

214 DC=(C«1)-C(6))/(Rl»F2)
A2=(BC-C(6))/(R1»DC)
K=K+1
,<1 (!<>=XC+R1*COS(A(6>+A2)
Yl(K)=YC+R1»SIN(A(6)+A2)
GOTO 211

212 IF(BC.GT.C(1))GOTO 214
GOTO 211

213 IF(BC.LT.C(1))GOTO 214
211 CONTINUE

DO 221 1=1,6
IF(BC.LT.Cd) »GOTO 222
IF(BC.GT.Cd) )GOTO 223

224 DC=<C(I+6)-Cd> ) / (R2-R1)
A2=(BC-Cd) ) /! <R2-R1)*DC>
K=K+1
XI(K)=XC+(R1+A2*(R2-R1))*COS(A(I))
Yl(K)=YC+(R1+A2*(R2-R1;)*SIN(A(I))
GOTO 221

222 IF(BC.GT.C(I+6))GOTO 224
GOTO 221

223 IF(BC.LT.C(I+6))O0TO 224
221 CONTINUE

DO 241 1=7,11
IF(BC.LT.Cd) JGOTO 242
IF(BC.GT.Cd))GOTO 243

, 244 DC-(C(I+1)-C(I))/(R2#F2)
,*• A2=(BC-C(I) )/(R2»DC>

K=K+1
XI (K)=XC+R2*C0S(A(I-6)+A2)
Yl (K)=YC+R2*SIN(Ad-6)+A2)

' GOTO 241
i 242 IF(BC.GT.Cd + l) ) GOTO 244
» GOTO 241
f 243 IF (BC.LT.Cd + 1)/SOTO 244
i 241 CONTINUE
i IF(BC.LT.C(12))GOTO 252
\ IF<BC.GT.C(12)>GOTO 253
'• 254 DC=(C(7)-C(12) •> / (R2*F2)
; A2=(BC-C(12))/(R2*DC)
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253
251

264

262

263
261

274

272

273
271

284

K=K+1
XI CK)=XC+R2*CQS<A(6)+A2>
Yl (K)=YC+R2»SIN<A(6)+A2)
GDTO 251
IF(BC.GT.C<7>>GOTO 254
GOTO 251
IF(BC.LT.C(7))GOTO 254
CONTINUE
DO 261 1=7,12
IF(BC.LT.Cd) >GOTO 262
IF(BC.GT.Cd) >GOTO 263
DC=(C(I+6)-C(I))/(R3-R2)
A2=(BC-C(I))/((R3-R2)*DC>
K=K+1
XI (K)=XC-*-(R2+A2*(R3-R2) ) »COS (A (1-6) )
Y1(K)=YC+(R2+A2*(R3-R2))*SIN(A(I-6))
GOTO 261
IF(BC.GT.Cd+6>)GQTO 264
GOTO 261
IF(BC.LT.C(I+6))GOTO 264
CONTINUE
DO 271 1=13,17
IF(BC.LT.Cd) )GQTO 272
IF(BC.GT.Cd) )GOTO 273
DC=(C(I + l)-Cd) >/<R3*F2)
A2=(BC-C(I))/<R3*DC>
K=K+1
XI (K)=XC+R3*C0S(A(I-12)+A2)
Yl <K)=YC+R3*SIN(Ad-12)+A2>
GOTO 271
IF(BC.GT.CdM) )GOTO 274
GOTO 271
IFCBC.LT.Cd + 1) )GOTO 274
CONTINUE
IF(BC.LT.C(18)>60T0 2S2
IF(BC.GT.C(185)BOTO 283
DC=<C(13)-C(13))/(R3*F2)
A2=(BC-C(1S))/(R3*DC)

XI '.K)=XC+R3*C0S(A(6)+A2>
Yl(K)=YC+R3>SIN(A(6)+A2)
GOTO 281

282 IF(BC.ST.C(13))GOTO 284
GOTO 281

283 IF(BC.LT.C(13))G0T0 284
281 CONTINUE

DO 291 1=13,18
IF<BC.LT.C(I))GOTO 292
IF(BC.GT.Cd) )GOTO 293

294 DC=(C(I+6)-C(I))/(R4-R3)
A2=(BC-C(I))/(< R4-R3)*DC >
K=K + 1
XI(K)=XC+(R3+A2*(R4-R3))*CUS(A<1-12))
Yl (K)=YC+'R3+A2* (R4-R3) ) »SIN (A d-12; )
SOTO 291

292 IF(BC.GT.C(I+6;)GOTO 294
GOTO 291

293 IF(BC.LT.Cd+6) ) GOTO 294
291 CONTINUE

DO 301 1=19,23
IF(BC.LT.Cd) )GOTO 302
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IF(BC.GT.C'I))GOTO 303
304 DC=(C(I+1)-C(I)>/<R4*F2>

A2=(BC-C(I))/(R4*DC)
K=K+1
X1(K)=XC+R4*C0S(A(I-1B)+A2)
Yl(K)=YC+R4*SIN(A(I-18)+A2)
GOTO 301

,C(I+1))GOTO 304302

303
331

IF(BC
GOTO
IF(BC

.GT
301
.LT

CONTINUE
IF(BC
IF(BC

.LT

.GT

C(I+1) 304

.C(24))GOTO 312
,C(24>)GOTO 313

314 DC=(C(19)-C(24))/(R4*F2)
A2=(BC-C(24)>/(R4*DC)
K=K+1
XI(K)=XC+R4*UUS(A(6)+A2)
Yl(K)=YC+R4*SIN <A(6)+A2)
GOTO 311

312 IF(BC.GT.C(19))GOTO 314
GOTO 311

313 IF(BC.LT.C(19))G0T0 314
311 CONTINUE

Dl = l
D2=2
D3=0
D4=0
D5=l
DO 555 I=K2,k
IF(A8.ED. D G O T O 554
Bl(I)=Xl(I)+4
B2(I)=Y1(I)
B3(I)=X1(I)-4
B4(I)=Y1(I)
B5(I!=X1(I)
B6(I)=Y1(I)+4
B7(I)-XI(I)
B8(I)=Y1<I)-4
GOTO 555

554 Bl <I)=X1(I)-2
B2(I)=Y1(I>+2
B3(I)=X1(I)+2
B4<I)=Y1(I)-2
B5(I)=X1(I)+2
Bå(I)=Yl(I)+2
B7'.I)=X1 (I)-2
B8(I)=Y1(I)-2

555 CONTINUE
K2=K
GOTO 912

999 CONTINUE
DO 111 1=1,K
WRITE(13,333)D1,D2,D3,D4,D5

333 FORMAT(I2,I3,I3,I3,I3)
WRITE(13,444)81(I),B2(I)
WR I TE (18 , 444) B3 (I) , B4 '. I;
WRIT£(13,333)D1,D2,D3,D4,D5
WRITE<18,444)B5(I),B&(I)
WRITE(13,444)B7(I),B8(I)

111 CONTINUE
444 FORMAT(1X,F6.2,2X,F6.2)

I

I.
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END

PROGRAM PRESENT2
DIMENSION XI(72),Y1(72),CA(126),CB(42),CC(42)
DIMENSION X(72),Y(72),CD(72),CE(72)
INTEGER A,B,C,D,E
IA=52
IB=54
IC=55
ID=56
K 1=0.0
A=l
B=2
C=0
D=0
E=l
F2=50
XC=199
YC=21.1907
OPEN(UNIT=52,FILE='B0R0N2',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
OPEN(UNIT=54,FILE='B0R0N4',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
0PEN(UNIT=S3,FILE='X',ACCESS= SEQUENTIAL')
OPEN(UNIT=56, FILE='Y',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
READ(52,*)CA
READ(55,*)X
READ(56,*)Y
WRITE(6,100)

100 FORMAT(2X,'VILKET SNITT? (A=l, B=2, C=3>',/>
READ(6,*)DUMMY
J1=0.0
IF(DUMMY.EQ.1)THEN
DO 10 1=1,126,3
J1=J1+1
CB(J1)=CA(I)

13 CONTINUE
ELSEIF(DUMMY.EQ.2)THEN
DO 20 1=2.126,3
J1=J1+1
C";(J1)=CA(I)

20 CONTINUE
ELSE
DO 30 1=3,126,3
J1=J1+1
CB(J1)=CA(I>

30 CONTINUE
ENDIF
DO 40 J=0,36,6
CC(1+J)=CB(6+J)
CC(2+J)=CB(4+J)
CC(3+J)=CB(2+J)
CC'4+J)=CB(1+J)
CC(5+J)=CB(3+J;
CC(6+J)=CB(5+J>

40 CONTINUE
DO 12 1=1,6
CD(9+I)=CC(I)
CD(17+I)=CC(6+I)
CD(25+I)=CC(12+I)
CD(33+1)=CC<18+1)
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13

14

0

200

300

400

CD(41+I)=CC(24*I)
CD(49+1)=CC(30+1)
CD(57+1)=CC(36+1)
CONTINUE
DO 13 1=0,48,8
CD(9+I)=CD(10+I)-((CD(11+I)-CD(13+I))/0.6010)*0.256
CD(16+1)=CD(15+1)+((CD(15+1)-CD(14+1))/0.6010)*0.256
IF(CD(1+9).LT.0.0)CD(1+9)=0.0
IF(CD(I+9).GT.1763.0)CD(I+9)=1763.0
IF(CD(1+16).LT.0.0)CD(1+16)=0.0
IF(CD(1+16).GT.1763.0)CD(1+16)=1763.0
CONTINUE
DO 14 1=1,8
CD(I)=CD(I+8)-((CD(16+I)-CD(3+I))/1.0795)»0.513
CD(1+64)=CD(1+56)+((CD(1+56)-CD(1+43))/1.0795)*0.513
IF(CD(I).LT.0.0)CD(I)=0.0
IF(CD(I).GT.1763.0)CD(I)=1763.0
IF(CD(1+64).LT.0.0)CD(1+64)=0.0
IF(CD(I+64).GT.1763.0)CD(I+64)=1763.0
CONTINUE
AB=CD(1)
AC=CD(1)
DO 50 1=2,72
IF(CD(I).GT.AB)AB=CD(I)
IF(CD(I).LT.AC)AC=CD(I)
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,200)AB
FORMAT(2X,'HIGHEST BORON CONC.=',F7.2,/)
WRITE(6,300)AC
FORMAT(2X,'LOWEST BORON CONC.=',F7.2,/)
WRITE(6,400)
FORMAT (2X , ' ISOBOR''' , / )
READ(6,*)BOR
DO 60 J=0,64,S
DO 70 1=1,7

234

232

233
70
63

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

(BOR.LT.CD(K))GOTO 202
(BOR.GT.CD(K))GOTO 203
(I.EU.1)G1=0
(I.EQ.2)G1=0
(I.EQ.3)G1=0
(I.EQ.4)G1=0
(I.EQ.5)G1=0
(I.EQ.6)G1=0
(I.EQ.7)G1=0

CONST»(CD(K+l)
A2
Kl
XI
Yl

=(BOR-CD(K))
=K1 + 1
<K1)=X(K)+A2
<K1)=Y(K)

GOTO 73
IF

.2560

.6010

.6135

.5470

.6185

.6010

.2560
-CD(K))/Gl
/CONST

(BOR.GT.CD(K+l))GOTO 204
GOTO 73
IF (BOR.LT.CD(K
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO
DC

90 J=0,56,8
90 1=1,3

+1))GOTO 234

IF(BOR.LT.CD(K))GOTO 302
IF(BOR.GT.CD(K))GOTO 303
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304 IF<J.EQ.0)H=0.519
IFfJ.EQ.8)H=1.0795
IF(J.EQ.16)H=0.9290
IF(J.EQ.24)H=1.0395
IF(J.EQ.32)H=1.344
IF(J.EQ.40)H=1.344
IF(J.EQ.48)H=l.3355
IF(J.EQ.56)H=0.6é>53
C0NST=(CD(K+8)-CD(K))/H
A2=(BOR-CD(K))/CONST
K1=K1+1
XI (K1)=X(K)
Yl (K1)=Y(K)+A2
GOTO 90

332 IF(BOR.ST.CD < K+8))BOTO 304
GOTO 90

303 IF(BOR.LT.CD(K+8))GOTO 304
90 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE

DO 11 1=1,Kl
WRITE(54,111)A,B,C,D,E
XA=F2»X1 (D+2+XC
YA=F2*Y1(I)+YC
XB=F2»XKI)-2+XC
YB=F2»Y1 (I)+YC
WRITE(54,112)XA,YA
WRITE(54,112)XB,YB
XA=F2*X1 <I)+XC
YA=F2*Y1 (D+2+YC
XB=F2»X1 (D+XC
YB=F2»YKI)-2+YC
WRITE(54,111)A,B,C,D,E
WRITE(54,112)XA,YA
WRITE(54,112)XB,YB

II CONTINUE
III FORMAT(513)
112 FORMAT(1X,F7.3,2X,F7.3)

END

SUBROUTINE SPECV(P,T,C10)
DIMENSION A(12),B(12)
A(1)=7.982692717
A(2)=-2.616571843E-2
A(3)=1.522411790E-3
A(4)=2.284279054E-2
A(5)=2.421647003E+2
A(6)=1.269716088E-10
A (7)=2.074838328E-7
A (8)=2.174020350E-8
A(9)=1.105710498E-9
fl(10)=1.293441934E+1
A <11)=1.308119072E-5
Afl2!=6.B' -'626333E-14
B(1> =8.438375405E-1
B<2)=5.3621621£2E-4
B(3)=1.72
B(4)=7. 34227S489E-2
B(5)=4.975e58870E-2
B'6)=6.537154300E-1
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B(7)--l. 15E-6
B(8)"1.5108E-5
B(9)=1.4188E-1
B(10)=7.002753165
B(11)-2.9952B4926E-4
BU2)=2.04E-1
Tl=T+273.15
T2=Tl/647.3
P2=P/221.2
Y=l-B(1)*T2**2-B(2)/(T2**6>
Z=Y+SQRT (B (3) *-Y**2-2*B (4) »T2+2*B (5) *P2)
Z=L0G13(Z!
Z = 10** (-0.294U7fc*Z)
C1=A;1)*8(5)*Z
C2=A(2)+A(3)*T2+ft(4)*T2**2
C3=A(5)*((B(6)-T2)**1B)
C4=A(6)/(B(7)+T2**19)
C5=-(A(7)+2*A(8) *P2+3*A(9)*P2**2)/ (B (8)+T2*-»1
C11=A(10)»T2**18
C12=C11*(B(9)+T2**2)
C13=-3/((B(10)+P2)**4)
C14=C13+B(11)
C6=-C12*C14
C7=3*A < 11) * <B (12)' -T2) *P2**2
C8=(4*A(12)*P2**3)/(T2**20)
C9=C1+C2+C3+C4+C3+C6+C7+C8
C10=C9*0.32317
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE V1SC0S(T,P,VI)
DIMENSION A(5)
Tl=(T+273.15)/647.3
Pl^P/221.2
A(l)=2.414E+2
A(2)=3.S28209486E-1
A(3)=2.162830218E-1
A(4)=1.498693949E-1

A1=A<2)/(Tl-A(3))
A2=A(1)*10**A1
CALL TRYCK(T,PS)
P2=PS/221.2
A3=A(4)#(P1-P2)
VI=A2»(1+A3*(T1-A(5)
VI=VI»1.0E-7
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX

Plow velocities (m/s) at element surfaces at steady
one RCP in operation.

ELEMENT TETA-DIRECTION Z-DIRECTION

LEVEL 1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1 ~T
A _•

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

24

0.43145

0.63245

0.34859

-0.34855

-0.63227

-0.43111

0.37899

0.57486

0.25659

-0.25677

-0.57466

-0.37835

0.43351

0.51815

0.26067

-0.26318

-0.51823

-0.43761

0.43000

0.39182

0.39451

-0.39435

-0.39140

-B.42952

-0.03774

B.7B572

0.78868

0.32905

0.85564

0.82884

0.78844

0.12624

0.25434

0.29015

0.32364

0.23990

0.25415

-0.45019

0.06154

0.34393

0.52894

0.34041

0.06110

-2.23340

-1.16410

-0.36862

0.32603

-0.369M

-1. o430

LEVEL 2

0.63132

state with

R-DIRECTION

-1.02920

-0.41223

0.34560

0.43798

0.04552

-0.04123

-1.26630

-0.59289

0.01413

0.37517

0.01400

-0.59309

-1.SI 543

-0.59426

-3.13623

0.05943

-0.18666

-0.59437

0.00000

0.00000

0.00030

0.00000

0.33000

3.00030

0.10244
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ELEMENT

26

27

23

29

30

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

53

TETA-DIRECTION

-0.02652

0.03303

-0.03383

0.02684

0.03910

-0.29078

-0.21243

-0.06656

0.06537

0.21206

0.29217

0.01230

-0.10984

-0.04345

B.04229

0.13933

-0.01108

0.15205

0.02958

-0.04125

0.04114

-0.03001

-0.15175

Z-DIRECTION

0.64913

0.66334

0.67482

0.66734

0.64859

0.55957

0.57203

0.61210

0.63627

0.61089

0.57038

0.30882

0.44587

0.54396

0.63211

0.54244

0.44339

-3.4494a

-2.13530

-1.29430

-0.34762

-1.29440

-2.13500

R-DIRECTION

0.04379

0.00593

0.13451

0.00489

0.04292

0.34792

-0.24809

-0.30384

-0.23291

-0.30334

-0.24838

-0.44635

-0.33118

-0.36018

-0.25309

-0.35987

-0.38090

3.30003

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00203

-0.02327

0.00209

-0.01156

0.02801

LEVEL

0.68404

0.68834

0.68675

0.63341

3.68064

0.00109

0.31737

-0.02349

0.(31729

-0.03508

I,
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ELEMENT

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

8C

81

82

TETA-DIRECTION

0.01547

-0.17023

-0.16615

-0.08688

0.07681

0.16335

0.18251

0.03389

-0.08843

-0.07747

0.06896

0.08591

-0.02035

0.17811

0.13374

0.06899

-0.06907

0.13374

-0.17797

0.00192

-0.00253

-0.00305

-0.000^1

0.00214

0.00206

-0.00085

-0.00804

-0.00734

0.00366

Z-DIRECTION

0.68172

0.65373

0.64996

0.64996

0.65210

0.64022

0.63538

0.45370

0.46538

0.46101

0.46880

0.45221

0.45091

-3.58300

-2.11870

-1.27000

-0.29584

-1.27000

-2.11850

LEVEL 4

1.30470

1.31400

1.30510

1.29320

1.28750

1.29190

1.31950

1.33870

1.31670

1.29970

R-DIRECTION

0.00731

0.13906

-0.03316

-0.06483

-0.07718

-0.06840

-0.03739

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

-0.00969

-0.00576

-0.00886

-0.03218

-0.01095

-0.00882

-0.03218

-0.03525

-0.03647

-0.03894
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ELEMENT

83

84

B5

36

87

88

39

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

113

111

TETA-DIRECTION Z-

0.00687

0.00577

0.00307

-0.00455

-0.00673

0.00480

0.00365

-0.00009

0.06349

0.09204

-0.0039^

0.00390

-0-09219

-0.06339

LEVEL

0.00691

-0.30712

-0.00959

-0.00348

0.00404

0.00926

0.01037

-0.01083

-0.01041

-0.00253

0.00377

0.00965

0.01046

-0.01062

-0.00785

-DIRECTION

1.28790

1.29230

1.35850

1.39620

1.35690

1.34370

1.32650

1.33170

-5.03590

-2.94600

-1.68830

-0.41401

-1.68830

-2.94590

5

1.31200

1.33250

1.31230

1.28870

1.28000

1.23790

1.32510

1.39060

1.32470

1.28330

1.27270

1.28050

1.34650

1.48170

1.34600

R-DIRECTION

-0.03646

-0.03579

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00145

0.31139

0.00158

-0.00536

-0.00635

-0.30455

-0.00084

0.00609

-0.00109

-0.30333

-0.00316

-0.00281

0.90000

0.00000

0.00000
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ELEMENT

112

113

114

115

116

117

US

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

123

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

TETA-DIRECTION

-0.00143

0.00256

0.00694

0.43379

0.38933

0.18540

-0.18542

-0.38939

-0.43376

LEVEL

0.01842

-0.01850

-0.02266

-0.00820

0.130842

0.02255

0.03224

-0.03229

0.02435

-0.00591

0.00625

0.02410

0.03725

-0.03728

-0.01629

-0.00366

0.00396

0.01607

1.52510

1.032S0

Z-DIRECTION

1.30590

1.29420

1.30160

-5.63093

-2.91550

-1.54840

-0.15971

-1.54840

-2.91550

6

1.27970

1.26270

1.28000

1.24460

1.23100

1.24410

1.29450

1.45670

1.24410

1.19910

1.20060

1.19660

1.35050

1.91670

1.35100

1.31273

1.30960

1.31060

-7.72240

-2.57790

R-DIRECTION

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

3.00757

0.04309

a.00759

-0.00885

-0.01039

-0.00857

0.00527

0.03995

-0.00858

0.00364

0.00365

0.00380

0.00000

0.30000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000
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